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Institute of Experirnental Physics
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Kosice

An experimental study of Lhe QED Compton prOfess using the data. recorded by the III detecLor
at the electron-proton collideI' HERA in 1994 and 1995 is presenl.ed. Using the saillpies of these
evenl.s the backwa.rd electl'Onlagnetic ca.lorimeters, i.e. lead scintillator sampling calorimeLer
I3EMC in .199,1and Lhe one of tlte spaghel.ti lead-fibre type SPACAL in 1995 were stndied in
terms of the absolute energy scale, response linearity, relative positiou 1.0 the beam line, and
the corresponding backward tracking detector, i.e. backward proportionaJ c1lamber (J3PC) in
1994 aud backward drift cltamber (BDG) in 1995. The efficiencies of the UPC and HDC are
deterlniucd, the probability of the -y-conversion in frout of tlte BPC-llEMC and BDC-SPACA L
systelns are evaluated and I.he a.mount of the dea.d mal.erial iu that region is estima.ted. The
selected samples of the QED Comptou eveuts a.re employed 1.0 Inake an independent luminosil.y
measn rement. The role of I.lte resnlts of the Q8D COlllpton events analysis in the physics analysis
such as the protou structnre function 1'2 measurement is discussed.

A Study of Quasi-Real QED COlnptoll
Events at HERA

V predkladauej dizertaeuej praci so. zaoberallle analyzou kvantovo-elektrodynamicb'ho (QED)
Comptonovho rozptylu pouiit.flll tidajov zlsl,anyfh POIllOCOUdetektora III pracujllceho na ury-
chrovaci protibeinych zviizkov eJekl.ronov a protonov JIEIV\ v rokocli [094 a 1995. Pomocou
stat.istickYd sljborov pripadov spominanych zraiok sllle najprv studovali ahsoilitnu energetickti
kalibracill, a linearit.ll odozv'y zadneho c1ekl.olllagnetickeho vzorkovacieho kalorillletera (fiEMC)
olovo-scintiJat.orovej konstrukcie v roku 1994 a kalorimet.ra spageLoveho typll (SPACi\L) 0101'0-

vlaknovpj kOllstrukcie v roku 1995. Dalej SJ1leureili relatlvnu polohu oboch kalorillletrov voei 0-

si zviizku a odpovedajllcemu dnihovemll detektorll, t..j. zadllej proporcionalnej kOlllore (I3PC)
v rokll 1994 a tzv. zadncj driftovej kOJllore (fiDe) v rokll 1995. PotOJll sllle vYClslili efektrvllosf
drahovych detekLol'ov BrC " fiDC a pravdepodobnosf -y-konvPfzie. Nasledne sllle odhadli
IIlnoistvo mitveho materi,illl pred systemami BPC-BEMC a BDC-SPACAL. Ziskane statisticke
subory prfpadov QGD Comptonovho rozptylu sllle pouiili na nezavisle rneranie svietivosti. Zaver
prke sme veuovali diskllsii 0 tilohe vysleclkov analyzy pl'fpaclov QED COlllptonovho rozptylu
v tak doleiitej fyzibl.lnej analyze ako jc meranie strukturnej funkcie protonu F2•

Mgr. Richard Maracek V
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Chapter 1

The eledroJl-protoll beam fa.cility II Ell A at 0 8SY, II <ullburg, collide the two counter-
rotating beams of 27.5 GeV electrons (positron) and 820 GeV protOIlS Pl. The center
of ma.<;s energy of the e7J collision is vs ~ 300 CeV. Compared to fonTler fixed target
experiments [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], where the nucJeons probed by I.Ile leptons were at the rest
in the laboratory frame, the center of lllass energy is larger by more than one order
of magnitude. IIEllA provides thus a Ilnique facility for the study of tIle structure of
the proton in a new kinematical regirne: at very large _Q2 ~ 104 GeV2 (where Q2 is
the squared momentum Lransfered) alJowing to resolve structure dowll to 10-18 crn, and
in the region of high parton density ill the momentnlll space (very low Bjorken scaling
variable x ~ 10-4).

7.5.1 Discussion of ItesulLs

7.5.2 Itole of QP:D Compton Events Studil's

Deep inelastic scattering (DIS) is a fundamental process to investigate the quark-
gluon interaet.ion, and to make precise tests of the perturbative quantum chroillodynalll-
ics (QCD) theory. The incJusive il.nalysis of the D1S eveuts leads to measllrements of
the proton structure function F2(.r:,Q2). The strong coupling constant a,(Q2) and the
gluon distribution :rg(x, Q2) can be determineo ill different processes as deep inelastic
jet productioll, charm and J /1/J production or the measurement of longitudinal struc-
ture function FL. However, the accurate measurement of the structure funet.ions is the
most precise way to determine 0',(Q2), and 1;g(3;, Q2) from the scaling violation of Fl.
The high statist.ics measurements of the proton structure already obtained in the first
years of running at IlEJlA require to lower the systematics errors, which main sources
are electron energy calibration error, electron polar angle uncertainty, uncertainty of the
Itadronic energy scale, knowledge of the QED radiative correction, pllOto--production and
beam ba.ckground, the luminosity error.

The flll'asurement of the radiative inelastic and ela.stic scattering processes is of the
primary importance at HERA because it allows to cross check of the QED radiative cor-
rections, which are indispensable in the determination of the protol1 structul e. In addition
since at the elastic process the corresponding cross section can be precisely calculated this
process is used to monitor the lumilJosity at lIEllA. The Humber of great importance for
most of the physics analyses. In the DIS regime the emission of photons collinear with the
incident electrons can be interpreted as a reduction 01 the effecti ve electron beam energy
and consequeHLly the center of mass energy of collisions. Thus exploiting of hard proton
radiation processes can yield iHforrnation on the internal proton structure at distances

A Oerivation of Generalized Hclicity Formula for One-Photon- Exchange
Processes 149



largN than previously stud.ied at 11I~IU\. In addition it can provid~ a. measurement such
as ddcruJiuatiol1 of the cross sections for scatteriug or lougitlldinally, (JJ." and trau~ver-
sally, (JT, pola.ri7,ed piiOtOllS [7].

mca.surement or the proton structure fuuctioll 1'2 is ilillstmted and discussed. TJle fInal
chapter Ieviews the results obt.ained.

In ordcr t.o ule-asuj"(' the IUllliuosity de-livercd in the a.n:eptance region or t.hc I.lJ detec-
tor, rour din'ere-nt l11etbods a.1"<~presently used: Llw (e - ,) coiucidf'uce, the hard, rate,
tllC raudoul coiucickucc ami the Compton method. 'fhc precision of tht' later (forll1cr)
two nwthods is prcseutly lilliited by the st.atistic;ll (systematic) error. The agreelllcnt or
the ditl"erent. valucs using largely independeut lllethods jlrovides cunlidence of our under-
standing of the IUlninosity lIleasuremcnt.

As it WitSsuggested in [8, 9) the QI';D Compton scatLering, produced in the hcad·ou
collision at high e-Iwrgy ele-(I;ron protou collick:r, such as IJEllA, can be used for various
purposes: 1'01' thc itlrca,dy Incntioned a.bove Iultlinosity measurelnent, the methodologi-
cal/calibration stndies of detectors, the detel"lnination of the photon content of the proton
aud tile search 1'01' a candidate for l'xcitcd c1ecl.lOu eO.

III the lilt's,,"tcd t!Je-sis tlte Qr.D Compton evellt obsrrved in the Hi detector durillg
tile UN·! alld 19<)0 I"Illlniug prriods arl' analyzed. Altllough the illllOUllt of collecl.ed
IUlllinosity durillg the- Illll'l alld 19(J5 <1.11(1the differellttrigger conflgura,tions put lirllitson
ti,e hnc prc~ellted itllalys.is, ti,e splccLcd samples or ti,e QI';I) Comptoll evellts provides all
opportllllity 1.0 cross-check ti,e total illtegrated lurniuosity with a.precision of few per Cf'1I1..
11,also allows us I.,)study the ba.ckwa.rd scatterillg rcgioll of the 111 experiment in terms of
tlte <1.bsohil,eenergy sC<lleand the response linea.rity of the e1ectrom<tgnetic calorimeter, its
relative position 1,0 the bealll lillE'<tlld ti,l' misalignlllellt of the odorimeter and the tracking
detector. The nlentioll,xl abovc Illclhodological studies are of greater illlpol"lallce since
dllrillg the wiu!.er sltutdown 1994/95 tltl' III colJ<tbor<1.!.iollhas I.Ipgr<lded the III lletecLor
with a. new backw<trd calorinlel:cr of the spagllctti (SPACAL) lea.d-fiber design and the
lIew ba.ckward tracking ddecl.or (UDC) [JO). In order to fulfil1 the main tarlSet of this
upgrade, i.e. to provide the i.l.llproved l1Ie<tsllrement of the scattered pa.rticles i.ll the new
extcuded killeilialical region, the newly installed detectors WerE'to be well understood and
calibrated.

The thesis is organized as follows. In chaptpr 2 Ihf'orcl.ical issues relating to hard
photon radiation IHoc('sses at IIEIU\ aI."<'surv~\ud the- formulas for quasi-real QI~D
COl1lptOIl event a.re presented. Chapter;l contains a brief description of the IlERA ac-
cpl,eral.or and a review of the components of the ][1 dptrctor with emphasizing on HI
backward sc<\I.tE'ring region, which is Illainly relevant. [or tlle presented analysis. Chap-
t.er'l is concE'l"IIed with Ute st.llc1y of the HEMC nllclear counter elIect as a sourc!': of tile
fake e1ectroll trigger sigllals and the .increase or t.i1erate of the stand-a.lone DEiVJC electron
trigger, which was used lor selecting not olily the QED Compton event. candidates but
the callclidatcs on tile dcep-inelilst.ic scat.tering evellts. In Chapter 5 tile experimental
teclllJiques used to sclect the QED Comptoll evellt samples in bot.11 HJ94 and 1ll9ti cla.ta
takiug periods are described. Chapt.er G is concerned with the metilodological stlldies of
t.he e1ectrolilagnf't.ic cainrilllet.ers ill t.erms of the '1.bsollll.e encrgy scale, response linearity,
relat.ive positioll t.o the beam line, tilt" lIlisalignnlent of t.lle calorimeter and the triKkillg
det.ector. The llleaSUrrtllclit of total integrat.ed luminosity using the QED Compton events
detected by 111 experi.llleut. during the 1994 and l!J95 rUIl.l.lillgperiods, is then presellted.
In Cllitpt.pr 7 the n'lle of t.i1eQED Compton evenls ana.lysis ill the physics allalysis such a.s



Chapter 2

The Quasi-Real QED Compton
Process

In this clJapter a survey of (.liedefinitions of the tliree classes of the liard photon radiation
from the lepton line in the nentral current (NC) processes at HERA is given. Tlie exact
analytic expressions of the QED Compton event cross section are presented. The three
separate contributions depending on the value of the invariant rnass of the hadronic system
are reviewed. The definitions of tlie kinematical relatiolls, which characterize the Ql:;D
Compton events are presented. The basic ideas and solutions which have been chosen
in COMPTON, a Monte Carlo generator for QED Compton events, are summarized togt,ther
with the input values of the kinematical variables used in the production of the Monte
Carlo simulation data used in the here presented analysis. Finally the various predictions
of the distributions and correlations of the crucial kinematical variables for a sample of
the QED COlOpton events generated using the COMPTON generator are shown and discnss.

2.1 Radiative Events in Electron-Proton Scattering
at HERA Energies

The dominant QED radiative contributions to elastic (ep -; ep) and inelastic (ep -; eX)
scattering cons.ist tlie radiation of a real photon from tlie leptonic line and are described
by diagrams shown in [cig. 2.1.

The radiative scattering cross section is large in the neighborhood of tlie poles of
the virtual electron ancl virtual photon propagators. The following three classes of the
radiative processes corresponding to these kinematic domains are defmed [11,35]: (i) the
bremsstrahlung process corresponding to the poles in bolll the virtual electron and the
virtual photon propagators; (ii) the radiative DlS process corresponding to the pole in
the virtual elecl.ron propagator and to the large virtual photon Illass; (iii) the quasi-real
QED Compton process corresponding to the pole in the virtual photon propagator and
to a large virtual electron mass. Note, that these three classes of radiative processes
correspond to the "different" kinematic domains.
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In the [11 det.eclor which will be described in JlLore detail in Sec. 3.2 the mdia,tive
photolls are measured (in terms of their polar angle 0.,) in t.wo 'lllgular doma.ins: 0., :s Bpa

correspouding to the accept.a,nce regioll of the photon a.rm of the luminosity dctedor,
0,,,,, aud Ocdl :s 0./ :s Bed2 corresponding Lo t.he acceptance of t.he region of Ule cent.lal
det.ector, where Oedl and Ocd2 are ti,e minimal and Ll1axinlal itngular accept.ance of the
central det.edor, respectively. The scaUered electrons arc measured (in terms of their
polar angle Be), eit.her in the centra.! det.ector or in the eleet.ron itrm of ti,e lllrninosit.y
system B. :s O.a, wher~ Be•. is the uppe[ edge of the acceptance of the electron ann
of the luminosity syst.pnl. The radiative photon and the scattered electron of energy
E'~ 2: 10 GeV cannot be resolved in any regioLl of t.he central detector if the photon
emission angle, oe.." with respect t.o the elpct.ron is smaller U,an Oed, where the Ded stands
for the angular (e - ,,) resoll.ltiou of t.he central detector. TIlf' approximat.e values of
t.he borders of the meut.ioued above acceptance regions together \Vit.h tile corresIJonding
symbols are sUll1marized in Tab. 2. J.

i\ cOIIl(llcLe example of trea.l.mcnt of the radiittiV<' chauuds is d~sc[ibed in [9], where
tI,e auLhors concentrate Oll the pure photou exchange contribuLion t.o the cross sectiou
which is esscnt.i,\.lly dcLermiacd by I'itcl.or:

photon arm of the luminosity systelll 0')(1 :s 0,45 mrad
electron arm of the luminosity syst.em 0('(1 :s 5 rnrad
cent.ral deLector (forward part.) Bcd' 2: 0.07 l'i\.d
central detedor (backward part) Bcdl :s (IT - 0.05) rad
e - " l'f'sol.ut.ioll' Oed > 0.02 rad

2 (11'.1.:),
2(ld;'),
-(k - k' - /,')2 = ci + Zl + Z2 .

(2.:2)
(2.:3)
(2.11)

Using the pMtial I·ract.ioning and, consequently, t.he fact that the fact.ors multiplying the
pole tenus t.erms I/z" 1/z2 and I./Q2 do 1I0t. v,]ry strongly aud thcn'i'ore ror kiuema,t.ica.lly
allowed conflgnr'1.tions none or t.l,c ot.her c!cnonlinators can beconle sUlall, the cross seet.ion
can be dccomposit.ed into the form:

The kinematic variables]i, k, pi, k', fl' a.re the four-momenta of the incoming proton,
incoming electron, hadronic systelll2, scat.t.ered electron a.nd radiated photoll, respectively.
The kinematics of t.he radiat.ive processes are described by the five following independent
Lorent.7,-invariant v<\fiables:

(p' _ p)2 = _Q2 ,

(k + JI)l,

(1\' - k)2 ,
(k' + J\')l ,

'2
P

(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

(2.1.0)

This separation delines three radiative ch,lllllels: (j) init ial state radiation, peaking
for z, -} 0, i.e. for cvent.s where t.he phot.on is emitted colillearly wit.h (jj) the incoming
electron; final st.ate radiation, peakiug I'or Z2 --+ 0, i.e. for events where t.he p~oton is
emit.ted colinearly wiLh the sc,tUered pleetron; Ujj) COIll.pt.on p,~rt., peaking for Q2 --+ O.
These events a[c characterized by the photon balallcing the tnlnsverse momentum of the
scattered electron and the Jln,d quark whid, is going close to the initia.l quark direction.
The cont.ribution of Lhe COlupt.on pa,rL to the bremsstrahlung cross section can be viewed
as resulLing frol1l t.he emission of a quasi-real photon [rom the LJuark line witll subsequent
COll1pt.on scatt.ering, el' -+ 1'')'.

Since Lhe nat.ure or t.hesc processes is thai. there arc no substant.ial or discret.e borders
'll Lhe pll3.se space, the way to sep<uate thcm .is based ou their dist.inct experimeut.al
signatures [35], as it is defiued in the following sections.

The four-momentum t.ransfer squared, t, and the squared invariant mass of the (e -
,,) system, W2, correspond to q'2 allli q"2 in the diagr<uns in Fig. 2.1.

In the bremsstrahlung process the masses of t.he virtual photon ami of the virtual electron
are small: 0 ~ -q2, _q'2, _(["2 :s (EeBpa)2 ~ 0.0001.5 GeV2. In t.his kinematical domain
t.he ela.stic channel (ep --+ eJr!l is the domina.nt process. The electron radiates it. photon
in the electromagnetic field of t.he proton, which can be regarded a.s point-like. Both

IFor more detail definit.ion see the text.
:!In the elastic case a protou.



the outgoillg eleclroll alld the photoll eilierge at very slIlall allgles willJ respect to tile
illcident clecl.wJI direcl.ioll. The recoil prot.on contiuues its motion <tlll1ost ulldisturbed.
E;vellts of t.his type Me idcllt.ificr! l'ither by detecl.ilJg bot.h the scattered electron alld the
pllOtOll or by detecting ouly lilt: plloton. 1.11 llie orcmsstra.hlung process the energy of the
photoll, e~,<llld the energy of the scattered electron, e;, arc constrained:

~ = L (r::h - Ph cos fh) .
I.

where I';. ami r::; being the f'lJergy uf illcOllling allr! scattered electron, respectively. In the
IIJl1"elativistic lilllit and in the small. a.nglc approxim<ttion the bremsstrahlung cross section
is described by the Dcthe-lIeii./er [(JI'Juul" [15). Siuce the cross section is illsensitive to
the internal protoll structure, the bremsstrahlung process can be used for the luminosity
IIleasllremellt, see See. G.J.I.l.

The DIS <-'I' colJisioll at reduced energy £,. call be described using the "true" kinemat-
ical variables Tt> Yt> <tlld Qf defined as:

_E, E; cos20./2
E

"
(/~t - Ie). sin2 0,/2) ,
J~; . 2

1--;:;- sm 0./2,1'-,
4 E~ E, cos2 0,/2,

(2.18)

(2.19)

III the radiativf' D IS process _q2 is l<lrgc, _q2 2: (E,OcdJl2 , while either _q'2 or _qU2 is
slualt, _q'·l :s (EcOp"tl2 c:: 0.00015 GeV 2, _q"l :s (E,,sr<1)2. Since the illelastic structure
functioll of the proton rises3, and the elastic form faet.ors decrease rapidly w.ith increasing
-t/, this process is domillated by the iJlelastic chan.llel.

which can be obtained by replacing the nominal electron beam energy by the effedive
"true" electron energy in the collventional expressions for x., y" (J;, see Sec. 7.1.

In t.he QED Compton process both _q'2 aud _q"2 are large, _q'2, _q"2 2: (E,Ocdtl2 and
_q2 is snlall, 1I/.p(W'/S2) :S _q2 « _q'2, _q"2 (quasi-real electron), where Illp is the
proton mass. Ignoring the Iladronic vertex, this process corresponds to the CompLon
scattering of a qU<lsi real photon on an incident electro II [8J:

e +,' -+ c +"/
The dominant contribution to the Compton scattering, which is sometimes called wide
angle bremsstrahlung is due to the elastic channel (ep -+ epr). The scattered electron
ami tile photon are observed in the central detector (O'b) ~ Ocdtl. As _q2 is small, the
proton (hadrollic final state) and the (e - 1') system have trails verse momenta close to
zero. The hadronic filial state remains undetected in most of the cases (Op(,,) :S Ocd2).

Note that in the Compton process the corrections of the order a4, where a is fine-
structurf' constant, (i.e. second order radiative corrections) h,we to be taken into account
in particular the dominant one corresponded to hard photon emission in the direction of
the ilicollling electrou. A more detail discussion of the three channels of the ljuasi-real
QED Compton is the subject of the next sec\.ion.

As -t? is la,rge, the scattered electron or the (e -,) system is observed in the angular
rallge Oe ~ 0"'[1 and a large fmction of the produced hadrons is det.ected. The tr<lns\'ersc
monlentuln of the hadronic system is baJaliced by the transverse momentum of the elec-
troll (e-,) systen\. The allgular distribution of the radiated plwtoJJS ill DIS exhibits two
pt'aks ilIOlilid the directions of the incident alld sca.l.lered electron, correspondillg to the
region of sma.]1 _q'2 and sJUall _q"l, respectively.

Despite 1110Stof the radiative photons elllitl.ed ill the direction of the scattered electrolis
of ellcrgy E ~ 10 C:eV cannot be resolved a s.izeable fraction of events with radi(ttive pho-
tons €llIitted ill the direction of the incomingeJeet.rons can be identified in the HI detector.
These kind of events call be illterpreted as originating from non-radiative scatterillg at
reduced electron be,tnl ellergy [7J. Ti,e effective, so-called true, electroll beam energy E,.
call be determined directly from tbe measurf'd radiative photon energy E~:

2.2 QED Compton Scattering in Electron-Proton Col-
lisionsThe inelasticity par<lllleters y, and Yh are expressed in terms of the energy and angle

of the scattered eJectron (electron lllethod), and tile momenta, Ph, a.nd angles, 01. of a.Jl
pl·oduced Itadrons, according the formula.e:

E~ . ? 0,
Ye == J - E" Sin-?, ~

2.2.1 Exact Analytic Expression of QED Compton Event Cross
Section

In th.is section the exa.ct analytic expression of tlle QED Compton eveJlt cross sectio.ll is
presented. According 1.0 [l1J w.e start with the exact factorization formula, based on tlte
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where dn' == du'd4>', witll II' == co~{/', itnd 0', <p' being t.he orbititl itnd aziLllutha.l
scattering allglC's ill the Cf'llter-or-lI1ass rnllllc or I.Ile virtu,\1 COlllpton process. Whilst
the upper subscript ('1', L) rf'rers to 1;11<' polariz.\tion (t.ransverse or longitudinal) or the
virtnal photon at th" Iladron vertex, the lower subscript, (1', L, T [" TT) represellts the
poli1ri~ation at the lepton vertex, i,e. dP.finC's the trausvers(' and lougitmliuitl cross sections,
alld the tra.llsverse-!ongitndinal and transV<'rse-\.ransverse illt rrerence ten liS or the virtual
C01l1P\.OU scatteriug pro«'ss -y'c --+ ~Ie. The flux functions /1',10 in fOI'TlIulit (2.20), which
repl'eselit the virtu,d photon spectra (tra.nsverse or longit.udiual) at the hadron vertex a.re

given by:

Notice, that the electron lI1asS, me, is taken into accouut ouly wlJere it is required in order
to avo.id a divergency in the formulas.

In order to speciry fT~;::we shall consider various separate contributions depending on
the value (range) of the 1I!x iJivolved [60J.

I-x T 2 T
-l--g (:r,x"Q )a"p,
117[' .cr,
1-:rL 210

-'-3--g (x,:r"Q )a,'p
! 1f a.:x....,

4rr2('t C2 (Q2) 15(1 - x)
Q2 1M 1 _ .t' '

1 67[2am; .2 2 15(1 - x)
a~.p Q4 GdQ) t--=--;:-' (2.35)

where a is the fine-structure COllstal1t and the conventional expressions of the proton's
electromagnetic form fadors were used:

T 2 x~
9 (:t,X",Q ) - -2 2 ==

.'l:

(1 - :r,f:1' )Q2 - X~1I1~

Q1 + 4X2711~

G'2 (Q2) == (,'~I(Q2) == (1 + (1)-2
E 279 QG

In Ill] is assumed that the r,wge is to be saturated by the contribution of the three reso-
nances i'.(l260), N-(1520), N'(l688). From t]le experimental data on electro-production,
see e.g. [58], can be writtcn:

2 J'2
T _ "\' 1I!n-na - 00'n _2'

R (1Il~ - m~I)2+ mhrJI (1 + §~)
aL == 0 p.b,

c<l.lIing m.", m" m.~\ t/ie masses of proton, eJect.ron and hadronic system, respectively, and
dcnning the squared invariant mass the (e -I) system, W2 == (q -I- k)2 and S == (f! + kf·
The cross sectiolls a~;~pertaill to tIle virtual process 'f'p -7 Xi their expressions will be
given below. In formulas (2.21) and (2.22) t/ie virtual photon polarization parameter E is
given by (== l'/!/', see [60J. The dirferential cross secl.iolls of the virtual Compton errect
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Tile kinematical relabous which characterize the QED Compton process defined iu Sec. 2.1.3
are reviewed".

• the coplanarity 6q> - absolute valne of angle between tile projection of the eJectron
a.l1d the photon mOluelltulll in the :ty-plane, i.e. to the pla.ue orthogonal to the beam
direction,

1. For Ia.rge vaJucs 01' q'l, with the i\SSUlllptioll (justified by tile qua,[k-partoll model)
aD = ((J'ljv2)a'l', defining v = Q2j(2l/1.,,:r), one can get:

_Q2
x---. - 2pq ,

where 1'1(:e, Q'l) is the proton structure function,

2. For (J2 tending to zero Olle is led to the cross seet.ioll of reaJ-plLOtou production:

100 J.lb,

o pb,

(VII)

(2.42)

qk
x~ = pk '

2 Q2(GeV'l)
9)(:1;, Q ) = Q'l(Gey2) + F2(x, (2) (1 Geyl)

where Ee, E~, Ep is the energy of the incoming electron, photon and proton, re-
speet.i vely,

2 ~ - 2 ( W2 + (2) 2p, = 11~.L+k'.L1 = 1- --- Q
S;l:



Since it is practically impossible to generate a rf'ilsonably accurate Monte Carlo program,
which would be reasoJJably accurate in all phase space due to t.he presence of various poles
in the expressious givell ill Ule previous section the solution t.o generate specific QED
Compton events was chosen [II]. Those specific processes arc those wh.ich are dominated
by quasi-real photon excbil.llge q2 « q'2, q"2 with the linal electron and photon lIearly
coplanar alld observable at linite angle are Illeant. The consequence of the kinematical
limitations of acoplanarity and polar acceptance of the scattered angles result ill Q2 < W2
and I} « 1 + u*. Eacll single event is generated in the two following steps:

where rJil a.nd /( are the longitudillal and tr,wsvcrsal COll1poueuts of the /3 to tile
direcl.ion or illcollling beallls, respectively.

According to tile definition of tile QED Compton process, Sf'f' See. 2.1.3, tile squared
four-ruoIIH'ntulll transfercd is close to zero, Q2 --+ () Gey2 Dne to Eq. (2.5:1) ami (2.5G),
the squared t.ransverse Illomentulll of t.he (c - 7) system and the tra.nsversal component
of the velocity or the center or JTlass of the (e -- 7) system in the laboratory frame are
negligible. Cons('quent.io,lJy the scalillg va,riable x is cqlla.! to one. 'rhus, t.he clastic channel
i, dlllninat.ing and thc kinematical fOl'lllnlae listed above are reduced:

1. Tile event are generated according to an equivalent-plloton-type approximation of
the cross section given by rormulas Eq. (2.29) t.o Eq, (2,:12) where terms of or-
der O(Q/IV) are Jleglected, Consequently, 17 given by Eq. (2.33) is neglected as
well.

Since these are only dynamic approximations all kinematic / physical quantities are
treated exactly during the gencration performed over the phase space defined by
the angular acceptances or the detector at the beginning of the program.

w2 4E.E.., (2.57)

[ (IV y] (2.58)I~'...is E. 1+ 2£.

/3 = lt3t = 11~J1= ~. ~ ~l , (Vj9). ..,

2. Already genera.t.ed events are weight.ed by comparing the exact value of the dif-
ferential cross section defined l:q. (2.20) to the approximate one used in the first
st.ep.

Despite this two-steps procedure providing an exact Monte Carlo simulation ovcr the
whole phase space ava.ilable, the weight.s or the events become larger wilen iJlcreas-
ing q2/li1/2 This corresponds to moving from the "QED Compton" to the "ro.Jiative
correction" configurat.ion, Such large weight events are rejected due to the two following
reasons:

Finally, for these ela,stic events characterized with Q2 --+ () C:ey2, i.e. when the quasi-
real photon is emitted colinearly to the direct.ion of the incoming proton, one can derive

following ronnulae:

2, A limited increase of tile noss section normaJization should get a weight factor
smaller than 1, and thus provide an output or individual (ullweighted) event.s.

In order to select small values or Q2/1:1/2 a cut. on the 6.4> angle between the transverse
momenta of outgoing electron ami photon, so-called acoplanarity angle, is defined. The
elimination or large Q2 val.ues even at high W is controlled by introducing an additional
cut on the transverse momenta, The restrict.ion to relatively small Q2 has two advantoges:
any contribution from weak iuteractions (i.e. virtual Z excha.nge) had not to be taken in
to accountj a scale-invariant expression of the photon's electroillognetic stnrct.lII'e run.ction
cloud have been chosen IllJ, snch as:



The lllo~t significant radiative conedions to the lowest-order diagrams in Fig. 2.1,
wl,ich proceecl via. a contribution frolll r,tdiatioll ewitted by the iJlcollling eledl'On, see
Fig. £.2, are ta..ken ilJto account using so-called peaking appl'Oximation. This procednre
is justi n",d by the fad that the radiated photon a.nd the sc,tttered ,me are essentially
elllitted a.t dirferent angle~ ,\lId thus can be distinguished, so that interference terms a.re
suppressed.

In the folJowing the predictions of the distributions and correlations of the basic kinema.-
tical varia.bles defined above are presented. In order to study the QED Comptoll process
a sample of one hUlidred thousand events was generated using tJle COMPTON Monte Carlo
program, see Sec. 2.4.1. The input valLles for the kinematical variables used in the 1995
data analysis, see Tab. 2.3, were used.

elk) "1([\) elk)

/(1,')

+

P(I')
elk')

X(p')

As it was discussed in previous section, the weight of g ~nerated evelJts becomes larger
for larger value of ratio Q2jW2, i.e. whelJ moving from elastic to the ine),\Stic channel.
The correlation between the event weight ami tile ra.tio Q2 jW2 is sbown in Fig. 2.:3.
Experimentally, the cut on coplanarity has to be in'posed in order to eliminate these
events. In the following the contribution of the inelastic events6 to the distributions is
explicitly shown.
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ICig. 2.2: The radi,ttivc correction on the illc.ident eledron line for the QED Comptoll
process.

As the iwthors in [11] Illentioned, defil'ite the tot.al outgoing lJadwn invariant mass
being generated by thc program, the possible hadron cotnponents inside the detector are
nolo 1\s 1'0..1' as the clastic contribution is concf't'lJed, the outgoing proton does not enter the
fiuite·nnglc detector. This fe,tture sets limjts for explor.ing the inelastic channel of QED
Compton, wlt,:re for the analysis the kinematical variables based on the measurement. of
(e -,) system couId be only uscd [611.

Thc input valnes for tlte kinematical variables used for generating the Monte Carlo
sa.rnples used in aJJalysis presented here are sLuTlIlJa.rized .in the Tab. 2.3. POl' the gener-
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log(Q2/W2)

Fig. 2.3: The correla.tion betweeu the event weight, log(w".nt), and the ratio log(Q2jIV2)

for the Monte Ca.rlo QED Compton evellt sample produced using lhe COMPTON generator.

The distributions of the energy E;("() and the polar alJgle Oeh) of the scattered electron
(photon) are shown in Fig. 2.4.

incoming e1ecl.ron energy He 27.·52 GeV 27.52 GcV
incoming proton cnergy 1:: 820 GeV 820 GeVp

scat tercd elecl.ron energy [" > 2 GeV > 2 GeV. 'e
scat tered photon energy [?' > 2 GeV > 2 GeV'''(

visible energy E; + E~ >::!O GeV > 20 GeV
polar allgles (Ie, 0"( 3.60 < Be" B"( < 1780 3.60 < Be" (1"( < 178.,50

coplanari ty 71 - 64; < '150 < 450

t,"allsversal mOlnellt.ulll 171;[ < 20 GeV < 20 GeV
simulation progra.nl h1sim version 3.06/41- version 3.06/45
reconstruction progra.m h1rec version 6.04/01 version 7.17/00

The correlation bet.ween the energy of the scattered electrou E; and photon E~, which
IS depicted in Fig. 2.5.a, shows a very strong correlation conesponding to the E.i, =
E; + E~ = Ee. The events with a lower Evi" are due to radiative correction. III Fig. 2.5.b,
where correlation of tbe polar angle of the scattered electron, 0e, and photon, O~, is
shown, one observes, that both the electron and photon (especially the Ia.ter) tend to be
emitted backwards, i.e. in the direction of the incident electron, in the laboratory frame.
The full lines indicate the lower limit of tile geometrical acceptance of the backward
eJedrol1lagnetic calorimeter, for description see Sec. 3.3.2 and 3.4.2.1. Although the finite
detector resolution effect are not taken into a COUilt, it is sbown that most of the events
will be detected by the backward eJcctrolll~.gnetic calori meter.

ated eveuts the dctect.or resJlonse was siJllulat('d in detail [12J using a program based on
GEANT [lIOJ. The simulated ("Ionte Carlo evellts werc subjected to thc same reconstructioll
nlld analysis c1mill as the real data.

The distributions of the acoplanarity 161>[, shown in Fig. 2.6.a, shows a clear peak
around 1800 for all sample, while the inelastic contribution is homogeneously distributed.
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In a.ddition, frotH the dist.ribution of the squared rnomeutuill tril.nsfcred Q2 see Fig. 2.6.b.,
one can sce, that tlle iuelastic events domiuate a.t higher valuE's of Q2.

The distributions of the a.bsolu tc va.Jue of the tril.nsvers",1 momeutum, shown in Fig. 2./.0.,
is clearly peaked for the clastic channel towards at its millimUITI value, in coutI:'ary to the
inelastic contrilJutiou. fo'inally, Fig. 2.7.b shows the distribution of the iuvariant mass of
the (e - ,) system, which is strongly decreasing with rising values of W fOl' both the
elastic and iuelastic contribut.iou.
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Fig. VI: 'l'he distribul.ions of the encrgy (a, h) and t.he polar a.ngle (c, d) of (.he scatt.crcd
ell'dron <wd photou for t.hl' M.ontc Carlo QED COll1l'tOIJ cvent. S<\.Il1pleproduced using
t.he COMPTON gcnerator. Thc full line stands for U,e all events the dotted line shows olily
tl,,~ iuelastic contribution.
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Fig. 2.7: The distributions of llie absolute va.lue of the transversa.l momentum (a.) and
the invariant lllass of the (e -,) systcm (b) for t.he Monte Carlo QED Compton event
sample produced I1sing the COMPTON generator. The full line stands for the all events the
dotted line shows only the inelastic cont.ribution.
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Fig. 2.5: The correlatioll hpt.w('en the ellcrgy (a) of t.he scattercd electron E~ and photon
I,,'~ ,t1Id t.he polar angle (b) of t.he scattered clectron Oe and photon 0.., for the Monte
Carlo QED Compton event salllple prodnccd using t.he COMPTON generator. The fulllin€'s
illllicatc tIle lower limit. of the geonletrical accept.anc€' of the backward e1ectromagnet.ic
calori nH'ter.
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fereel (b) for t.he Mont.e Carlo QI;;D COlllpton evellt. sample produced using the COMPTON

gl"nerator. The full line st.ands for the all event.s the dotted line sholVs only the inclasl:ic
contribution.



Chapter 3

Wlli.lst the nrst part of this chapter contains a brief description of the HERA accelerator
the second is concerned with a review of the components of the III detector. The de-
scription of the III backward scattering region, which is mainly relevant for the presented
a,nalysis, is divided in two sections to follow its upgrade wllicll was uJlClertakell in order
to provide the improved measuremeut of the scattered particles in the new killematical
region during the winter shutdown 1994/95,

The electron-proton beam facility HERA, shown in fig. 3.1 [17]' consists of two in-
dependent accelerators designed to store 820 GeV protons and 30 Ge V electrons (or
positrons) respectively and to collide the two counter-rotating beams head on in four
interaction points (et[uipped by IJ 1, ZEUS, llER.i\-B, HERMES expet'iments) spaced
unifol'lnJy around its 6336 m circumference [IJ.

The main parameters of I·IERA machine are listed in Tab. 3.1 comparing the design
values with tha.t of the 1994 and 1995 running periods.

parameter unit desigu 1994 1995
e-/p e±/p e+ /p

Nominal energy GeV 30/820 27.5/820 27.5/820
Number of bunches 210/210 153+15/153+17 174+J5/174+6
Curreuts mA .58/1.59 17.0/41.0 18.0/54.0
Bunch separation ns 96 96 96
HERA iut. IUllliuosity nb 1 105 5590 10100
HI gated lulnin05il.y nb 1 - 3983 5540
Circumference III 6336
Interaction poi nts 4

At the beginning electrons (positrons) arE' pre-accelera.ted in the Lina.c II (450 MeV)
which is used to 1111 the small storage ring PIA. The single e- (e+) bunches are injected



into DESY II. (7 GeV) and transkred to PI~;'I'll,t\ IT (12 GeV) wllt're they are stored,
accelerated to the HEIU\ injeetioll clingy (III GeV) and I,ransfcred to 1IEll,/\ (27.5 CeV).

'I'll(' proton inject.ion starts with a negatively charged hydrogen ions lillear accelerator
J[--LilJac III (JHJ CeV). After Rtripping oJ[ tll~' tlVO electrons. the protons are injected
and accumulatcd int.o DESY III (,.5 GeV). The proton bunchcs are then translered to
I'ETIV\ II (/10 C:eV), and filially to the HEnA (820 GeV).

The 111 del,ector [12], is a a nearly hernwt.ic InuHipllrpose apparat.us built to investigate
t.he h.igh-eJlergy iutera.ctiollR of electrolls and protolls at II Ell i\. TIle experimental program
I'cquires a det.ector having a good identificatioJl of electron, Iligh degree of hermeticity,
with a high granularity and excellentclH'rgy resolution, 'I.S well as the best possible hadron
odorimeter. In a.dditioll a large solid angle trackillg is demanded. The efficient use of all
these componeuts is provided by a sophisticat.ed trigger ami read out systems.

In tile following, flrsl.ly a general overview of the Jll detector iu the status of 1994 data
taking is given which is later completed with the more detailed JescriptioJl of the backward
scattering rcgion for hoth EJ!}·1 and 1995 (i.c. upgraJed) experimcntal coufigurations.

The main clements 01" the detector which parameters are summarizcd in Tab. 3.2, are
sllOwn in Fig. 3.2 along with the coordinate systems adopted in the III experiment.

F.ig. 3.2: The overall view of t.Ire III ddeetor. Beam pipe ancl beam magnets (1), central
trackIng chambers (2), forward tracking aud transition radiators (1), liquid argoll elec-
tromagnetic (4) and hndronic (5) calorimeters, super-conduding coil (6), compensating
magnet (7), helium cryogenics (8), muon chambers (9), instrumented iron (10), lIluon
toroid magnet (ll), backward electromagnetic calorimeter (12), plug calorimeter (13),
concrete shielding (14), liquid argon cryostat (1.5).

Since tIle HI detcctor was designcd to provide clear identification ami precisc measurement
of electrons, muons and penetra.ting neutral particlcs together with a good performance
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ill the measmement of jets with high particle densities, a calorimeter inside a large coil
was chosell [16J.

The HI calorinleter is coni posed of four separate units. The liquid argon calorime-
ter (LAr) [21] is complel.ed with a small copper-silicon sampling plug calorimeter (PLUG)
covering the region between the beam pipe ami the liquid argon cryostat (8 < 4°)
with i\.!] energy resolution 1.5/.JE [12] and the ie<,d..scilltillator backward electrOlnaglletic
calorillleter (BGMC) (see Sec. 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).

The tail catcher (TC) as a part of mnon system (see also Sec. 3.2.1), measures any
hadronic ellergy leaking out the LAr and 13EMC with ,tn energy resolutioll (JB! E ::::
1.U/1E [12J.

The LA r provides Ule smooth and hermetic ca.lorill1etric coverage over the polar an-
gular range (4°~ f) ~ 151°) for detection and measurement of both electromaguetic and
hadrouic interacting particles. i\. single liquid argon cryostat is used, cOlltaiuing calorime-
ter stacks, structured ill 8 wheels in z, each of which is divided into octants in <p. The cha-
racteristics of liquid argon such as high atomic density, the good stability, homogeneity
of response, easy of calibration and [Ule granularity were the reasons why it for the sam-
plillg medium was chosen.

Since the cross sections for the energy loss processes of incident electrons or photons
are much greater than those for hadrons the separation between electromagnetically and
strongly iuteracting particles is ]Jossi ble by dividing the LAr into two section, the inner
electromagnetic (EMC) ami outer ha.dronic (HAC) part. The structure of EMC sampling
cell consists of 2.4 nUll lead absorber and 2.3·5 mm liquid argon with per gap oue read out
plane with pads and 0111"high voltage plane. The HAC cell consists of 19 mm stainless
st.eel, i.e. 161l1Hl absorber and twice 1.5111m independellt read out cell plates, and a dOllble
gap of 2.4 nun liquid argoll.

The energy distribut.ion of LAr has beam measured in test beams 1.0 be (JE/ E =
(lU6 ± 0.0-5) EEl (0.64 ± 0.07) x 10-2 (with E in GeV) [or electrons a.nel for pions o·s/ E =
(461 ± 0.7) EEl (2.6 ± 0.2) x 10-2 [21.].

The tracking system of III provides simul taneous track triggeriJlg, reconstruction and
particle identification for the event topology particular to [JElL'" electron prot.oll colli-
sions [12],

In order to fullfil these tasks over the whole solid angle, the tracking system, shown
in F.ig. 3.3, was split into three pllysicaJly separate components, i.e. the forward track-
illg detector (FTD), tile celMa] tracking detector (CTD) and t.he backward multi-wire
proportioJlal chamber (BPC).

Tab. 3.2: Su111maryof 1Ii. detector parameters. Alternatively, design and test beam figures
are givell iJl brackets. Enl'rgies are givl"n in GeV.

The main components of the CTD are the two concentric drift chambers (CJC1
and CJC2). Both have wires strung parallel to the beaul axes wit.h the drift cell in-
clined by 30° with respect to the radial direction giving optirnum track resolutioJl with
add.itional advantages such as easy resolving of chamber ambiguity by conneetiJlg different
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cells t.rack segment.s, snppression of obst.ruction of real tracks by wrong mirror track seg-
mf'nt.s, ea.sy separat.ioll of tracks cOlliing frolll dirrer~nt bllnch crossing (t.he passing tillle
of a particle to a.n accuracy of ~ 0.5 ns ca.n be dct.erlllined, since eadl st.irr track crosses
more t.han onf' drill cell).

Two t.ltin layers of drift. cltalnbcrs, with sense wires pcrpemliculM to and drift dirpction
parallel t.o t.he beam <,-xiscnha.ncing t.he z measurement. of t.he chargpd tracks ill cent.ral
region [201. I\s it is shown in Fig. :3.4 the central inner z-chamber (CIZ) is located
inside CJCl, the centra.l Oll\,('r z-ch<tJnher fil.s .in bclween CJC1 ;\lId C.JC2.

For t.riggering Oll tracks coming fronl int~raction point (IP) the CTD is eqllippf'd by
two Illlliti-wirf' proportiollal cltamLers, wlticlt both contain two concentric chaJlIbers with
pad readout. The (eHtral inner proportiona.l chamber (CfP) is the innermost component
of tlte C'['D amI its outer pMtuer, the (COP) is positioned between tlte C02 and CJC2.

The FTD is realized ,\~ three ident.ical super-modliles. Seen from the IP each super-
nlOdule consist of planal' wire drift c1lamber (PWDC), a forward multi-wire propor-
tiollal c1Jalliher (FMWPC), transition radiator IHid,erial and a radial wire drift. cham-
ber (IlWDC).

Carbon film' r.,\"li'H!!'r

('t-~lIlralitlll!'!":; dliHlIl>er ('17.1
C."I,,,I [""N ~[\rl'l' (CII')

Fig. 3.'1: A section through the central tracking system, perpendicular t.o t.he beam. The
dr.ift cells are tilled at au a.ugle of 300to th~ radial directiou. The CJC wires are pa.rallel
to tile beam.

Different scintillator based detectors providing a goocltimillg resolution for the removal of
background <\t first level trigger are used. In the 1994 data taking period the time of night
system (TaF), described ill Sec. 3.:3.4, was combined by its forward couuterpart (1"'1'01").

The plauar module consist.s of three drift cha.rnbers each four wires plane deep iu z
"ud orieuted 0°, +60° a.]I(1 -60° to t.he vertical. In order to Inaxiluize the geometrical
I.r.igger eOicieucy of t.he FTD and for practical reasons such as sharing the same gas
mixture the FMWPC is 1Il0unted directly bcllindthe PWDC. The FMWPC is followed by
tran~itiou radiator consisting of 400 polypropylene foils contain",t! in its own gas volullle.
The IlWDC consist.s of 12 planes ea.ch containing 4S radially strung wires. Tlte interleaving
of the I'WDC and IlWDC improves the IllOnlentum measurement. The tra.ck lindiug and
fittiug procedure is fully discussed in [25J.

lu the backward direet.ion lIle 13PC (see Sec. 3.3.1), offers accurate spatial reconstruc-
tion and additional fast triggering information ou charged particles.

The FToF is a pair of scintillators with a cross section of 200 x 600 mrn2 sepa-
rated by 7.5 mill lead shed read out by two standard photo-Illultiplier tubes and in-
stalled perpendicular to the beam axis betweeu lJIuon toroid <wd the first forward muon
layer (z =7 Ill). Since it lies 50 mm from the beam axis, its primary task is the detection
secondary scattering from tlte proton remnaHt, beam gas, beam wall or au e7Jcollision [22J.

In order to remove from proton-beam induced hard penetrating background particles
two double scintillator veto walls are iustalled at a dist.ance of 6.5 and 8.1 m, respectively,
upstream from the IP.



The 8'1' as well as I'D caloriuleters are crystal C:erenkov collnters, nlade or a 7 x 7 a.rray
or 15'1l1lmx 154UlIlI and a5x5 array or 100 llllllXl00 nUl1Cl'ystals, respectively, which are
read out by photo-multipliers. They have an energy resolution of uEIE = O.l/JEEBO.Ol
and a spatial resolution less ti"'H 1 mm.

The iron yoke or the main sulenoid magnet, which surroullds all major sub-detectors
or Ill, is insl.rnnlcnl.cd wil.l.! .limited strea.mcr tubes (LST). It provides the identirication
and tracking or penel.ra.l.ing muons and nsing eleven of the sixteen limited streamer tube
wil.h read out pads or si7.Cand 50Ctll x ,10elll ,lnd 28cIIl x 28cm in the barrel and eud-caps,
respectively, serves ,tS a tail cal.cher ror Ltle LAr calorimeter and IJI~~MC.

[n I.he [,)rward direet.ion the inst.rumented iron detection is supported by forward
muon detector (I"MI» g.iv.ing a·n independent muon momcntulIl l.neasuremeut ill the
l'il.ngc 5 :::::p < 200 C:eV Ic, with the angnlar range 3° :::::0 :::::17°. The FlV1D con-
sists or an additional toroidal magnct sandwiched by three layers of drirt cells, which
arc :200 111111 dcep ami 120 mnl wide.

The lllethod of luminosity measurement based on the detection or bremsstrahlung
reacl.ioll ep ~ ep, is described in Sec. 6.3.

The slow control (SC) or 111 is designed to take care of dilTerent parameters or the
experiment. All sub-detectors described above a.re equipped with a SC system, which
uses VIVIE crates controlled by Macintosh, OS-9 computers, or a VME-controlled multi-
channel SC system [12J. The subsystems a.re inl.egrated either by a simple alarm system,
or by a computer control uetwork. The SC data are maintained by a rational database
maJlageJ1lenl. system.

Tile tasks or III Inminosit.y systenl are rast reli1.tive Inminosity measurement, electron
bC,Ul1 monit.oring for t.he HEllA nl<1chine, ausolnte luminosity measurement in the .inter-
a.ctioll regiou, tagging or quasi-real phol.oproducl.ion events with (J2 < 0.01 GeV2 and
energy me"surenlent. or electrons scattered under s.lllall a.ng[es and ror photons emitted
colliumrly t.o the incoJlling elecl.ron [J.2].

3.2.7 'IHggeriug, Data Acquisition and Off-line Data Recon-
struction

The electronic systems mentioned in the above calorimetric and tracking sub-detectors
produce in total of 270,000 electronic chanuels, which have to be rea.d out with a.dditional
constraint of a 10.4 M LIz collisioll rrequency. Since the beam energy asymmetry leads to
the strollgly rorward directed events, which are hard distinguisll rl'om the .intense proton
beam induced background the high trigger selectivit.y is demanded. As the time interval
between bund1 crossings at HEllA is just 96 ns, botll the trigger and the readout data
had to be pipelined. In order to reduce the fLnal data s.ize to the acceptable recording
rates the various levels of triggering, filtering a!ld digital compression are employed.

Since the luminosil.y system, see Fig. :\.5, detects scattered electrons a.nd outgoing
photons in coincide, it contains two "rms: the electron t"gger (ET) and the photon
detector (1.'1)).

The detectors subsysteJlls feed data iuto front end pipeliues and send fast trigger
informa.tion, kuown as trigger elements, to the first level or the central trigger (CTLl) [27],
which main tasks are to provide the decision on the acceptance of au event and to control
the subsystem readout.

The C1'LI decision is made on the basis of logical combinatious of 128 tr.igger elements,
called sub-triggers. Pre-de.rined scalers (pre-scale radors) determine how many times the
single sub-trigger coudition is to be sa.tisfied be rare it causes further processing of an
event. The sub-triggers could be classified as physics triggers, which are constructed
for extracting samples for different physics analysis and monitor triggers designed for
background monitoring and detector efficiencies measuring purposes. Every physics sub-
trigger has to contain at least one to trigger bit, that unambiguously identifies the correct
bunch crossing. After a C1'Ll decisioll has been made the final Ll-keep signal, which is
defined by the logical sum of all sub-triggers after pre-scaling, is distributed to the all
subsystems rront eud electronics.

The scattered electrons, which are deflected by a bending magnets (-5.8 m < z <
-2:3.8 Ill), pass <I.nexit window (z = -27.:3 111)and hit the ET (z = -3:3.4 m).

The PD, situated at z = -102 1.11, detects the photons which leave tile beam pipe
through a window (z == -92.3 Ill), where the proton beam pipe bends. A lead filter (2XO)1
rollowcd by a w,lter Ccreukov (1.\"0) veto counter, which eliminates events with photons
interacting with I.he filter, protccl.s the PO ca.lorimeter from the synchrotron radiation.
Dnring the injection both the ET and I'D are moved frolll the median plane of electron
bean!. When a positive Ll-keep signal is returned by C1'Ll all pipelines are stopped and

the contained data are processed. At this point the accumula.lion of the primary dead



t.illlc (PDT) is started. Durillg it tile two illt.t'rl11p.diat.e t.rigger I.,vels 2 and 3 using the
sub-t.riggt'rs dprived ill t.i1e levd I SyS!.<'I11call opcr<tte. For the level 2 trigger, which
provides a sigllal aller 20 lIS, the colllplex topological correIator [29] ami a lIeural lIet.work
approacil i1ave been developed [:10]. IJ the event is accl'pted at level 2 t.i1e time cOllsllming
rea.dout t.a.sks arc i11itiated i\.lId t11t~level :3 systel11 wit.h the software algorithm's running
vII a luse l11icropl'Ocessor Ca.11potentially abort. the readout [31). lI.s decision time is less

thell ~OO I'S'

Tile I·ront. elld processed alld COllipressed data are placed ill fJJlllti-event buffers alld
from c'1.c11subsyst.el11 collected by a dedicil.t.f'd processor, t.lle f'veut. builder (EB). 1"0(' the
dat.'l t.ra.llsfer iUl opt.ical GI)('r rillg is used [:\:3]. The PDT ellds when the ED assembles
the f,dl eV('IIt. and the frollt. <-'lidpipelines are released again. The prilllary readout. of olle
sillgle event. t.<tkes about 1-2 IllS.

From t.i1e ~I.l event.s Me passed to the level 4 trigger (L·1), i.e. to a software filter
farm based 011 t.hirt.y-two IUSC processor boards run in parallel. Performing a limited
rf'construct.ioll ,llld l1silrg specifically designed fast. algorithms eacil bOilrd processes oue
ev<-'nt is procf'ssed lllll.il il decision is 111'1(le.A slllall fradion (1 %) of all IA rejecl.ed eveuts
is kcpt for lJlonitoring purposes.

The fina.! event.rt'('.ords are sent to t.lw SGI Challengf' comput.cr some 3 k111distant [:32],
aud via SCS I int.erfacc stuITd by all Alnpex I)S'I'800 tape robot..

In t.he ol1'-linc reconst.ructioJl procednre the full reconst.ruction of all 111 sub-detecl.ors
is fvllowed IJy the linking of charged part.icles track segment.s and the energy clust.ers
and t.hus result.s in till' fina.l overall event pict.ure. Tile datil lilt.ering chain is fiuished by
tire level five trigger (L!j), where the event.s are cla.5sified according t.o various selection
pJ'Ocf'durc~ Illirroring t.he re(luest. of various physics working groups. At. tlris level t.he da.t.a
containing t.he full infunllation are st.orf'd on tapes in t.he physics output t.ape (POT)
format.. In order t.o ofl'<'I' the silllnlt.illKollS access for further physics analyses the dilt~, are
fiIlally cOlupressed t.o t.he data SUllllnary tape (OST) format and writ.t.en to the discs.
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where its ability to reconst.ruct tra.cks WitS either limited (0 > ]54°) or just impossible
(the CJZ and CIP lower acceptance boundary, 0 > 170°).

The BPC was equipped with Jive graphit.ed catllOde planes and four anode wire planes
providing the active region from an iuner radius of 135 lllm t.o 610 Jlun, which COlTe-
sponded t.o the angular coverage 155.5°< 0 < 174.5° [12J. Since the anode wires were
read ont and the wire orientations were different for each wire plilne (vert.ical, horizont.al
and ±45°) the combil1ed information of t.he four planes aJlows an accurate spa.tiill re-
const.rllcl.iou with a space resolution of (J•. ,y ::::::].5 mm which corresponded t.o an angular
resolut.iolJ of::::::0 ..5 mrad for t.he particle a.rising from the nomina] II'. The measurement of
t.he impact. position of charged pilrt.icles hit.ting t.he HEMe was import.ant. for improving
the IJI'::MC energy measmement. Doth the correction for the passive mat.erial of a.pprox-
imat.ely 1 Xo in front. of BI'C/BEI\IC system, known as dead material corrections, ami
the correct.ion for particles which were depositing energy in between the DEMC stacks,
called crack correction, wlrich were calcu.lat.ed in the ofT-line event. reconstruction. were
posit.ion dependent. '

The primary tasks of t.he sub-detectors placed in the IJackward scattering region of
tI,e HI del.ecl.or, see Fig. 3.6 (2.1J, are t.riggerillg on elect.rons, measuring t.heir energy
and posit.ion, contriuuting t.o the reconstruct.ion of hadronic fin<tl st.iltes emerging either
from DIS (at. low values of :1:) or photoproduet.ion processes, and suppression of proton
indllced background.

In t.his section the paramet.ers and characterist.ics of tile backward tracker, ca)vriulcter,
its elect.ron t.rigger and t.he t.ime of flight, syst.em used lInt.ill t.he 1994/95 shut.down, when
the backward sCilt.t.ering region was upgraded, are sUJlllna.rized in more detail.

The DEMC in mounted inside the 111 solenoid coil at. a distance of z = -]44 cm from tile
interaction point. 1t covers polar angles {I in the range 151° < {I < 176° and gave the fuJl
azimuthill coverage.

The BElVIC consisted of SS calorimet.er modnles, so-called stacks, which were arranged
Jl1 10 rows a.nd 10 coluJlJns and lTIoullt.ed inside the aluminurn barrel with a radial range
10.8 :::;T :::; 81.1cl11.

The backward multi-wire proportiollill c1Jamber (BPC), which was mount.ed direct.ly on
the b<tckwarcl e1pet.roll1agnet.ic calorimet.er front f,lce was supporting the CTD in t.he region



56 or t.he RS stacks ha,d a, square cross scctiou or 15,9 CIll x 15.9 em, The cross sections
01' the reln~,ining T~ st.acks wcrc chosen t.o be trapezoid or t.riangular so t.hat. t.he outer and
inner regions of t.he uMrcl were instnlllwnt./'d in t.he most efl'edive wa.y, Viewed from the
HI iutcradion point each st.ack (Fig, :1.7) cousist.s or an S mOl thick aluminum front plate
wit.h" pill on t.op, a first II nUll scint.illat.or plate followed by 49 sampling layers composed
of 2"C) nlill lead (PbSbr;), 0,2 nnll paper, 4 JIlIll sciutillator aIJ(! 0,2 Illm paper provided up
t.o 21,7 radiation lengt.lls ,\'0' [n order to iluprove t.he homogeneity of the optical response
Ule paper slwet.s wit.h the stack dependcnt grey pittt.el'll were used, The 8 nUll a.lulllinuHl
end plate fol.lowed by the clectronics housing fixed the sampling structure iuside stainless
st.eel boxes,

The basic function of t.he BEMC single electron trigger (BSET), Fig, 3.8, was to select
events with localized energy depositions in the HEIVIC stacks [28, 24], Therefore [or
building tile trigger quant.it.ies t.he lowest granularit.y (individual stacks) was nsed.
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Fig, 3.7: Transverse view of t.he BEMC barrel (wit.h the nUlubering scheme) and lougitu-
dinal cross seet.ions of HEMC stacks, Tile eight t.rigger big towers by white and shaded
arras were indical.ed and the posit.ions 01' aU long WLS in the whole HElvlC (a), and the
long (1.» and sllOrl. (c) WLS bars arrangement ill HEMe square and trapezoid stacks are
SIIOWIl.

SS stacks responses, usually sums of [our pllOt.o-diodes corresponding to long WLS,
were equalized to the same energy scale and time adjust.ed in the GAIN card. The stack
energy sigual was further processed in an amplitude and t.ime discriminatory (ATD) mod-
ule. To the stack signals set.s o[ noise contribution suppressing and cluster initiating stack
thresholds were applied in the threshold modules (TII RM). Stack responses could be in-
dividually controlled via channel selection modules (CI-ISJV1), At this point the trigger
logic was separat.ed int.o the analog branch (Aulg) and digital branch, which determined
the multiplicity and t.opology of the low (L'1') and high (HI') thresholds, After the trig-
ger clusters were formed by the cluster separat.ion module (CSM), which recognized the
cluster seeds and assigns the neighboring stacks above the 1I0ise threshold, the corre-
sponding energies were sUlllmed in the cluster energy module (CEM), The energy of
all st.acks exceeding the L'1' (Etot) was compared to t.he total energy element thresh-
old (ETOT) and the analog sum of all clust.ers (Eclust.er) to the three different energy
trigger element thresholds CLl (in coincidence wit.h t.he track the very low-x region trigger
element), CL2 (toget.her with the ToF veto, the standard DIS trigger of low Q2 events),
and CL3 (bigh-x region t.rigger for BEMC calibration and ToF monitoring purposes).

Tire SCSN-3S [19J scint.illation light was shilled by dye to the ulue region am! read
out vi", Y-7 [19J waveleugl.h shillers (vVLS). Whilst two pa,irs of long WLS bars cover two
opposi te s.ides of a DEMC stack, the lighl. signal of last 15 sampliug layers of a,1Isquare
and luge trapezoid stacks was read out by short WLS bars which were twice as broad
as the long ones, Each YVLS was covered by whit.e reflecting paper to achieve a bett.er
optical response. The photo·diodes glued to t.he end face of each WLS receive the light
emitted by I.he YVLS.

Badl pa,ir of long WLS am! f'~.cIl short WLS as well was assigned to one electronic
channel. In total t.here were 472 readoul. channels.

A nitrogen laser rJlOnitoring system produciug light pulses [or test purposes was de-
veloped and installed [2:1].

The programmable look-up tables of the cluster identification modules (CIM) provided
clust.er multiplicity trigger elements.



In totrtI18~) bits w<'r<' fed into the digital shift register llloduic (CPTP) [26J. In order
to keep thc possibility of idcntifyillg possible pile-up events a.nd silllllitancously minimize
the voluille of data a readout of the uOlllinal bnnch crossing a.nd two bUlIch crossings
before ,lnd aJtcr was c1losf~11.

At thc inpllt to the III cCJltnl! trigger the' llEMC trigger rcsponse according by the
slowe'st trig1-',cr elemf'nts entering t,lle CTLl was dclayed.

Since the sensitivity of the plloto-diodcs to the pilssilge of particles directly through
their de'pletioll layn was recogni~ed (so-callf'd nuclear counter erfcd) the additionrtl COIll"
parison of cJlcrgy depositions in the individual photo ..diodes <\fter noisc suppressioJl with
a. su[ficif'nt.ly high encrgy threshold was uscd to suppress t.his type of fake trigger, for more
det'1.ilcd study of this effcd see Cllaptcr II.

The timc of night Ilodoscope ('1'01"), see Fig. ::1.6, consisted of two walls made up of a
sa.ndwich of 3U nlm thick scilltillator <Iud the 6.5 UlIll synchrotron radiation a.bsorbing lead
shec..ts. The plane near<·)st to the II' lied at z = -1.95nl and had Hi connter, each nJatching
tllC si;l,c of four I3I~MC stacks. I';ight larger plaJlcs fOrlll the outer pla.ne located at z =
-2.2f, Ill. In order to operate insi(le a. 1.\4 'I' magnetic lIeld, the '1'01" utilizes 24 high field
photo-J.I\ultiplier tubes (PM), which were IlOused in non-magnetic holders pf'rpcndicular
to the ToF pl,llIes. I're-a.,11lpliclied I'M's signals wel'f~ discriminated and strobed in three
prt'de['lned time willdows: background, iuteIi\ctioll and globa.1 before bcing sent and uscd
in the CTLI (lecision.

In order to renlove proton-beam induced hard pelleLrating backgroulld pa.rticles two
additional double scintillator veto Wrt.lls were iJlstalled at a distance of 6.5 and 8.1 Ill,

respedi vely, upstream from the IP.

of one layer tbe anodes are stretched parallel but shifted against each other by one drift
space in radial direction. The four layers are tllrned one by one with all a.zimuthal angle
of 18°. Tilis minimizes the effect of dead arf'as and guarallLc'es that ea.ch track is measured
by at least six out, of eiglJt possible hits, which results to an allgular resoilitioll of better
than 0.5 mrad, and a double track resolution of 3 Inlll [371·

The lead/scintillating-fibre calorimeter consists of two sep<\rate sections, an inner elec-
tromagnetic and outer hadronic section. The hadronic sect.ion is completed by the b<\ck-
ward plug calorimeter which is located in the iron return yoke. The separation into two
calorimeters allows optimization of the electromagnetic energy resolution whilst maintaill-
ing coverage of hadronic particles and longitudinal segmentation [101.

[n order to lowcr t.he syst.ematic errors which dominated the J99,1 low :J: data ana.lyses
the 11'1 coJlaborat.iou undertook an ext.cnsive upgrade prograJ.l\ by constructing a new
detectors: central (CST) and backward (EST) silicon trackers. backward planar drift,
chamber (!JDC), and !c;1.d/scintillating ..fibrc calorinlet.er (SPACAL), see Fig 3.9.

111 this sedion the B DC aud thc SPACA L detcctor together with its inclusivf' electron
trigger are described. The dcscription of thc silicon trackers can be found in [46, 45J.

The electromagnetic section of SPACAL detector consists of sixtv 16-cell modules formed
by 2-cell modules each, see Fig 3.JO. The 16-cell modulc cr~% section is 16.26 cm x
16.26 cm. Tile 2-cell module consists of a stack of 52 lead plates equipped with 90 fibres,
see Fig. 3.10.c,d. The fibre emls form 70 nail long fibre bundles ending in an aluminulll
colla.r. The cross section of each cell is 40.5 x 40.5 Jllm2 The 2-cell modules within
16-cell module are oriented with their lead plates running either horizontally or vertically
depending on the 16-cell modules' detector position. The orientation is chosen to miuimize

The backward drill chamber, which covers the front face of elect.romagnetic sf'cl.ion of
SPACAL, consists of fom octagonal h1.yers, ea.ch contaiuing two half plat.cs of drift cham-
bers perpendicular to the bcam axis. For <Igood pohlf allgle resolution the anode wires
are arranged like t.he st.rings ill cobweb describing its concentric circles. In the two planes



the signal dt'peudellce Oil the particle's impact j)OSitiOII caused by tht' lead/fibre structure,
so-c,t1l<->d"chauucJing", which leads to a reduced cnergy resolution [38J.

The scintillat.ion light is read out by plJOto-mull.ipliers 1.0 achieve 1 ns time resolution
and low noise level. The Hamamatsu R2490-06 fiue-mesh photo-multipliers [I\OJ capable
operating within a strong magnetic field were chosen.

Tile ilillerillOSt. module of the electromagnetic calorimeter is wiled the insert rnodlde.
Its cells are 1101. rf'cta.nglliarly shaped in order to allow for 1I,e space needed for t.he beam
pipt', see Fig. 3.lOb. The four inlier cells sllIrollndiug the bea.m pipe, the vcl.o layer cells,
are 8 Inm thidc They are illsta..lled to identify the beam-gas and beam-wall backgroulld
a.llli 1.0 detect the euergy leaka.ge of the neigllboring ceIls iuto the beam pipe. A 2 mnl
thick tauta.luln layer protecl.~ the active detector e1enlents from sYllcluotron radiation.

The hadronic section of SPACAL calorillleLerconsists of 13G detector modules surrounding
the beam pipe. The cross sectioll of the 120 sqlla.re modules is 119.3 x 119.0 1lI1Jl2 The
remainiug 16 edge modules are specially shaped in order to instnllneut the aluminum
barrel of circular shape which holds the whole calorimeter iu most effective way, see
Fig. 3.1l.a ..
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Fig. 3.10: Transvcrse view of the elf'c1.rOlllagnetic SPACAL barrel (a). The borders of
t.he IG-cell modules are given by bold lines. The arrangement of the 2-cell modules is
indical.ed by thin lines. The transverse view of the insert nlOdule (b). The cross sect.ion
of Lwo lead plaLf's of the eJcet.romagnetic Sl'i\CAL (c). 2-cell module showing lead-fibre
maLrix:, fibre bundles and light mixers (d).

Fig. 3.11: Transverse view of t.he ha.dronic SPACAL barrel (a.). The slllaJl circles inside
the cells symbolize the photo-multipliers to mark active cells. Transverse view (c) of a
lead plate of the hadronic SPACAL. Transverse (b) and side (d) view of the backward
plug calorimeter, which is irregularly shaped in the upper right part t.o leave space for the
feed-t.hroughs of a beam pick-up antenna.

The fibre dia.llIcter is 0.5 nUll, wiLh a lead to fibre rat.io of 2.3:1 by volume. Due to
the slllall fibre diameter a higb sampling frequency is obt.ained, which results in an energy
resolution with a, sampling term dose Lo 7%/ JE(GeV) [39J. The active volume of the
eleclromagnetic calorimeter is 250 nun deep, corresponding to a 28 radiation lengLhs. The
higb grauularity is well nmtched to the IVlolih radius of 25.5 nun to ensure good spaLial
resolutiolJ and e1eclron pion separation.

The 1.9 mll1 tbick lead plate with grooves of 1.1 n1ln diameter filled by 54 nCF-12
fibres [42J of 1 nUll diameter is shown 3.11.c. A module contains .ill tot.al 3510 fibres, which
are bundled and held by an aluminum frame. Each fibre bundle is coupled via an 80 llllll
long acrylic light Illixer to a 2 inch photo-mulliplier.



The film' diil.I1,('\;rr ror the lmdronic ciI.loril11cter is .I linn and the lead fibre rn.tio is :\.4:1
by volulIJ<'. Th(~ hadronic sectioll or SPACA I, detector a.dds l.02 illteracl.ioll lengths or
Ina.terial to the e1ecl.rolnaglletic Sf'cl.iOIl, which is 1.0 interacl.ioll 1f'lIgths deep. AgailJ the
1I1a.~htype photo-multipliers were used.

The allglllil.r coverage or the SPIICAL calorimeter Ileal' the bearn pipe is extended
a.dditional backward plug lead/srintillating-fibre calorimeter situa.ted in the iron rrt.urll
yok", s,,,' :\. lJ .b,d. Since l.I,e backward plug calorimcler wa.s install,'d arter the 1995 data
ta.killg it was not used in t1ris 'lfI,t1ysis.

Chapter 4

BEMC Nuclear Counter Effect

The SI'/\CII L Luclusivc 81edroll Trigger (II~T), see Fig. 3.] 2, is designed to compa.re the
deposited energy illside a group Or 'I x 4 elecl.roillagnebc SPACAL towers with each or
three thresholds [44].

The photo-diode calorimeter readout has some advanta.ges, sud, as the excellent short and
long term stability, lJO need ror magnetic shielding a.nd high voltage, in comparison with
the more conventional photo-rnultiplier readout. On the other hand photo-diodes ha.ve
no intemal amplilication, wlJicll necessitates very low noise charge sensitive pre-amplifiers
with a lield efrect transistor (leET) illput stage. III addition photo-diodes have a very
thin depletion layer resulting in a high source capacitance, which is 0111'ot' the main
contributions to the noise. Large area photo-diodes have substantial leakage currents
contrilJuting to the 110ise, 1.00.

As it was descrihed before the B8MC utilize 600 silicon photo-diodes in combim,-
tion with waveleJlgtll shirters (vVLS) to read out SS lea.d-srintilbtor shower counters
(stacks) [24J. Signals of the 34/j photo-diodes corresponding to ti,e rull lougitudirlal read-
out of the stacks are summed (mostly 4 chanuels) to provide 88 sta.ck inputs of the
BSET [28J. Silicon PIN photo-diodes type Hamamatsu S2575 are used in the U8MC.
The junction capacitance is 80 pF for a 30 V bias-voltage applied. The maximum dark
current is 5.1ll\ at 30 V bias-voltage and the temperature of 25°C. The dark current in-
crea.ses with rising temperature by a ractor of 1,15/"C [LI8J.

Already ill the lirst studies of the photo-diode readouts [49], the sensitivi ty of the
photo-diodes to the passage of the charged p,lrticles directly through the depletion layer
of the pboto-diode was recognized. This eFred is in literature nsually refereed a.s nuclear
coltnter e.lTect or semicondltctor eifect'. In the conclusion of [49J the protcction of the
photo-diodes from high background pa.rticle fluxes was stated. In the back region of
the DEMC, i.e. near t.he photo-diodes, the WLS, which are longer than the covered
sailipling structure, are slightly bent to the center or the stack in order to reduce the
direct semicoJlductor errects in the photo-diodes produced by particles originating rrom
the IP and penetrating trongh the cracks between the stacks. There is no protection at
all for the significantly more intensive !lux of particles from the backside (bealll-ga.s and
beam-wall interaction) and as our experience clearly shows for the direct and sca.ttered
synchrotron radiation.

The analog pulses fro 111 rront.-end cards are trransmitl.ed t.o I.he lET pcr groups of 16
trigger eleillenl.s throngh ll11rlti-twistcd-pair shielded cables, wllich are dispatched t'rom
the merging board to the slidi.ng window (SW) board. The SW board receives the difrer-
ential pulses wit.h a gain unity and pert'orlllcs the analog sliding SlUllS. According to the
comparison of the amplitude or tile trigger tower pulse wit.h the three thresholds and the
synchroJlization of the discriminator outpnts tllree so-called "cluster bits" are generated
i1l the local lET (LIET) card, which is plugged in t.lle SW board. The Ll8T bits arc sent
t.o the globa.! lET Glrd (GlET), where ror eaell thrcshold the logical sum of the LIET bits
is performed resulting in the three GIBT t.rigger bits. These are afterwards encoded in
two bits, which are sent to the CTL1.

In addition I.he LlET provides analog sum outputs for time-of-flight calculations and
makes available tile the cluster bits for L2/L3 trigger.

Total number or (e + ep;rod /(1' + Pp;rul.)-bunches lilled in HERA during the 1994 lu-
minosity period was increased rron, (Sc\ + 10) / (84 + 6) to (1.53 + 15) / (153 + 17) with

J JlIside the 111 collaboration is t"is en'ed usu"lIy refereed as sillgle diode evellt (SDE), renecting the
fact that only one of four readout. pllot.o-diodes was affect.ed.



respect to 199~1luminosity period. Therefore a.t least partial suppression of the BEMC
llucle,,-r counter erfect at the level Ll trigger was manda.tory for sub-triggers containing
IJSET trigger eleillents. Speci,tl attentiull \Vas required for the low Q2 neutral current
DIS events sllb-trigger, which was composed of the ,t".IId-alone IlEMC trigger element
with it TIlediullI threshold CL2 and the ToF veto, llsed by III experiment as the stanclMd
DIS trigger dnring the first three years of its operation. Since the selection of the OEMC
QED COlnpton event is b,tSed on the staudard D\S trigger as well, as it win be discussed
in Sec. 5.2. L, this chapter is devoted to the study of the BElVIC llucJear couuter errect as
a source of the fake electron trigger sign<1.ls.

Data llun period Number of Comments
sample from to events

1 55863 57115 5246
2 61398 62663 11668 Up to run 62575 no field
:3 64138 64474 1723 Collimator C3 opened
4 65458 65964 5401
5 66306 66440 2314 Vertex shifted-

The a.im for 1994 luminosity period was to red lice the fradion of BEMC SDE events
wi 1.11both insta.lling passi ve lead shielding alld by L11('iracti ve hardware recogni tion already
at tile Ll trigger level at least for the 1I10st afl'eded (jJlJler) HElVIC stacks.

Note, that the recognition of such a type of the events at tbe early stage of triggering
w,\.s possible ouly due to the IJ~MC readout redundancy, i.e. the sciutilJation light created
iu the saLlie physical chanuel (stack) is collected by more readout dlalLne!s (photo-diodes).

The composition of the accepted sub triggers for the SDE events in the above indicated
periods, see Fig. 4.1,a verifies the presence of ouly USET sub-triggers, whereas the compo-
sition of the raw sub-trigger, iu Pig. 4.l.b besides the proper predefined down-sca.ling for
all sub-triggers indicates the substantial fractioll of events with tJle ToF (#96, 98, 101 --+
103), central aud partly also forward trackers (#36,38,39,41,100, 104 --+ 113) and
sOllie fraction of the LAr (#114,115) monitoring sub-triggers.

• intensive mainly charged paLticle flux originating from the proton induced back-
ground (beam g,tS and beam-wall int.eraction);
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TI\(' presellce of the HEMC SDE was iml\lediately recognized during the first tests of the
IlSGT elect.ronics iu 1991 using t.he cosmics [52]. Ti,e fraction of such events for cosmic
Wi\.Sextremely high at tile leve.1 of 70 - 80 % of tile total OSET ra.te (apPL'Oximately 1 Hz)
for tile lowest energy stack t.hresholds (trigger clement GEl at tile level of 2 GeV).

In the 111';111\. envil'Onment the three main sources of these spurious triggers are pos-

sible:
10 12 14 16

sub-trigger 1Iumber

• due to t.be bending of the W LS quite small, but for the physics analysis most
important frartion of the rest shower pmticJes originating from the interaction point.

The IA t.rigger level rejects the BEMC SDE after the full reconstruction of the HEMC
energy depositions. 8vent was rejected only if no other sub-trigger besides the BSET
SIlb-triggers (i.C'. sub-triggers ,#0 --+ #.1 2) was arcepted. In order to monitor the L4
perfonnance generally 1 % of tile rejected eveuts are kept. The sample of tile L4 rejected
event.s was recollstrueted usiug the sta.ndard reconstruction program and stored on t.he
sepal'ated tapes.

For the study of the OEMC SDE five data samples in 1993 luminosity data taking
were selected. Tab. 4.1 df'fines the run periolls ,md presents the number of HEMC SDE
events collecting during tilem.

The first information conceruing the timing of the HEMC SDE at the level of HEllA
bunch crossings is as it is depicted in bunch number distributions, see Fig. 4.2.

During tile 1993 luminosity period the standard bunch configuration used to be: 8 x



'1.1 Study of HEMC Nucleat· Counter Effect
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The zero of the timiug distribution is adjusted to the gelluine ep events in the back-
ward region (DI8 sall1ple selediou [87,88]). The illteraction window (JA) stre-I;ches from
about -5 us 1;0 +20 IlS and tile ba.ckgrouud willdow (BG) is roughly -30 ns to -5 ns. The
timing precision is expected to be at the level of I or 2 ns [51j. The tillle distributions
of the I3I:<:MCSDE in I;he Tole pads surrounding the beam pipe during the two run peri-
ods represented by data s<ulIple 2 and 4, (sc(' Tab. 4.1) are showu in the Fig. 1-3 alld 4.4,
respectively.~;~~
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Fi[!;. 11.2: BUllch uumber distribution of the BEMC single diode eveuts for all (a), ollly
colliding (b), ]J-pilot (c), e-pilot (d) aml elupty (e) bUllches.

LO + 'I colliding, 5 x 2 e-pilot and J x G ]J-pilot bunches. These plots i11llicate the filled
bunches (i.e. dir('ct synchrotron radiation aud the passage of tlie charged particles from
the ])-induced background) are Llle main sources of the UEMC SDE, but the non-negligible
amount of tile 13SI,:T triggers iuside the empty buuches indicates ,tlso the presence of the
very late particks with respecl to beam particles.

'rhe fractioo or events triggered by USET trigger elements inside the empty bunches
suggests ti,e trivial snppression oj' the HEMe SDE rates at tIle CTL to allow to the BSET
trigger elements to IriggC'r ouly during the filled bunches. Oll the otller Iland taking iuto
account inCl'e,\se or the number of filled bnnches for the [994 luminosity period this option
brought only marginal eneeL.

More detailed information on the tiOlilig of the HEMC SDE provides the discrimi-
nated NIM stalldard2 outpnt pulses of the individual ToP pads put illto the fADC system
of the drift chamlwr readout [50J available in the reconstruction program (TOFT bank).

Fig. 4.3: The time distributions of the BEMC SOE in the T'oF pads surrounding the beam
pipe for data sample 2. Note, that data sample 2 corresponds to the beginning of the
luminosity period.

The striking difference of tll(, time distriblltions for the '1'01" w,dl pads # 1 and # 0
is absence of the BG peak in the '1'01"wall # 0 (further from BI~j\IC) wbich is of course
the consecl'lence of the ToF veto logics requiring the presence of the signals in tIle DG
windows ill both walls in order to veto the events. One more trivial additional suppression
of thf' BEMC SOE could be achie\'ecl requirillg Llle veto to be constructed ollly of the 1'01'
w'l.11pads closer to the HEMe ('1'01" 1), but the very non-trivial and poteutially dangerous
elfect of tile spurious early or late particles (see the distribution of the BEMC SDE inside
the empty bunches Fig. 4.2) itnd l'artly also the cosmics overlaYf'd with physics events

2Nuclear Jnsl,nllllcllta.t.ioll Modlllf', conforming to the mechanlcal alld electrical sta.ndards outJilled
ill AGe Hepori, No. T[I)-2089:1 ('I I).
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Fig. 4.4: 'rJ.e timc distributious of the B GMC SDB in t.IJe ToF pa.ds surrounding the bc"m
pipc for data. sample 4. Notice that d"ta sample ,I correspouds to the second half of the
luminosity period.

Fig. 4.5: Distribution of the BGMC hottest stack number for single diode events, for the
run periods when the illner triangular stacks were 110t (a), and were (c) includcd in the
trigger and for empty bUlJches (b).

determination came from the analysis of the QED Cornpton events in the I3EMC. (4.6 +/-
1.6) llun shift is needed to center the QED Compton events utilizing the SEMC shower
center of gravity (s.c.g.) [53J.

During the rUlJS with the shifted vertex (data sample 5) with the trigger setup re-
stricted 1.0 the SSET sub·triggcrs we opened the inner triangles of the trigger, i.e. the
high stack thresholds [28J were lowered essentially frolll the infinity (DAC counts 255) to
the same level as for all other stacks (5 DAC counts correspollding approximittely to 2.3
GeV). In this Wity the cluster was itLlowed to be initiated a.Jso by the energy depositions
in side stacks. Unexpected effect was only very low increase of the SDE in the inlier
triangles, which demonstrates Fig. 4.5.c.

The difference of the geoll1etricallayout of the triangular and quadratic stacks results
in the different optical properties. The light "tlenuatiou was for triangular stacks lower
by fitctor of 2.5 [52] with respect to tile neighboring quadratic ones. Ou the other side
the signal amplitude due to SDE ("vents is independent on the optical properties ouly by
the physical properties of the photo-diodes (depletion layer). This results efi'ectively in
suppression of the SDE in triangular stacks by approximately the same factor 2.5.

The comparison of Fig. 1.3 alld 4.'1 shows quite substallt.ia.l dirference of the population
inside the 1,\ and BG windows. This dirrerences clearly indicated that at the beginning
of the luminosity period the p-induced background dominated where<1s for tbe the second
hall' of the luminosity period the e-induccd backgrouud (e.g. direct synchrot.ron ra.diation)
was dominating.

The distribution of t.lle nEMC SDE in tile SEl\1C stacks, shown in Fig. 4.5.a, maps
tI,C bcam pipe-HElVle-stack distallCf's. Int.erest.ing feature observed already during tile
<1l1alysis or the first SElVIC data of the 1992 luminosity period is the top bottom asymmetry
or tbe event populatioll a.t t.he level of 5 % for tIle I3Gl\1C SD£. Even in order to exclude
the possible elTed of slightly difl'crent DSGT trigger thresholds for the different I3EMC
region>; the orr-liue recollstrllcted sta.ck energy was required to bc greater then 8 GeV the
asymmetry was still ".t llie level of 3 %. An e'lplauation of this effect was a few mill
(4 nlln) shift of the BEMC position vertically down (i.e. in -y direction). The precise



Tile stack d.istribut.iou 01"the B~MC SDE I"or t.he empty bunches, scc Fig. 4.5.b "gain
exhibit.s LIt<"bca.m pipe patt.C'rn as it is in t.hc case 01"collidiug bunches. The detailed t.iming
dist.ribut.ions 01" t.he 1l1';MC SDE inside the cnlpt.y bunches I"or the bcam pipe surrounding
Toll pads are in the Fig. 4,6, TIll' missiug population 01"the 13(; window indicat.es the
(ol'l'f'lat.ed activit.y inside both Toll walls.
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RlUI data I,
'

p LllIllinosily Dead time Comments
number sam pIc [m i\ J [mAl [mb-J.s-1] ['Vo]
57062 I 11.8 12,2 375 30,3 BPC partly of[
62009 2 12.5 10.9 404 4.1 No magnetic field,._-- f----,-
64431 3 1,'12 9,8 163 6,8 Collimator C3 opened
65458 4 14.2 9,8 5114 12,7 -
66:306 5 13.1 7.7 228 :3.6 Verlex shifted

open triallgula,r stacks

s;:;]).t riggcr Run Ilumber
number 57062 62009 61[431 [].S.i58 66306

0 8,3 10,5 3.7 4,6 6.6
1 0,02 ll.Ol 0.Q3
2 0.02 0,008 0.01
3 0,003 0,004 0,00;3
/1 0.005 0.004 0.004
5 0.<17 0.41 0,27 0,49
6 0,27 0,002 0,11 0,16
7 0001 0,06 0,84 0,90 2.9
8 0,05 1.67 25
9 0.03 0,002 0005 0,008
10 0.03 0,002 0,005 0.007 0.02
11 0.0 0,01 0,001 0,01
12 0.01 0,14 0.11

Fig. 4,G: The t.imc distributions of the en'i)ty bUllcbes in the ToF pads sUIIoundiug the

beam pipe.

111 order to qua.nlitatively illustrate lhe efl"ect of the LlEMC SDI~ on Ll.le DSET sub-
trigger rate typical runs I"rolll the uata samples 1 t.o 5 (see Tab, 4,1) were arbitrarily
selected,

The dead timc correcl.ed Ll rales 01"lhe indiviuual DSET sub-triggers (st #0 -t #12)
are in T".h. 4,;). Note thc changing Illeaning <tnd pre-scale I",tcLors 01"some BSET sub-
triggers especially at. lhe beginning or t.!le ltnninosily period,

The Ll rates presented in Tab, '1.3 are I"or t.!le BSET sub-triggers suppressed at the L4
trigger level on t.he basis 01"t.he algoriLllln in the Append.ix A, The rcjections of thc BEMC
SDE t.riggers 1"01' L1le indiviuual BSET sub-triggers in the selected runs are summarized
in Tab. 4.4,



[SUb-trigger I~un number
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Tab. 1.4: IA rejecl.ion factors in % of the individual USET sub-triggers due to the BEMC
SOE cuI..
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It. is qllite obvious that the I1EMC SDE sub-triggers are dominant part of all BSET
sub-triggers, especially of the HElVie stand-alone sub-trigger elellleut (i.e. sub-trigger
# 0). The proper 1Il0'iitoring alltl off-lille chcck of the rejecl.ed events is of tbe great
importance for Llle alia lysis of the HEMC/USET physics data.

Distribution of the IlEMC s.c.g., shown ill Fig. 4.7.it, clearly ideutiRes the locatiolls of
the photo-diodes at tile clld of the long wave leugth sllifters. Ou the other halld (lll~l\vlC
frout face) no sud, disl.riblltioll of the recousl.ruded points .in the BPC is observed, see

Fig.4.7.b.

Because of shieldillg of the phot(l-diodes by the UEMC itself for the particles fron.l
I.he intemction point, just a ra.ndolll space matching of the BEMC s.c.g. with the DPC
recollsl.rucl.ed points in the JA window was observed. The same is also t.rue for the SDE
trigger~ in the I3G window of the ToF wa.lI I pads rnaillly due to the large inclination
of the tracks originatillg from the iOIl getter PUlllP region below thcToF Witlls. This is
illustrated in t.he Fig. ·1.7.c. Frolll the evcnts of the selected run period of the Table4.1
56 % of all cvents have at least one BlOC reconstructed point. This fradion is slightly
larger (illcre~se at the level of 8 %) in the Be willdow with respect (:0 the 1A window.
Even very moderate spa.ce matching requirement of the I3EMC s.c.g. and the Bre point
at t.he level of t.he st,lCk dim!'llsions (a.pprox. 16 cm), will cut 55 % of the SDE triggers
with I.IIC associated UPC poinl.. The total suppression factor of the BEMC SDE triggers
np to 4 can be expected usiug the EPC informat.ion.

The stack energy spectrum of tire HEMC SDG in the fig. 4.8.a demonst.rates an
eqniva.lellt energy scale of the SOE is in the range of the scal.l.ered electron energies and
therefore its potent.ially danger.

Tilt' hottest st.ack energy spectrum of the leading cluster for the BEMC SDS triggers is
equiva.lcllt to the one channel energy spectnlln scaled down by the number of correspond-
ing cllannels (WLS) ill ~t.ack (in most cases 4) and smeared by tilC noise contributions

Fig. 4.7: BEMC s. Co g. distribution (a); BPC recollst.ructp.d point distribution (b); and
the distribution of distance between the BEMC s. c. g. and the closest EPC reconstruct.ed
point (c) are shown.

of the other channels (WLS) of the same stark. This is dCl1Jonstrated on the Fig. 4.8.c,
where the siugle diode spectrum after the suppression of tire pedestal is drawn. These
energy spectra. have two energy components (low and high). High energy cornponent is
predominantly due to the p-induced background as it is shown on the Fig. 4.8.b.

In order to understand the influcnce and the equivalent energy scale of the ')'-radia-
bOll on the BEMC photo-diodes we used tile C060 radioactive source (two cascade I'-lines
with energy 1.173 aud 1.333 MeV) with activity or 1.8 MU(I to irradiate the spare small
trapezoid stack connected to the position of the BGMC stack # 96. Beside the missing
high energy tail component the one channel spectrum of the radioadive somce (Fig. 4.8.d)
match quite reasonable thc shape of the spectrum of the BGIVIC SOE triggers (Fig. 4.8c)
beside approximately four times increased energy scale or the SOE triggers.
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1. to ('quip only Lhe LWOinnermost BEMC "riugs" (i.e. stacks 33 -+ 36, 43 -+ 46, 53
--> 56,63 -+ 66) conLaining Lhe rIlosLly affected sLa.cks with active recogLlition of Lhe
S DE triggers;

2. to use only the iJJLerlllediate grauubrit.y, i.e. Lhe sum of the two channels (= WLS)
insLead of the full availalJle grauulariLY, (each single channel) for the recognition of
t.he SDE.

Two innpr SEIVrC "riugs" represent 12 sLacks\ which are jnsL 14 % of the tOLal number
of UBM C stacks. Based on Lhe l"ig. 4.5.a the su ppression factor up LO3.6 cau I.>ereached,
i.e. 72 % of Lhe BEi\lC SDE are couLaincd iu these sLa.cks. The reJaLive suppression factor
is slightly higher in the case of tlle opeu inner triangular stacks for Lite total triggering,
see Fig. 4.5.c.

Ti,e cha,racteristic feaLure of LI,e !!r-;I'v[C SDE, is Lhe high energy deposit jllSt iu one
chaJIIlPl and esseuLially the noise in the oLhers of the same stack. Therf'fore for identifi-
cation of the SDE it was sufficient to use Lhe intermediaLe granulariLY of stacks, i.e. LO
compare the LWOchannel sums. This decreased Lhe number of necessary Lrigger channels
by factor 2.

This is illustrated on the sf'ries of the two chaunel SUIll correlaLion plots ill fig. 4.9.a-d
for the IwUest stack in Lhe leadiug BBMC cluster. Fig. 4.9.a is hased on the L4 re-
jected SDE sample (see Tab 4.1), whereas Fig. 4.9.b-d are for the part of the DIS saD!-
pie [87, 88J.

fig. 4.8: The hoUesL st<tck cnergy spedruril of Lhe BI~IVlC SDB (a), TDC Liming in[orma-
ti~1l for the hoUesL stack wiLli encrgy above 1.4 GeV (b), Lhc one dlal11lel SDE spectl'l1m
aller the suppressjon of (,he pedesLal (c), the one channel spectrum of Lhe radioactivc

sourcc (d).

Fig. 4.9.a shows the presence of the non-SDE stacks in the L4 SD £<: reject sample based
on the ofT-line SDE idenLjfication algoriLhrn, which is searchillg for the hottesL stack in
Lhe leading BEMC cluster. Tile presellce of these non-SDE stacks slighLly smears also
the space distribution of tile J3EMC s.c.g. in the Fig. 4.7.a. In contrary, the L4 flagging
algorithm (see Appendix U) is Lrying to idenLify the SDE Lrigger only on the basis of the
HEMC leading stack. Comparing Lhese discrepancics we concluded Lhe necessity of the
L4 HEMC SDB flagging rouLine update for t.he 1994 luminosity period in the following
way:

4.2 Ll Trigger Suppression of BEMC Nuclear Counter
Effect

All H EMC stacks should be checked to deLermine the SDE feature, but instead of Lhe
immediate setting of the rejection flag the energy of all SDB identified channels (WLS)
were set to zero and the event wa.~ rejecl.ed ouly ir Lhe leading HEMC energy cluster (if
any) after such "rescaling" procedure was below the activaLed trigger threshold (i.e. CLi,
CL2 or CL3).Taking into <tCCOUIiLLhe beam dOlllinated profile of thc SDE triggers Wf' ilisLalled the beam

pipe lead shielding, ('overing Lhe region beLween Lhe DEMC and the SbULLel'Sof the Tof 1

wall (8.5 ClIl).

On th •.•top of Lhe improved passive lead shielding, which suppressed fra.dion of Lhe
direet and scaLtered synchwLron radiatioll Lite active recogllition of such Lype of SIJE
evcnts aL the Ll trigger level wa.s dpsigned ami installed. for Lhe design of Lite electronics
the 3 constraius were taken into account:

II,wing in mindt.hat the Hl9tl luminosit.y period was the last one for the DEMCj13S8T
sysLem, t.he electronics was required to be ready within Lile limited time period of the 1993
wiuter shuLdown. The following compromisc heLween the highest possible suppression of
(,he SDB triggers at LllC Ll trigger le\"cl and the available Lime const]'~,ill was found:

In Lhe two channel sum correlaLions of the DIS sample, sit own in Fig. 4.9.b-d, we can
clea.r1y idenLify Lhe admixture of the SDE triggcrs, which were not rejected 011 the level
lA trigger due to the presence of other sub-trigger elements and passed LOthe DlS events
sample selection saLisfying all selection criLeria, such as presence of vertex, corresponding
DPC spatial hit LOthe BBMC clusLer, eLc.

Comparing Lhe :J possible cOlllbinaLiolls of the two channel sums for the DlS sa.mple
(Fig. 4.9.b-c) the correlaLioll of the SlIIllS of Lhe channels #1+#2 aud #3+#4 forming the
left-right (or top-bottom) trigger channel correlation for Ule qua.dratic stacks was fouud
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Fig. 'UJ: The correlations of the sums of differcnt two channels drawn for the hottest
stack of the DI,;rvIC lcadillg cluster. The fA rt~ecled SDE (a) alld DIS sample (b-d) were

used.

Fig. 4.10: The correlations of the sums of dirferent two channels drawn for the hottest 11'i-
angular stack of the BEMC leading cluster. The L4 rejected SDG (a) and DIS events sam-
ple (b-d), were used.

The analog sums (SUM) of the 2 photo-diodes are shaped (SHAPER) and put into the
comparators (COMP.) with manually ~djustable thresholds LTl for the analog sum of the
photo-dIOdes #1 and If 2 and LT2 for the analog sum of the photo-diodes #3 and #4. The
purpose of the thresholds LT1 and LT2 is to suppress safely the noise in the two c1lannel
SUlllS. The sha.ped signals of the two channel sums are split in order to create the additional
sunt of four channels which is subsequently compared to the high stack threshold HT and
to the comparators with low two channel thresholds (LTl, LT2). The purpose of the HT
is to provide the additional tool for the separatioll of the L4 rejected (Fig. 4.9.a) ami the
DIS sample (Fig. 4.9.b) topologies.

The resulting SDE veto signal for particular stack is set if the following condition is
fulfilled:

to have the topology IrtOst dil[erent froll] the two channel sum correlation of the L4 SDE
rf~jected sample (Fig. '1.9.a), whicll is completely insensitive to tile permutations of the
channcls entering thp. two chanll<'i sums.

TI Ie configllratioll of the WLS (channpls) for the innermost triangles does not cor-
respond to the left-right grouping W LS [or the (l'mdratic stacks. In order to check the
possible slIlea.ring elreds clue to the innermost triangles the plots for the innermost tri-
angles Fig. Il.I O.a-d corresponding to the Fig. 4.9.a-d were made. For (:he D IS sample
again I.he COlllbinations of the two channels entering the sums same as for the quadratic
stacks, i.e. # 1 + If 2 and # 3 -I- #4 were idenl.ified to dirfer most significantly from
I.he topology of the L'1 SDI': rejected sample. In order to keep the flexibility for the inner
triangular stacks the jnmpers allowing the regrouping of the channels entering the two
chanllels SI1I1lS w('re iL1stalled.

The block scheme of the E'lcctronics and the SDE trigger suppression logics is in
Fig. ,Ul.

lIT = On and (LTl = Off or LT2= OIT)

. The to was determined on the basis of the additional summing (SUM) and suhsequent
cbfferentlatlon (DIFF.) of the splitre two ellannel sum signals and is synchronized (SYNC.)



The sensitivity of the UEMC photo-diode readout to the the passage of charged particles
or photous through the photo-diode depletion layer Ciluses another type oJ background,
known as nuclear counter effect, or "single diode events" [24J which signirlcantly increased
the rate of the lJEMC trigger. The three main sources of the these spurious triggers were
identified as:

l6JSUM Ble& --- COt,P.
DIFF

Since the p-induced background, beam-wall and beam-gas collisions were dfeetively
vetoed by the ToP system, the following il.ction were taken to suppress the increase of the
trigger rates mainly due to synchrotron mdia.tion:

1. TI,e a.ccclerator synchrot.ron radiation was reduced by lead shielding of the beam
pipe in the BEMC region.wit.h tbe result of the digital p<lttern logics together witll the UEIU\ clock (HClock). The

flual Sl)8 veto [i,r event (Trigg. out) was huilt a.s thc logical Oil. of "II involved stack
".nd pili. illto tbe. 111';MC Timing l'dodule [28], where the adjustable delay was installed to
cnSIlI'C the sil1lultallPolis outlJUL of the SIH: veto trigger element with all other IJSET bits

to the CTL.

Tile fmctioll of evcuts with more then one BSET high threshold in the nomina.1 tillJe
slice for the sample of 1".1 rejected ('vents (Table4.J) is 4 %. The hardwarc design of
I:be Bswr did uot provide the possibility to ident.ify the leading cluster ami due to t:he
restriction of tbe aetiv0. recognit.ion to tll0. two inner BEMC "ringti" it was obviolls to limit
tlte applicatioll of the ::iDE vdo olily for t.lte events with eX<1.ctly one B::iET lrigl] stack
threshold (2.3 C:(~V). In ord('r to provide this iHformation to Ll level trigger counting of
the number of high thresholds was introdllc(~d. The final vet.o applied lor the particular
LISET Sllb-t.riggers was then the coincillenceof the two IJSB'f' trigger elements EQl (exactly
one high t.hretihoJd fouud) and SDE.

The adjustllJ('nt strategy for the low t111'esholcls LTl and LT2 closely followed the re-
gions depicted on Fig. 4.9.a trying to suppress the maximum of t.he L·1 SOB rejected
sa.mple t.ilking into accollnt the necessity not. to reject the DlS events of Fig. 4.9.b. The
nOll-trivia.l threshold (l(ljllstl1lcnt procedure was made in a few iterations. for the noise
threshold LTl Mid LT2 the scope was used t.o set the first approximation and <1.fterwarcls
the procedllIc was repea.ted nsing the calibratioll sysl.enJ. The Ilnal adjustment and the
check WilS made on !.l,e basis of the olf-line analysis of the cosl1lics and !'IEHA background
activity tr.iggered by HSE'l', where the SOI-;; veto trigger elelJlent was IlloHitored.

The cOluplete electronics was installed ill the four indepeJldpnt. boxes (for each ('DU
modllie conl.ainiug four stacks one SOE lJIodule) and plugged in lJetweeJl the DEIVIC
CDU ontput and BEMC analog box inpnt.. The fme adjustable delay (1 bunch crossing
range) was used for the HEll.'\ dock in order to compensatc the diITerent p<\ths of the
OSI~T trigg0.r signills ".Jld SDE veto.

2. During the shutdown 1993/94 the sixteen inner most BEI\1C stacks were equipped
by the Ll trigger veto logic. To identify an SDE the cOll1parisoJl of energy deposition
in tbe individual photo-diodes after Iloise suppression with a sufficiently high energy
th reshold was used.

3. The LIt trigger level of the III trigger system was nspd for suppressing the triggers
clue to the uuclear coullter effecl. especially in the stacks not equipped with veto
logic.

The correlation between the SDE trigger rate and electron (a) and pro tOil (11) beam
currents (scaling of the SDE veto trigger rates with the beam currents) are shown in
Fig. 4.12. Whilst there is IlO dependeJlce of the t.rigger rate on the protoll CUrIent there
is a clear correlation IJetween trigger rate aJld the electron beam current.

The effect of DEMC SDE Ll trigger is pl'cseJll.ed in the distribut.ion of sub-trigger #
o rate suppression. This ligLJl'e proves the 40 % decrease of the trigger rate applying the
SDE veto (sub-trigger # 13) to the BSET st.and-alone CL2 trigger element (sub-trigger #
0), shoWJl in Fig. 4.,lJ.



Fig. 4.l'2: The correla.tion betwcf'1l Ule SDE trigger rate and electron (a) alld prol;on (b)
beam current~ (sca.Jiligor the SDE veto trigger rates with the beam currents) are shown.

Fig. 4.13: The distribution of sub-trigger # 0 rate suppression demonstrates the 40%
increa.se or the trigger rate applyillg the SDE veto (sub-trigger # 13) to the BSET stan-
dalolle CL2 trigger element (sub-trigger # 0).



Chapter 5

QED Compton Event Selection

This chapter contains the f'xperimental techlliquf's used to seleel; the QI':D Compton event
samplf's in both 1994 and 1995 data taking. In order to foUow Litevarious configuratious
of 118H.A ntachine and HI experiment the different classification routines and seJecLion
procedures were employed. The corresponding sets of appropriate detecLor and kiuema-
tical cuts to isolate the clean QED Comptoll event samples were imposed. The trigger
elen,ents used in colJecLing the data samples were studied.

The data used in the BEMC' QED Compton event saillple ana.lysis were colJerted during
the run period in 1994 ('17:325 < run number < 90419), with cledrous of energy Ee =
27.52 GeV colJ.iding with protolls of enf'rgy Ep = 820 CeV, resulting in a tot.al center of
mass energy of ..;s ~ 300 GeV . HERA operated with c-p collision in 1992, 1993 and the
st.art of 1994, aud e+p collision for the major part of 1994 and fur the whole 19951.

The majority of events was produced with t.he 11" centerf'd arouuel zero in z, called
the "nominal vertex" data sample. The 11" was also shift.ed in the forward direct.ion to
an average position of z = +67 cm which permits measurement of t.he scatlered eJectron
up to Oe ~ 176.5°. This sample is referred to as the "shifted vertex" data sample to
distinguish it from the data wit.h a uominal event vertex.

To reduce the systemat.ic error of the here presented analysis a strict data selection
was performed based on the behavior of the main detector components. From the detector
stat.us definit.ion point of view only the data taken during the periods when t.he CJCl,
FTD, LA1', BEMC, ToF, LS (see the corresponding Sec. 3.2.2, 3.2.1, 3.3.2, 3.3.4 and 3.2.5)
componenl.s were according the SC system (see Sec. 3.2.6) informatiou fully operational
are considered.

During the low and stable a.ccelerator background condition the four innermost trian-
gular stacks of DEMC were included in the trigger. These dat.a will be referred as t.he
"open triangle" data sample in contrary with the data triggered without those four in-
nermost BEMC clements furt.her referred as "close triangle" da.ta sa.mple. Data samples
definitions correspondiug to the difTerent HEllA aud HI configuration are surveyed in
Tab. 5.1.
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ger element (BSELCL2) in coincidence with BSET single diode events veto trigger ele-
ment (BSELSDV) and ToF veto, so-called sO sub-trigger3:

1)at'~-I __ I(_n_nr;;;I~'
sa.l1lple_~~rst Ia.st

, I. ,Tn;;- 82005
2. -'82961 87556-

Tab. 5.1: 19!)!I da.ta samplcs dcrtnitions corresponding to different lIEllA ami 111 conJlg-
uraliolls.

The trigger element combination BSELCL2 && BSELSDV triggered the most energetic
electromagnetic cluster in B8MC, sillluitaneously vetoing the SDE and thus lowering
the rat.e of the whole sub-trigger. The combination o[ veto trigger element.s IToF JJG &&

(FToLIA II IFToFJJG) rejected the rua.jorit.y of the beam-ga.s amI beam-wall interactions
using the time ill[onl'li1.tion provided by Tor ami FToF systems.

The analysis presenkd here is based upon a salnplf' of QED Compton events, wlJiclJ arc
charact.eri"ed by all dC'cLroll a.nd a photon coplanady scattered. As it was described
in See. 2 t.hc cross section o[ the qU<lsi-real QED Compton event.s is a strongly rising
fnncl.ion o[ the pol,lr angles of the scaltered part.icles. ThercJ'ore t.he majorit.y of the
whole sample ha.ve both outgoing p,trl.icles scattered t.o t.he backward part of the H1
dcl.ecl.or, which was covered by t.hc DEMC [:14J. In order to minilnalize t.he systematics
for the luminosity llIeasurclnent and improve understanding of the BEMC only the sample
or QED Compton (:'v~nts with both scattered particles measured in the B8MC, so called
DI;:MC Q8J) COlllpton events were used.

The UEMe QI';I.) Conl(Jt.on candidate was ideutified by searching for two most en-
ergetic el~ct.rol1lagnetic clusters wit.h the ba.ck-to-back topology .in thl' HElVIC. The eJec-
trom'1gllctic dnsters penetrate less deeply into the calorimeter and tend to exhibit less
lateral dispersiou tlran t.he hadronic dusters. Thus, using a cnt on the clnster radius,
calculated as t.he energy weight.ed radi,d dist,,,nce of the ca.lorimetric cells from the cluster
center-of gravity, allows to distinguish between these two. The calorimetric signal could
be a_~wciated at most by three reconstl'llcted cent.ral tracks pointing to the UEMC clusters
aHd/or a few SIJi\tial point.s in the DPC grouped within a small distance in r - 1> plane
[roll I the clusters center-of-gravity allrl wit.llout allY other detected activity. The HUlllber
of reconstructed tracks and spatial point.s depends on the accepl.ances and efficieucies
of the central tracker and 1J1'C ami tile probability of the I-conversion into e+e- -pair
whereas penetrating the dead material in frollt or tile active area.s of the tra.cking devices.

The possible backgronnd processes are DIS2, photo-production interact.ions, vector
Ineson production and the collisions of the beam pa.rticles with either tJle beam-pipe
ma.terial, so-called "beam-wall" interactions, or the residual gas particle, "beam-gas" allli
synclu'otron radiation.

In order to evaluate the trigger efficiency and to study the influence of excluding the
IJEMC rour innermost triangular st.acks from the USET trigger on its efficiency the events
triggered by other trigger elements than USET (e.g. z-vertex trigger, ToF) were selected.
At least one reconstructed BPC spati,tl hit was required to ensure sOllie energy deposit
in BEMC. The two da.ta samples for both the "open triangle" data sample (89444 ::;
run !lulllber ::; 89928) and "closed triangle" data sample (S90S2 ::; run number::; 89':J12)
were studied.

Here one should keep in mind that I.he BSET trigger was not a truly inclusive electron
tr.igger since in the case when more trigger dusters were found, the resulting trigger cluster
energy was the tot.al cilergy sum of all such clusters []6]. Hence, the trigger efficiency
had to be est.imated from the two dilllensiollal distribution for the leading duster "lid the
total duster energy. For cluster energies above 10 GeV the one dimensional dependence
on the leading cluster euergy turned out to be a. good approximation [36J.

The BSELCL2 t.rigger efficiency as a flUlction of the BEMC leading cluster is shown
ill Fig. 5.1.a. The cluster energy dependence shows a characteristic feature of a good
trigger, i.e. tlte narrow t.ransit.ion region, steep efficiency rise, and full eJliciency on the
plateau above the threshold. The fit by modified 3--parameter Fermi-Dimc distribution
function< yields the threshold value o[ 6.9± 1.6 GeV, and shows that the BSET _CL2 is 100%
efficient above the 10 GeV. Requiring the J3EMC leading cluster energy higher than 10
GeV t.he efficiency distribution in the I3PC plane for the innermost region was drawn, see
Fig. ·S.Lb. It proves the full efficiency in the BEMC t.riangular stacks region. The same
distributioll drawn for the closed triangular data, see Fig. 5.2.a, indicates inefficiencies
caused due to exclusion of the triangular stacks from the trigger. To get rid of them the
energy restriction (Eel, > 10 GeV) was acconlJJanied with a following f1ducial cut: The
hottest stack of the leading DEMC cluster was not allowed to be one of the tr.iangular

3For the logica' operations among different trigger elements the C language operators are used.
<Modified 3-parallleter Fermi-Dirac distribution function [36J:

The selection of I3EMC QI';I.) Compton events was based on t.he low-Q2 neut.ra,l cur-
relit lJlS cvellt snb-trigger [361, which was composed of the BSET CL2 cluster trig-

«Ei) = 1'3
1 + exp Pl'~JE. I

where Pi is the threshold vallie, defined as Lhp. energy at. which trigger efTiciency reaches 50%, ])2, is the
width of the transition region, so-called threshold width, at :1:3P2 the etliciellcy reaches 95% and 5%.
respectively, and P3 is the maximal reached efficiency.
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Fig. 5.1: '['hc [lSET clustcr trigger eL2 efflciellcies for leading cluster euergies (a) littcd
with Ferllli-Dirac [ulldioll and requiring the I1EMC leadillg clnster ellergy higher than
10 CcV ill the 13PC pl,1I1C[or the illilermost regioll [or rUIi period with "open" trianglilar
sta.cks (b). The illner sClisitive radius of BPC is sketdled by dashed alld dotted line,
wllilst the dotted lines show the illnermost BEMC sta.ck structure.

Fig. 5.2: The BSET cluster trigger CL2 cfficiencies for leading cluster energies requiring
the BEMC leading cluster ellergy higher than ]0 GeV i.11the BPC plane for the iunennost
region for run periods with the "closed" tri<tIlgular stacks. ]nelIlciencies caused due to
exclusion of the tri<lI1gula.r stacks from tlw trigger (a). The effect of imposing a fiducial
cut which required that the hottest stack of the leading 13EMC cluster was not aile of
the triangular stacks (b). The i.llner sensitive radil.ls of BI'C is sketched by dashed and
dotted lille, whilst the dotted lines show the innermost BEMC stack structure.

stacks, i.e. the stack with the stack llUllllH'r 4'1, 4.5, 5,1, 55 ill the I3EMC numbering
schewe, sef' See. 3.3.2. Imposing tbis cut ull the "closeu triangular" data samples, the
efficiency distribution shown iu Fig. 5.2.b was improved.

The BSET triggN (i.e.BSELCL2 &:& BSELSDV) ef1iciency for the leadiug clust.er in
HEMC (/;;e1, > .10 CeV) wa.s !J9.S±0.6% anu 100±0.4%, for "olwn" and "closed triangle"

data so.luple, rf'spedively.

The I3ToF and FToF trigger dficiencies were evaluated usiug the data triggered by
moniLor triggers, i.e. suh-triggers with one or more conditions missing (hel'e the DToF and
L'''I'o1.''trigger elements) with the pre· set dowJl-scaliug, used for Illea.'>uremellt of efficiellcies
aud monitoring of the sub·trigger clements that they made redunuallt. The sample of
events with an clectron c<tlldidate (leading cluster cnergy in BEtv1C more than .lJ CeV,
cluster radius less thau 5 em, z coordinate of the reconstructed vertex from the illterval 36
cm :s z :s !J6 Clll, tlte distauce betweelJ the sllower cenLer-of-gravity of the BEMC cluster
o.nd the nearest spatial BPC point less tho.n 5 cm) in BEiVlC was selected and the B'I'oF
<tIId L"ToF' trigger elements were tested. The study showed that the B'1'oF alld 1"'1'01"had
the cfliciellcy of !:JiJ.6± 0.7% and 99.5 :.t- 0.6% respectively, which gave in total the filia.l
efliciency o[ 99 ..1± l..l %.

all the [A of III trigger systcm furthcl' 1I011-ep beam-wall and beam-pipe background,
as well as siligLe diode eveliLs suppression was performed.

(1.\1(1fiJla! state l'ad.iative eV('llt samples were grouped in the class of ra.diative pllysics
candidates (F-pack class 12).

The SElVIC QED Compton selection part of the L5 classification routine EQEDC de-
manded:

2. first three most energetic DEMC clusters ellergies:

(a) eelI ~ S GeV

(b) eel, ~ 4 GeV

(c) EelJ:S 2 GeV

3. the total visible energy E,,;, = Eel I + Eel,: 18 GeV :s Bvi, :s 32 GeV,

4. the acoplanarity of the first two most elJergetic BElV[C cluster: IS0° -I.pel
l

- .pel,I <
45° 1

We uSf'd the sample of QED Compton evellt calldidatesidentified by the event L5 c1assi-
Jication algoritlllli. The Q8D Comptoll eveut sample (QEDCDM)togeLher with the initial

(a) Number of CJC hits great or equa.l to 10,

(b) a distance of closest approach, DCA, froJl1 the lJominal r - ¢ interaction posi-
tion, i.e. the absolute value of vertex correcLed DCA less then 2 cm,



(c) a distance in z frolll t.lw nominal int.eraction point of the point where the DCA
is d,'fined, IZI)CA- zul < 50 cm,

(d) radius i\t which tra.ck starts less th,Ul 30 CITl.

~ 10:t
~ IIlml'lu 1,2,3

~ 10 2:{~\t ~~,~d'"'"- ~_,,~~b~tt
I 234 5 678 9

Rei, [ern]During t.he classification and select.ion step of t.he analysis t.IlP. dead material in front of
t.he IIEldC alld IJIi:rvIC crack COITPCt.iollvalues were not. used (i.e. t.he BCLR bank inRtead
of BCFR bank inforuJ<l,t.ion was explored) t.o a,llow the re-proc('ssillg start.illg from physics
output t.apes (1'0'1') level afl.er flll'th('r relinelnellt.s of the reconstructioJJ and correet.ioll
1'011 t.iIIes. In order 1.0 a,Uow faster access for analysis and more flexible data handling in
t.he re-processing procedure a sample contaillillg only the evellts c1assifled only as QI~D
COlllpton events calldidates was stored on cartridges, caUed mini-pot.s (iVIPOT's).

In order t.o reject. ,is far as r('rnaining b'H'kgrolind ,l'lld consequent.ly get a cJeall sample of
LlEi'vlC QI;:D ComptoJl evellts additiollal selection criteria had to be imposed.

Uetter idelltilication of fimll eJectron and photon ill B8MC was based on t1w fael
that t.11Pe1ectrorl1<lglleLic clusters Lend to ('xllibit less lateral dispersion than the hadronic
c1ust.ers. EVl"Ilt.s were required to have lateml spread of cluster, which was energy weighted
cluster radius, less than'> cm, see Fig. 5.;\.

Despite of I",owillg that t.he final state of QED Comptou events consist of one charged
and one neul.ral part.icle t.he restricLioll on the dista,nce between the shower center-of-
gmvity of the HEMC cluster and the nearest spatial BPe point was imposed. This was
limited due to the reduced geometrica,1 a,cceptance of BJ'C in the beam pipe region, its
inefficiency alld dead mat.erial in front of HPC-BEMC system. Thus events without any
rf'co.llstrucled BPC spatial poilli. aud events with more than one were observed. Evellts
which had one or more DPC spatial points were requirecl that the distauce between the
shower center-of-gra,vity of tIle B8MC cluster cilld the nearest IlPC spatial point was less
tha.n 8 Clll, see Fig. 5.4.

FUI-ther background rejection was possible demauding t.hat each existing centra.l track

which hacl:

6 7 8 9

Rci, [ern]

fig. 5.3: Distributions of cluster radii, /lei I and ]lei" for data from t.he final selection
of Q8D Compton samples without the cut on cluster radii. The data are COllipared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according t.o the corresponding
luminosity. The vertical arrows show the cut. position.

pointed to the shower center-of-gravity of the UEMC cluster in t.he illtervals of polar and
azimuthal angles of 10°, see Fig. 5.5. This significanl1y reduced the remaining beam-wall
and beam-gas background mainly for "close t.riangular" data sample because during the
run periods with "open" triangular stacks t.he scattered particles were detected up to
o ~ 176.5° which was above the upper limit of the central tracker acceptance.

Whilst the la.st mentioned beam-wall and beam-gas background rejection was based
on the spatial information the ToF requirement profttted from the ToF time information.
Because of the limit.ed geomet.rical acceptance the right 1'01" ('])-collision timing (iToF >
-5 ns) for bot.h first. and second most energetic cluster was required only for events from
"closed triangle" data sam pIes.

Allowing electronic noise of the level of three times the average noise of the BEMC

2. a dista,nce of closest approach, DCA, frol11 the nominal 'I' - <p interactioll position,
i.e. the absolut.e value of vert.ex corrected DCA less then 2 C1l1,

3. a distance in z from tile nominal interaction point of the point where the DCA IS
defined, IZDCA- zol < lOO CllJ,
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Fig. 5.5: Distributions of NCJC - N3JC, where NCJC is t.he JlulTluer of good central tracks
(for definition of a good central t.rack see tile text) and Nc9JC is t.he number of good centra.l
tracks pointing to the shower cent.er-of-gravity of the BEMC cluster in the interva.ls of
polar and azimutbal angles of 10°, for data from the final selection of QED Compt.on event
samples without t.he cut on the number of good central tracks. Distribution of energy
in BEMC outside of the first two clust.ers Eo", = L; Eel, - (Eell + Eel,), for data frolll
the final selection of QED Compton event sample without t.he cut on Eou'. The data
are compared t.o the predictions of the COMPTON ]\lont.e Carlo normalized according to (J,e
corresponding luminosit.y. The vertical arrows show t.he cut position.

Fig. 5.4: Distribllt.ions of dist.allces between> t,be shower cent.er-of-gravity of ti,e HElVlC
clilster a.nd the neMest. spatiiJ.J DPC point, d~~c a.nd d3;c, for dat.,\ from t.he final selectlOll
of QED Compton sample's without tl,e cut on these dist.ances. The dat.a are corn pared to
t.he predictions of the COMPTON ]'vIonte Carlo lIorruaJized according to t.he correspondlllg
lumi.l\osit.y. The vert.ic'll arrows show t.he cut. posit.ioll.

cluster the tota.l energy in t.he HEMe was limited t.o be contained 111 t.he two clllster
iJelitified as the QI~D Compton candidat.e.

further ofr-line rejeet.ioll of single diode events, was based 011 the BElVIe redundancy
as it W,\S described ill Sec. 4.2.

2. the total LAr energy in forward region defined by tbe conus covering 450 area from
the nominal interaction point had to be less than certain limit. The higher value
of 2 GeY was chosen ill order not to be affected by electronic noise.

All kind of backgrollnd processes wbich showed any activit.y in the forward scc\ttering
region of Hl detector was suppressed dellla.udiug:

Finally, tbe selection was finished imposing the tigbten acoplanarity restriction, 1800
-

l<Pcll - <Pel, I < 20°, see Fig. 5.6.
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• the energy requiremellts 011 t.he ~rst t.hree most energetic clusters in HEMC (BCLR
bank) were EeI, 28 CeV, Eel> 24 GeV, Eel3::; 2 GeV, respectively, alld the cut on
t.he sum of tire energy of the first two HEMC clusters was 20 GeV ::; EeI, + Eel> ::;
32 GeV,

• the right To I" ep-collision timing for both first and second most energct.ic cluster (i.e,
iTor> -5ns),

• the t.otal LAr energy in forwanl region defined by llle conus covering 45° area from
the 1I0minai int.eractioll point. had to be less than 2 GeV,

~ 10 I

>-: • the sum of all BEMC c1ust.er energies minus energy of bot.h leading and secolld most
energetic cluster had to be less than 1.20 GeV, which is apPl'Oximately three times
t.he average noise,
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• in the case there was a recollst.r11eted llPC point., its coordinates bad to mat.ch the
shower center-of-gravit.y of the HEMC cluster to withill 8 CIll ill radius,

• each good central track had to point to the shower center-of-gravity of t.he BEMC
cluster .in the intervals of polar ami azimuthal angles of 10°,

180 190 200 210 220

1Ll.1>1 [degrees) • for the data samples corresponding t.o the run ranges when the four illuermost
triangular st.acks in BEMC were not included into the trigger (periods 1,2,3) it was
required:

Fig. 5.6: Distribut.ions of number of forward tracks containing a planar segment., Nrwd,

and acoplanarit.y, 16,!>j, for data from tlH~ IInal selection of QED COlnpton event sa.lIl-
pies wit hout. t.he cut on t.he Nrwd and 164>1, respectively. Whilst the 164>1 distribution, is
compared to the prediction from COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the cor-
responding IUlllinosity, t.he colllparison of Nrwd distribution betwecn tlte data and Monte
Carlo predicl.ioll was not. performed due to tlte feature of tbe COMPTON generat.or which
does not generate any forward activity. Tile vertical an-ows show the cut position.

Tbe right ToF' ep-collision timillg for both first and second most energetic
cluster (i.e. iTor> -5ns),

in order to cut. out innermost regions where t.he USET cluster trigger CL2 is
not 100 % efficient tlte leading cluster energy in BEMC had to be greater tban
10 GeV and the hottest stack of the leading cluster had to be outside of the
BElVIC triangular stack region.

The distributions of energy of two most energetic clusters, EeI" Eel» the polar an-
gles of their shower center-of-gravit.y, Oell' Oel" the visibJe energy, Ev;s = Eel I + Eel» the
acoplanarity, 164>1, tbe absolute valne of the total transverse momentum lilt! of the outgo-
ing electron-photon system the final QED Compton event samples are shown compared to
COMPTON Mont.e Carlo predictions in Fig. 5.7, 5.8, 5.9, 5.10, respectively. Tbe l\·tonte Carlo
simulations describe data very well for the "c1oscd tria.ngle" data samples which are the
most significant. The dist.ributions for "open triangle" data samples (i.e. samples 4, 5)
suf[er due t.o the more complex / difTicult. optics in the triallgular stacks compared to the
rectangular ones. Diffcrent mirror effects resulted Ilot only ill a higher absolute signal of

The final QED Compton event sample used for luminosit.y measurement was obtained by
requiring:

• well defined Hi deteet.or status (requiring the nv bit of all relevaltt. components to
be on),



facLor 2.5 cOlnl'".rcd to ti,e rectanp;ular sLacks, which was currected in the r('construction,
but ;1.1 ,ldditioll ill difli('ldties iu tile detel'lnina.l.iou of thc shower center-or-gravity. 'J'herc-
fore U,C wost illllucnccd is the disl.ributiun of the polar angle 0"" «till.! Couscljuenl.ially Ii""
of UIC outgoillg ekctroll-photon systcln). Sincc I.he sccond most encrgci.ic cluster was not
(onc('utral."d iu t.!,c inuel'lllOst I3I~MC region (wherc the triangular stacks wert" locat.ed)
the (listriblltion of the pola.r augle Or!, is better described by the Moutc Carlo siullliatiou
coulparcd to UIC Od, distribution.
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Fig. 5.7: Distributiolls of the duster energif's, Ed, and Hd2> for data frolll the final QED
Coulpton samples. The data arc cOlilparcd to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo
normalized according to thc corresponding luminosit.y.

Fig. 5.8: Distrillllt.iolls of the polar angles, Del, and Oel" for data from the final QED
Compton samples. The data are compared 1.0 the predictions of the COMPTON Moute
Carlo normalized accordilJg 1.0 the colTcspondiJJg luminosity.

The ilna.lysis or t.he SPACAL QED Compton event silll1ple is based on t.he tla.ta collected
in 1995, wit.h cleetl'OJl or cnergy Ec = 27.!J1 (;eV collidilJg with prol.olls or energy E,) =



5.3 1995 Data Sample
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Pig. 5.9: Distributions of visible energy, E,i" and acoplanarity, ILJ.<!>I, I'or data from t.he
final Q r~D Compton samples. The data are comp~.red to the predictions of the COMPTON

Monte Carlo normalized accordillg to the correspollding luminosity.

Fig. 5.10:. Distributions of the absolute value 01' the total transverse momentum, li/d, of
the outgomg eleet.ron-photon system for data from t.he final QED Compton samples. The
data are compared to t.he predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according
to the corresponding luminosity.



• The 1995 on-line ~election of the SPACAL QED Compton events was based on the
low-Q2 NC DlS slIh-trigger, see See. .5.4.1, wllich was down-scaled by a large pre-
scale fadors, especially during the diflicult backgrollud conditions. III order not to
bias the on-going <\nalysis the evellts with large wcight (~ :3) wcre excl uded. This
affected at most the majority of the data sample 1b, which wiJl not be considered
ill the further allalysis, where the absoulute IlUmber of evc"ts is relev;mt.

As in previolls yC'MSof data. taki"g the i"teracl.ioll vertf'X was 1I0t always centered in its
nOllli",,1 position. Ti,e IJ> was shifted in the forw;ud direction to all average position of z =
+70 cm which to~ether with Ule Irighel' geolnetrical acccptance of a new electromagnet.if;
calorimeter perm its JIlcasurement of tire scattcred electron up to 0, ~ 178.6°.

'ro in~1IL'ca well-defilled status of tire dctcct()r conlponcnts oilly the data taken during
the prriocls whcn tile C.lel, I,'TD, LAr, SPi\CAL, LS (see Sec. 3.2.2, :l.2.1, 3.4.2 and 1.2.5)
conlpollents wcre according tire SC system (see Scc. 3.2.6) inforllla,tiou ful1y operationa.1
are cOlisidered.

Data. It~ln r"nge z-vcrtcx
salnple --rir~t =:J Ia.st-- position

l.a -_. 12·5960 129464 IlO1IIjn~.l
1.b l29!nT UJlW) nominal
2.(\ 129<173 129800 si~ifted
2.b 12980l 129933 slllt~

TIle on-li"e selection of 1995 SPACAL QED Compton events was based on the low-Q2
neutr,,1 clII'rent DIS event sub-triggpr, which was composed of ti,e SPACAL lET trigger
e.lement SPCLe_IET>l in coillcidellce with 1'01" vcto t.rigger elemellts.

The trigger element SPCLe_IET>l triggered the most encrgetic eJpctromagnetic clus-
ter In electromagneti, piLrt of SPACi\ L detector, whilst the combinat.ioll of the veto
trigger clements (FToLIA II IFToF ...BG) && PLUG_VETO in coincidence with IBToF...BG
&& IVETO_inner.BG && IVETO_Outer...BG by means of time illfonllation from FToF, PILlg
1'01',13'1'01" a.nd VETO syst.ems rejected any 1l01l-ep background.

[II the 1995 shifted vert.ex rUllning period there was a misprint in t.he L4 trigger
steering file which affected the sub-trigger sO treatllielit for fUllS 129801-130385. l\s a
cOlJsequence a 10w-I1'" track (IF" < 250 MeV) was required for sub-trigger sO alld iLsingle
;~'ent was rejected if no otIler sub-trigger survived the L4 farm trigger algorithm [47J.
I he pOSSibility to use eVf'nts tnggered by a sub-trigger not suffering from this nlisprint
error was investigated. As a suitable candillate the sub-trigger s3, which was based on
the trigger element SPCLe_IET>2, was chosen. Its trigger efficiency curve, see rig. 5.11,
unfortunately did not sllow a desired characterist.ic featUl'es sucb as the narrow transition
region, steep efliciency rise, and full elficiency on the plateau above I,he threshold of ~
9 - 10 GeV. Therefore the sub-trigger s3 was not considered in furt.lwr analysis.

The Titb. fl.2 prC'sents thc~ dat.a ~all1ples definit.iolJS correspouding to different HEnl\
".nd III con figu ratiolls.

Tab. 5.2: 1995 I)il.ta samples definitions correspondiJjg t.o diJl'er('nt llEltJ\ and HI confi-
gural.ioll.

From the sanle reasons .\5 in the 1.99/\ datil. the ongoing an".lysis was bil.sed upon a sample
of QED Compton events with both scattered particles lIle'tsured iJj the electl'OlIJagnetic
part of SI'ACJ\L, so called SI'J\CAL QED Compton evpnts.

From the point 01 view of eWlit topology, idenlif'ica.tion aud possible background pro-
cesses the SPACAL QED Compton events were the saille nil.ture as JJEMC QED Compton
events, see See 5.2. On t.he other hand the experimcntil.l tecllnic\ues used ill measuring
the Sl'ACAL QED Comptoll el'ents could profit from features provided by the lIew com-
pOllellts in t.he llpgraded 11'1 c1dector, in I",erms of bdter energy and space resolutioll,
elllarged geometrical acceptancp closer to t.he hearn-pipe, reconstructed I3DC track infor-
Inatioll (not only a single JlPC sp",tial point) fully covering the electromagnetic part. of
SI'i\CAL.
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Despite the larger grometrical acccpta.nce of the SPi\CAL compared to the BEII,[C
and the higher inst.a.nt'llleous lumino~ity in 1995 with respecl. to the one reached during
the 1994 data t.aking a significantly higller amount of detected QED COlllpton events was
not stored mainly dne to following reasons: 25 30

Eel, [Ge"]
• The broadly npgmded III detector required a considerable alllount or time invest.ed

in uliderstallJillg of newly installed detectors and systems. Therefore the reasollabJe
dah were acculllulated only dlJring the short time period, i.e. autumn 19U5 (125960
::; run numbrr ::; nl045).

Fig. 5.1.1: TIle SPCLe_IET>2 c1llster trigger efficiencies for leading cluster energies (a) for
"nominal vel·tex" and (b) for "shifted vertex" data sample.
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In order to ev<tJllate the SPi\CAL trigger element SPCLe_IET>l efficiency the events trig-
gered by its nlOllitor sub-trigger were selected.

Si nce the> I.rigg('r rate had 1.0 be lowcr to the reasonable level alr(>ady on the Ll tr.igger
the different thre"l,old values ill I.hc inner aud outer region in SPACAL wcrc used. The
i'lll",r, (Ovcred by I.h", central card, Sl'/\Ci\L regioll was defined vy the square ;f,Y E
(·-16, S) x (-16,8)cnI2, see Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.13: The SPCLeJET>l cluster trigger efficiencies as a functions of the SPACAL
leading cluster energies fitted with Fermi-Dirac [unction for (a, c) inner and (b, d) outer
region of SPACi\L and [or (a, b) "nominal vertex" and [or (c, d) "shifted vertex" data
salllple.

I;'ig. 5.12: The transversal view of the electromagnetic section of SI'ACAL with cluster
bits positions and LlET regions. The borders o[ inner alld outer regions are shown. SPCLe.IET>l efficiencies [%]

inner SPACAL region outer SPACAL region

1. I 100 ± 0.:3 100 ± 0.4
~_2._ 99.6 ± 0.6 99.8 ± 0.7

The SPCLe_IET> 1 trigger eflicipncy as a [unction of the SPACA L leading cluster energy
is shown for both inner and outer SP/\CA L region [or "nominal vertex" dat,\ sample in
Fig. 5.13.a,b and for "shifted vertex" data sample in Fig. 5.13.c,d.

The fit by modified 3·paralllcter Fermi-Dirac distribution function, see Sec. 5.2.1.1,
yields for "nominal vertex" ("shifted vertex") data the thrcshold values of 9.6 ± 1.6 GeV
(9.4 ± 2.2 GeV) for inner regioll and 6.7 ± 1.8 GeV (5.3 ± 3.8 GeV) for outer region.
COlllparing the trigger eHiciency curves onl' can sec that the SPCLe_IET>l trigger starts
to be fully eIHcient above the valne of cluster energy of 12 GeV for inner and outer region.
The 181' trigger l'fficicllcies for the SPi\CAL leading cluster energy (Eel, > 12 CeV) in
the iuner and outer regioll calculated for the "nominal" and "shifted" vertex data are
SUll\lUarized in Tab. 5.3.

Tab. 5.3: The LET trigger efficiencies [or the leading cluster energies Eel > 12 GeV Il'l
inner alld outer SPACAL region.

Since the SPACA L trigger element was combined with the different scintillating veto
and tillling trigger elements their corresponding inefTiciellcies were calculated in ordcr to
obtain the efficiency of the sub-trigger sa. The BToF, FToF, PToF aIJd Veto wall trigger
element inefficiencies were evaluated using the data triggered by corresponding monitor
triggers. The obtained inefficiencies are summarized in Tab. 5A.
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trigger (·lenlf'nts inellkiencies [%j
FToL" B'For: PToP Veto wall

0.4 ± 0 I 1.4 ± 0.:3 < 0.1
0.3 ± OJ 1.2 ± 0.5 -< 0.1
0.:1 :1: 0.1 (UJ ± 0.4 < OJ

(i\) the energy calibratioll oriented part, which rejectcd all events which had more
than two clusters ~vith the eucrgy of 2 GeV,

(b) the luminosity l1le<\surement oriented part, in which the events which might
have been rejecLed due to preseuce of a thil~d cluster (or nlore clusters) produced
by clusteriziug electronic noise were treated in the following way: Four elec-
tromagnetic clusters having IIl0re than 2 GeV in tlle SPAC/\ L were accepted,
and tested whether all two-by-two combinations of thelll pass the described
<tbove cuts on the energies and the acoplanarity, certa.inly without l'equiring
the limit ou the cnergy of the third duster. In order to suppress any back-
ground processes with hadronic activity the lateral spread of cluster, cluster
radius, was demanded to be less than 6 cm. The huge background contri bu-
tion of DIS events was suppressed imposing a cut on an QED Compton event
estimatorS: X2 < 25.

run range
first last -

In the 199!) da.la taking the events wl're seleet.ed for data sUlllmary tapes (DST) according
to the L!i event classiric;,tion algorithm. By lllea ..llS of it the QED COlnpton eVf'nt salll-
pi" (qEDCOM)togr,ther Wil.ll the initial and fino.! state radiative evcnt samples was grouped
iu the class of radiative physics candidates (F-pack class 12).

The 1f)!J.5 SPACA L Qr::1J Compt.on events were c1assifl"dusing two event classificat.ion
routill(,s, i.e. EqEDC and SqCFLA. The siugle event WitS accept as a candidate if it was
cla.ssified by at least. one of ti,e two flagging LOutin('~s.

Tile SPJ\CAL QI::D COllJptOIJ selection part of the EQEDCroutine demanded:

Since at tile beginning of ti,e commissioning of the new detectors the energy scale of
the SPACA L detector was understood wi th a lower precisiou another classification Touti ne
SqCFLA with less demanding limits on the cluster energies was llsed. The SPACAL QED
Compton event flagging routine SqCFLA demanded:

(a) 8,;1, 2: 8 GeV,

(b) Ed, 2: ,I GeV,

(a) Ed, 2: 5 GeV

(b) Ed, 2: 1 GeV

3. tile total visible energy Iiv;" = Ecl, + /":,-1,: 18 GeV ::; Ev;s ::; 32 GeV,

II. the aroplall<lril.y of tile first two most encrgetic SPAC,\ L clustcr: 1800-I4>d, -<pd,/ <
1150

l

4. the acoplanarity of the first bvo most energetic SPA CA L cluster: 1.80° -1<peI, - <pd,1 <
45°.

(a) NuuJ!)c'!' of CJC hits gn'at or equal to 10,

(b) a distance of closest approach, DCA, from tile nominal 7' - 4> iutera.clion posi-
tion, i.e. the absolute value of vertex corrected DCA less theu 2 cm,

(c) a distance in z froul the nominal illteraction point of the point where the DCA
is d"fined, l"ocA - zol < 50 GIn,

(d) radius at whi ·h track starts I€'ss tllan 30 cm.

In order to reject as far as renlaining backgrouud the similar proredure as for HEMC
QED Compton events selection was used.

Since the L5 cla.~sification was based upon the logical sum of two routines, which one
had too descriptive energy cuts the cnergy requirements OJ] the first two most energetic

5The QED Compl.oll estimator was based Upoll the energy-allgular constraints [34]:

)
2£, sin O'(J)

Ecldcl,)(Ol.02 = . O' . 0
sm I +snI02+sln( 1+02)7. a logical sUllllnation of the result of energy calibration and luminosity meaSllrcmcnt

oriented selection brallches [43J:



duster iu e1ecllOmaguet.ic SPACAL were t.ight.en to be Ed, > 8 GeV, Eel, > 4 GeV,
respectively, and t.he cut ou the sum of the energy of thc first two electromagnetic SPACA L
clust.crs was required t.o bc 22 GeV < Eel, + Eel, < 32 GeV.

Dett.er idcntilicat.ion of final c1eclron and phot.on, in SPACAL was based on tile fact
t.hat the e1eetrorllagnclic clLlsters tend to exhibit less lateral dispersion than the hadronic
clust.ers. Events were required to have lateral spread of cluster, i.e. cluster radius, less
th<w 3.2 Clll, see Fig. 5.14.
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Fig. 5.15: Conelation between the energy ill SPACAL outside of first two clusters
Eout, and the energy deposited in veto layers, Eveto, for data from the final selectior:
of QED Compton event sample without the cut on EouL and Eveto. The horizontal arrows
show the cut position.

Finally, the selection was finished imposing the tighten acoplanarity restriction, 1800-

I<Pel, - <Pel, I < 15°, see Fig. 5.16.

Fig. 5.14: Distribut.ions of clust.er radii, Rei, aud Rei" for data from the final selection of
QE;D Compt.on event samples wit.hout. the rut. 011 tlle clust.er radii. The data are compared
t.o the prediclions of tlle COMPTON Monte Carlo norlllalized according to the conespondillg
luminosity. The vertical arrows show tile cut position.

The total energy in t.he SPACAL was limited to be contained in the two most ener-
getic clusters identified as the QED Compton event candidate respecting the following:
(-i) E;uergy deposit in eitch of the veto layers was treated in the reconstruction procedure
itS a separate cluster; (ii) energy deposit ill each of the veto Ia.yers could be affeet.ed by
the energy lea.kage from the neighboring cells; (iii) since JlO fiducial cut Oil the shower
center-of-gravity of the SPACAL c1ust.er was a.pplied, energy deposit in each of the veto
layers could be either due to the event.s ulldershooting the SPACAL or upstream proton
introduced background. Fig. 5.15 shows the correlation between the energy in SPACAL
outside of IIrst two clusters, Eo"t = Li Eel, - (Eel, -/- Eel,), and the energy deposited in
four veto layers Eveto = I::=I E:.e,o· The horizontal arrows show the position of the cut
on Eout which had to be less then 0.5 GeV.

All kind of backgrouml processes which showed any activity in the forward scattering
region of HI detector was sllppressed demaJlding no forward t.rack containing a planar
segment, see ICig. 5.16.

The final QED Compton event. sample used for luminosity measurement was obtained bv
requiring: -

• Only good and medium runs (accordillg the HI ep-classification),

• well defined HI detector statns (requiring the J-lV bit of all relevant components to
be on),

• the energy requirements on the first two most energetic duster in SPACAL (SCLR
bank) were Eell > 8 GeV, Eel, > 4 GeV, respectively, and the sum of them had to
be 22 GeV < Eel, + Eel, < :32 GeV,
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Fig, 5,1.6: Distributions of 11ulnher of forw~.rd tracks coutaining a pla.nar segment lVrwd

and 16(/>1 for data froln the fiual selection of QED Comptoll event saw pies withont the
cut on the lVrw" and 164>1, respectively, Whilst ti,e 16(1)1 distribution, is compared to the
predidio[J fro 11I COMPTON MOllte Carlo llOl'Il1alized accord.ing to the corresponding IUllli-
nosil.y, the comparison of Nrwd distribution betwc'r:n the data and M.onte Carlo prediction
was not pcrfol'lned due to the feature of the COMPTON generator wl,id, does not geupra,te
any forward activity, The vertical arrows sholl' tile cut positioll,

Fig. 5,11: Distributions of first two Illost energetic cluster energies, Eel, and Eel" for
data frolll the final selection of QED Compton evellt samples, The data are cornpal:;"d to
the predictions of the COMPTON M011l.e Carlo normalized according to the corresponding
lumillosity,

• sum of all c1nsteI f'ncrgies in cleetrOinagnf'tic SPAC/\ L JIIinus energy of the first two
most energetic oncs had to be less then 0,5 Ge V,

selection procedure was designed ill order to lJigher the f'mciency of detecting BE]\IIC and
SPACAL QED Compton events, In both 1994 and 1995 several samples of QED Compton
events have been analyzed folJowing the various conJlglll'ations of H ERA machine and
II 1 experiment,

The identification of a QED Compton cilndidate, which is based npon searching for
two most cnergetic electromagnetic clusters with the back-to-back topology in the HEMC
in t9\J4 and SPACAL in 1995 ha.s been described, The QED Compton events wel'e trig-
gered by an energy cluster with energy wcll above the trigger threshold in the 13Ei\fC in
19:4 (SPACAL in 1995) which was not \'etoed by the timing requirements, The trigger
eJTIClencles for BEMC (SPACAL) and various combination of Tol" trigger elerm'nts which
has been determined from the data, have been presented,

The [,,'j classification routine EQEDC ill 1994 and the 1995 clilssifica,tion based on two
djffereut al.gorit.hms, i,e, EQEDC ane! SQCFLA routines, have beeJi discussed, III order to
reject the remailling background ane! consequcnUy 1.0 obtaiu the clean samples of BEIVIC
and SPACAL QED Compton events in 1994 and 1995 respectively, additional selection
criteria ~vere to be imposed, Tile positions of the analysis cuts ill the corresponding
dlstnbutlons have been presented,

FiualJy, the various distributions of basic kinematical variables for data are compared
to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Carlo, From the here presented plots it has been
concluded tha.t the Monte Ca,rlo distributions are in a good ~greemeJlt. with data witJ,in

The dist.rilJLltions of energy of two most energetic clusters, Ed, ami Eel" the polar
angles or their shower cellter-of-gravit.y, Od, alld Od" the visible energy, Ev;, = Eel, +
Ti'eI" the aco\Jlanarity, 16ePi. the absolut.e value of the t.otal tmnsverse 1ll0ment.UII\ liit!
of the olltgoillg electron-photon system the final SPACAL QED Compton event samples
are shown compared to COMPTON Moute Carlo predictions in Fig, 5,17, 5,18, 5,19, 5,2U,
respectively,

The exp('rilllellt~.J tedilliques uscd to select the BElVIC and SPACAL QED Compton
event salllpics in both 199.J and J.9\)5 data l.aking were dcscribed, Comparcd to [34J a uew



Fig. 5.18: Distributions of the pola.r angles of the first two most energetic clusters, ed,
and Oel" for d<tta fwnl the final selecl;ion of QED Compton event s<trnples. Tbe data are
compared to tile predictions of the COMPTON Monte C<trlo norma.lized accordiug to the
correspondillg luminosity.
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statistic".t errors. The reasons and consequences of the occ<tsional discrep<tllcies have been
discussed.
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Fig. 5.19: Distributions of visjble energy, Evi" and acoplanarity, 1tJ..p1, for data from the
final selection of QED Compton event samples. The data are compared to the predictions
of the COMPTON Monte Carlo normalized according to the corresponding luminosity.



Chapter 6

Experimental Results
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This chapter is concerned with the analyses of the QED Compton event data. samples
coHected during the 1904 and 1995 data taking. Due to the re;u;ons discussed before,
see Sec. 2.4.2 and 5.2, only the QED Compton event samples detected by means of
the backward electromagnetic calorimeters (i.e. BEMC, SPACi\L) and classified by the
already described selection procedures were studied.

The QED Compton eVl"nts as events with very simple final state, i.e. two coplallar
electromagnetic particles scatt.ered into t.he backward region with t.he welJ defined relations
between t.he corresponding measnred clusters energies and t.heir polar angles, see Sec. 2.:3,
provide a very usefnl experimental t.ools for nnderstanding some of the Insic characteristics
of tbe electromagnetic calorimeters. Therefore the first part of this chapter is devoted
to the methodological studies to improve the understanding of backward electromagnetic
calorimeters in terms of absolute energy scale, response linearity, relative positioll to the
beam, the misalignment; of both I3PC-B8MC and 13DC-SPACAL system, respectively.
Here, the BPe efficiency measurement, the evaluatioll of the probability of ,-conversion
and consequently the estimation of the amount of the dead material ill front of the DPC-
HEMC and BDC-SPACAL system are presented as well.

Since the cross sectioll of the QED Compton events is welJ calculable io frame of QED,
see Chapter 2, an independent of the HI luminosity system measurement (cross-check) of
the luminosity could be introduced. The luminosity measurement using the samples of
QED Compton is the subject of the second part of this chapter.

Fig. 5,20: Distribntions of the absolute value of the total transverse momentunl, IFd, for
data frolll the final selection of QED Compton event samples. The data are compared to
the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Ca,rlo uormalized according to tbe corresponding

luminosity_

Since the cross-section of the QED Compton event is rather small, (approximately two
orders of magnitude smaller compared to the DIS processes), the number of events which
passed the whole selection procedure is consequently sl1lJll. Usually, energy calibl-ation of
the new calorimeter is based on the test beam studies_ The procedure of moving the body
of the detector a.ncl it.s electronics from the laboratory environment and its installation
in the experimental apparatus such as the III detector is not a simple task. In a.ddition
the placement of the H I~MC in the HI t'Ilvironll1ent, see Sec. 3.3, was such that a consi-
derable amount of tile dead material was in front of it. Therefore additional calibration



methods were employed to improve our knowledge of its chMncteristics. 'l'I,ose methods
could be b;lsed Ol} the dilfcreJlt physic".1 processes such as the DIS - kiuemntical peak
metllOd [62, 6J]; double angle ,nethod [(ill, 6.'i]; deteetiou of cosmics [69], rro-mesons [65],
scalar veetor 'I,psons [6(i, (is] or the QED Compton events [:3'1). This kind of ca.libration
npproCl.cbcs is provided by a sulTicient alilOunt of the data per "uuit" of the calibrated
dett'cl.or linlited eil,her by it h,mlware seglnent (stack, cell) or a bin in a pre-delined
grid (('.g. bi nil ing in the 7' - </J or .ry-plane of the frout face of tlJe calorirJletcr). The amount
of the [!J9'1 Q~;J) Compton data. did lIot alJow neither a sf'gmentation neither a (iner
division of the front face of detf'ctor into S011lf' larger parts a.ccording to the shower center-
of-gravity or the correspollding tracking jJlformation. Hence only the global characteristics
could be calculated. Conseqllelltly, the QI';D Conlpton mpthod was presently only suitable
for cross-chccking the results obtained from other method like kinematical peak or double
anglc IJlethod.

• To 11H\ke the kinematic relations "more valid" in the sense of the assumption Q2 ~
o Gey2 it was, according to Eq. (2.61), required:

IE. - Eel, (I - cosOel,) - Eel, (1- cosOel,)1
2E, <0.1

whprp E, is the electron beam energy, Eel" Eel, and Oel" Oel, are the cluster energies
alld the correspondillg polar allgles of the first two HEMC clusters with the highest
ellergies, respecti vely.

• To limit the contribution of the illelastic channel of the QED Compton process as
it was suggested in [6ll additional cut on the transversal momentum of the (e -,)
systern was imposed and the coplanarjty cut was tighten:

Although the Qi';1) Comptoll method wa.s lililited by the smaller amoullt of data there
were sOllie Cl"IIcial advantages compared to another calibratioll methods:

where lijd is the transversal momentum of the (e -,) system, and <Pel" <Pel, are the
azimuthal allgles of the first two 1U0st energetic HEMC cluster, respectively.

• In comparison with the kinematical peak met.horl [62, 631 the QED Compton method
is indf'[lemkllt of the lVlonte Carlo simulatiolls, hence it is suitable for the aGsolute
('llergy ca.libt"ation.

• Compariug 1.0 the double angle method [64, 55] which is successfuIJy used for cali-
briLtion of tI,e energy spcctnuu in the kinematical peak region (.Bcl > 20 GeV) it
provides the information about ti,e detecf,or in "the middle range" of the energy
spectrulll of the elecl.ron scattered iuto the ba.ckward J"legiOIl(Eel ~ 8 - 20 GeV). To
complete tlIPse two IIIf'IItioned above methods ill terms of lower cluster energies fOt"
Sl'ACAL calorillletpr olle of the ulcl.hods based ou cosmics [69], halo muons [67],
rro-lIlpSOllS [55, GS], and scalar vecLor mesons [66, 5S] is to be used in contrary to
Bli;MC caloriuleter where only the QED Compton evcuts were employable. That
was provided by Ilegligihle 1I0ise of the SPACA L read-out which was based 011photo-
IllLdtipliers, see Sec. 3.4.~.

In order to study the absolute ellergy scale of the J3EMC detector the relation, Eq. (2.62),
was employed in the followillg way:

2E, sill Oel, (el,)

sinOel, +sinOel, -sill(BeI, +Oel,) ,

where Eel" Eel, and Bel" Oel, are the cluster energies and the corresponding polar angles
of the rU'st two BEMC clusters with the highest energies, respectively. The calibration
factor K. could be introduced as:

• The QED Compton method provided the only possibility to llleasure the response
lillearity of the ImMC detector in the III enviroument.

where Eel" E~I,I,i = 1,2, are the calibrated and measured energies of the first and secoJld
clusters, respectively. The measured energies E~li, i = 1,2 are the ones ,\fter the dead
material and crack correctiolls (i.e. stored ill BCFR bank in reconstruction procedure).
Tbe value of calibration factor K. is foulld by millimjzjug the distribution of xL i = I, 2:

As it was mentioned before dlle to thp limited amount of sta.tistics only global clla-
racteristics were possible to be given. Th('refore the proceclure of calculation and COll-
seqnenLly the over-all chamcteristics (result.s of the analyses) should not be inIluenced
by [.he dirrerencp of the understanding between the well ullderstood parts of detector
and w(ne difficult ones, wbidl were either understood Ipss precise or the corrections h,\ve
larger errors, e.g. ti,e inuer regioll or the BEMC detector equipped with triangular stacks,
see See. 3.3.~. In order to get ricl of them tue fiducial cut was imposed and for different
ca.libration studies only the dat:a samples with "closed triangle" (data saluples I, 2, 3)
were only used.

1. Each measured cluster energy and its correspouding calculated energy provide the
possibility of tlte calibration of the calorimeter for each cluster separately and thus
double the statistics. The minimized xi-distribution is theu defined as:

N 2 ( .) 2
2 = '" '" DoE;XL 00 j ,

j~l i=1 ad,

In Qrcler to suppress LlJCradiative QED Compton events and to limit the contribution of
the inelastic channel of tiLl' QED Compton process following additional cuts were imposed:

with E!I, (Oel" Od,), i = l,2 determined by Eq. (6.3). For the estimation of the
dispersiou (T~I, the two following a.pproa.ches were used:
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where 110 i~ 1.11<'experinlt'lltal dispersioll of the I::,. E / ndistributioll determined

by i\ Gaussiall lit, see Fig. 6.1.<1..

The energy resolution or tile Ill~MC calorillleter could be described by the
resolutioll hilldioll [24], which will L.c discussed ill more details rurther:

(J U.1<J(2) 0.1 UO(:.l) 0017(")
-=---lU---Ef!· ,)e H n

2. Since tlJ(' valll(' of 1::,.1~,a.nd conse<I'IPntly the calibration procednre, is sensitivp to
the error or cnergy ami polar alJgle Illeasurcnwnts yet another method could be used.
The va.lue or the calibr,ttiou fador " is found by minimizing the \~-distribution:

N (t:.g; +- t:.F;i)2
2 ~ 1 2X2 = ~ --;j-j-- ,

J=l

(a) The I:~··method, Eq. (6.11), uses only the half of the statisti,s of the xi·method,
Eq. (6.5),

(b) the shape of the X~·distribntions, Eq. (6.11), is narrower compared to the vi-
distributions, Eq. (6.5). Notice the difl'erence between the shapes of the curves
for the two estimations of the dispersion separately, i.e. compare :.d. to :d.
and '\~b to X;b' as shown ill Fig. 6.2.a and in Fig. 6.2.b, respectively.

wllere HI is the eXl)erill1ent,d disllcrsion of t.he ~~ distribut.iolJ deter-.' JF:(o),+£(oj,
milled by a GaussiaJl fit., see Fig. 6.1.b.

(h) or sin\ilarly to r,q. (G.lo) using the resolution funct.ion (the ractor J2 stands
for the ill coherence sum of noise or tile two clusters):

if) = 120.39 + OIO fE:I' + E:12 + 0.02(E~I, +- E~12) (E~I, in CeV).(6.B)

2. The estimations of the dispersion bascd on the resolution fllllclion, i.e. Eg. (6.10)
and Eq. (6.13) are more precise b calise the minimullJ values of these \2·dist.ri butions
which use them, i.('. X~. and X~b' is doser to 1 then those which use tl1(' estimations
of the dispersion extracted from the Gaussian fit of the experiment.al distributions.
This indicates that the errors or obtained ,ali bration factors are uetter ullderstoocl.

In this way four dill'el'cnt X2S were cOllst.ructpd and coillpared, see lcig. 6.2. All four
obtained calibration ractors, see Tab. 6.1, showed that the HElVIe absolute energy scale
wa~ well nnderstood (beyond 0.5%).

Although the errol's of the calibration factors are the same comparing the four different
X2-distrilJutions the difference or their shapes illclicatecl:

'1 error estimation calibration factor,\
2 Eq (6.8) ,,~::n =0.997 -l: 0.002\1.

xib Eq (6.10) "¥bin =0.997 ± 0.002
'1 Eq. (6.12) K.~in =1002 ± 0.002X2.

;db Eq. (6.13) K.;bin= 1.002 ± 0.OU2

1. The x~-methocl, Eq. (G.11), of extrilding the global calibration fador K. IS more
precise than xi-method, Eq. (6.5), because:
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to the below indicated noise contribution. The sampling structure stayed unchanged.
Therefore the sampling term was fixed to 100 Me V 1/2 The stack-to-stack variations
although minimized by the individual stack calibration deloriated the resolution together
with the inllOIl\ogcneities of the energy response especially near the borders of the stacks.
Thesc f,tctors increased ti,e constant term. I\n adjustment based upon the Monte Carlo
simulated electron response provided a value of 1.7 %. The BEMC resolution function is
then given by:

::.. _ 0.39(2) 0.100(1) . ( )
E - E ill !r' ill 0.017 5, , vE

By mcans of the QED Compton event sample an attempt to measure directly the
energy resolution of the BEMC detector in the 11] environment was done. A Gaussian fit
of the difference between the calculated and measured cluster energies in selected euergy
bins reveals the mean position and tile experimental dispcrsion (J. The distribution of
(J / Eel for selected cluster energy bins was obtained for both the data and Monte Carlo
samples, see Fig. 6.3. The vertical crror bars indicate the errors of the mean position of
these fits whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths.

Fig. 6.2: The y; and ,\~ distributions as functions of the calibration factors for (a) the
errors e:;tilllated according to Eq, (6.8), l;;q.(6.12) and (b) using the Eq. (6,10), Eq, (6.13),
TIJf~ Ininiliia arc K.;':'" = 0,997 ± 0.002, Ii.~~'n = 1.002 ± 0.002, K.;'/,'" = 0.997 ± 0,002 and
Ii.~bi" = 1.002±0.002 respectively, Thc fulll.inc stauds for the )C;, Eq. (6.5) and the dashed
linc for \~, Gq. (6.11). Note the difference betweC1J the shapes which is narrow and the
valne of .\2 in the Inillimulll, which is lower for the x~-I1Iethod compared to xi-method.
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Eel [GeV]Tile energy resolution of the J31~MC was JlJPil-slued using the test beams of different

energies (from':) to GO GeV) at CERN and DESY (fronl 1 to 6 GeV) [24J, The resolution
l'ul1etioJI lIas three following terms: The photo-diode readout and pre-anlplifier noise leads
to thc constant noise krill, which was measured to be 9J MeV, Sampling nuctuatiolls are
proportional t.o JE. 1\ term proport.ional to B charactcrized thc contribution of the
lea.kage due to t.he limited depth of the stacks. These tree terms provided the following
resolution function:

Fig. 6,3: The energy resolution of the B8MC cluster energy determined with QED Comp-
ton events as a function of the cluster energy, for data alld COMPTON Monte Carlo, The
dotted line stands for the resolution function Eq, (6,15),

(J 0.39 PI
- = - +--+ P2 (Eel in GeV),
Eel Eel ,JE;;;

In tIJe III cnvironment. it is possible t.o extra.ct the information about the energy
resol u tion indirectly fr01ll till' high ellf'rgy side of the kinematica.l peak, which is domi nated
by calQri "lder resolu tion, The test. beam's resolution function Eq, (G,] 4) was adopted
for the HElVIC ca.lorimctcr ill I,he [[1 environment taking into account the fact that the
electro" energy is reconstructed from the most. energetic stack alld its neighbors, so-called
leading cluster. Therefore the noise t.erm is increased by factor V9 = 3 with respect to a
single stack. Th.is together with the additiona.l change of the shaping time constant lead

which wa.s obtained from the 8q. (6.15) by fixing the term proportional to E (noise term).
The obtained values of the parameters P I and P2 are presented in Fig. 6.3. Desl ite there
are huge statistical errors and more statistics would allow smaller bins it was tIle first direct
measurement of the energy resolution in situ detector. It provided a comparable result
although only a small part of the energy interval compared to the test beallll1leasurcment
was used. To complete it a possible solution wOllld be to use other calibration methods
e,g. double angle method, rrO-method,



The QI';!) Conlpton evcnts were usc'd to verify tbe response linearity of the BEMC iu the
III deUx.tor. On tbe h;L~is of the cluster J.lositioll the expected energies can be calculatf'd
using tbe relation r~'1. (6.3). A Caussian fit of the dirrcrence between calculated and
nlC'asured cluster energies in six selected energy bius reveals tbe Illean position shown in
F'ig. oA. Ti,e vertir.al ('tTOr bars indicate tll<' errors of the nl/'an position fits whereas hor-
izontal on"s arc tbe Clll'rgy bin widtbs. This data. confirmed the linf'arity of tbe JJ~;MC
cl"ctroillil.gncl.ic scale 1,0 within l% in the range from a.ppl'Oximately 5 to 22 CeV (re-
strictc'd by energy requirements applied to a non-leading cluster).

3. only the mispla.cement of the I3EMC versus tbe beam in xy-plane was considered
(i.e. no rotations were taken iJlto account).

Suhstitnting the measured values of the polar angles of tllC two clusters in Eq. (6.3)
with the lollowing wlculated values:

Bel, = arctan (
(XeI, - :1:0)2+ (YeI, - Yo)2

(ZeI, - Zvt% J2

cJ 0.114
..•.•..
cJ
<1 0.02 --

where Xci" YeI" Zd, are the coordinates of the shower centf'r of gravity of tbe i-th HEMC
c1l1ster alld Zvt% is the Z coordinate of the vertex, the cluster energies could be calculated
and the following two-dimensional X?t-distributiOlI could be constructed:

=t=$=='-....•~
N is the 1Il1111berof events. For a~I" i == 1, 2 the resolution function Eq. (6.10) was used,
and 6.E! was defined:

20 22
Ed [GeV]

In the case of well ph\cf'd xy-plane 01' the BEMC detector the minimum of the X?t is to
be [,1'0,Yo] = [0, OJ em. The distribution of the d is shown in Fig. 0.5. The coordinates
and consequently the correction values of the relative position of the BEMC with respect
to the beam are giveu by the minimum, which is [xo, Yol == [-5.6'1 ±0.01, 1.66 ± O.OIJ 111m.
The above calcula.ted corrections on the x and Y coordinates Me:

Fig. 0/[: Tht' liucarit.y of tI,C UEMC dcl.crmined wit.h QED Comptou events as a function
of t.llC cluster energy, for data aud COMPTON Monte Carlo.

From the point of view of t.he measurement, of the polar angle 0, calculated fronl the
coordinates of the shower center-of-gravity and the coordinates of the ilJteraction vertex
it was of great importance to control the relative position of of the HEMe detector to
the beam. The ahRolute:1: and y coordinates of the electromagnetic dusters (given by the
shower center-of-gravity) measured in the HI coordinate system by llIeans of the HElVIC
could be spoilt by:

where :~be.m.co,., Yb •• ",.r.",. and Xd, Yel arc the corrected and the measured coordinates of
the shower center-of-gravity of tile BEMC cluster. Note, that the calculated corrections
are of the very reasonable size.

In analogy with the previous Seet.ion the relative position of the BEMC with respect
to BPe was studied. It might have been changed during tile setting up the whole HI
detector, although the EPC chamber was fixed to the surface of the DEMC.

In order to evaluate the relative shift of the two detectors in the xy-plane of the
following X;-distributioll was constructed:

2. different x and Y position of the beam during the different rUllnillg periods or lumi-
llosity fills.

[n the here performed del,erminatioll of tile relative position of the BEMC versus the
beam the following assnmptions were made:

J _ For events witlLOut the reconstructed z vertex J.losition the J.l0sition [0, 0, 0/ cm was
asslIlllcd,
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Fig. G.5: Thp. X~ distribnt.iolls ,1S <l function of the [;ro, Yo] for determination of the rela.tive
position of the HEMC versus the beam.

Fig. 6.6: The x; distributions as a function of the [.I'o, Yol for determination of the relative
position of the BEMC versus the BPC.

wl,cre Nelul'c is number of clusters which have the associated reconstruet.ed BPC hit, TBPC

and YI3PC are U,e ;1' and y coordinates of I.IlP reconstructed BPC hit closest to the shower
center-of-gravity of the corresponding B81V1C cluster.

The ,\F,-distribution fOJ the QED Comptoll event sample is shown in Fig. G.6. The
coordinates and conse'lupnUy the correction vaJnes of the relative position of the HEMC
versns t.he BPC are givcn by the position of its Ininirnulll, which was found 1.0 be [.1'0, Yo] =
[O.8G-f:O.O I, -8.09.1:0.0 I] rum. Ti,e a.bove calculated corrections on tile x and y coordina.tes

front of BPC-BEMC system could result in a detected QED Compton event with two
corresponding BPC points.

According to [34J calculating No, the number of events without any reconstructed
spatial DPC point associated with the corresponding BEMC cluster; Nt ,the number
of events with only one reconstructed spatial BPC point associated with corresponding
BEMC cluster and N2, the number of events in which both BEMC clusters had corre-
sponding reconstructed spatial BPC hit tbe total number of events N was divided into
the three groups, while:

where :Cwr., Year. a.ll(l J\'I, Yd ar<~ the correcl.ed and the measured coordinates of the re-
constructed spatial hit in BPC. Note, that the calculated correct.ions are of the very
rcason able size.

If (BPC is the efficiency of the TIPC, and Ue is the probability that the ,-conversion is
detected, then:

u.1.6 DPC EIIicicllCYMcasurement, Evaluation of Probability
of ,-Conversion alld Estilllatioll of Dead Material in front
of BPC-BEMC System

[(1 - (BPC) (1 - ue)]N,
[(1 - (BPC) Ue + (l - ue) (BPc]N ,

(BPC (teN.

(6.2'1)
(6.25)
(6.26)

The HEMC QED Compton event sample as a sample of events which unal state consists
only of two particles, i.e. one charged (electron) and one neutral (photon), were used
for till' BPC efflciency measurement, evaluation of the prob,\biJity of ,-conversion a.nd
cousequently the estimation of the amount of the dead material in front of the BPC-
DEM C system. The ~.Il three methods were based on the assumptions that electron <IS

charged p<ll"ticle should be always d<-'l.ccl.ed as an electromagnetic cluster with correspond-
iug reconstructed track informat.ion, in contrary to tile photon which was expected as all
electroLllagnetic cluster without any tracking information.

TIle inefficiencv of the DPC could cause that there were QED Compton events without
any I3PC inforrn:tion anrl on the otl,er hand the -I-conversion in the dead material in

And using last three relations together with Eq. (6.23) the BPC efficiency, (BPC, and the
probability that the ,-conversion is detected, Ue, is then given by:

NI -/-2N2 + vNr - 4NoN2

2N
NI + 2N2 - vNr - 4NoN2

2N

Since C/e represents the probability that at least electron or positron (one of these two
particles) from the ,-conversion is detected, we can write:



where To is t.he probabilit.y of t.he i conversion in froul of IJPC-DEMC system and is givC'Ll

by:

(>•.
T. =

c tl3J'C (2 - (I3PC) 1.4
I~

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

The st,tlist.ical errors of the nleasurement of the BPC efticicncy, (BPC, and the probability
of t.lJe i-collversioll, Te, are

0.8

0.6 -'

Using t.he described above method t.1,e glnbal I3I'C efIicielicy for tile ea.ch given run pe-
riod W,ts calcnlitted, ami t.he probability of i-conversioll in frol1l of BPC-IJI~MC system
w".~evalrw.t.ecl. In the fmlher step using tlJe obt.ained values of Tc lhe dead Illateriitl in
frollt. of t.he IIPC-DErvi C was est.illlitled applyillg the relittion between the number of pho
lons which COllvert inlo c+e--pair !Velr.- and t.he number of tile photons N-y penet.raling
lhrollgh the nlatcrial of the t.hickliC'ss or, whidl is according to [7IJ:

89950 ooסס9

Run llulIlber

Fig. 6.8: The probability of the ,-conversion in front of the BPC-BEMC system as a func-
tion of run number during tiJe 1.994 data laking. TiJe different run periods a.re indicated
with the dotted jines.
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The I3PC efficielJcy I1If'aSUrellJel1t, the probability of ,-COli version and the estimation
(,[ t.he ,unOUl1t of t.lle dead nlaterial in front of the I3PC UI::~IC syst.em as a function of
the run nUlnl)er is presented in Fig. 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, respectively.
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Fig. 6.7: The BPC efficiency as a. function of run Iluillber during the 1994 data taking.
The c1irrcrt~nt rUB periods are indicated with t.he dotted lines.

Fig. 6.9: The estimation of the amount of the deacl material in frout of the BPC-BEMC
system as a function of run nUllIber during the 1994 data taking. The c1irrcrent run periods
are inclicat.ed with Lhe dotted lines.

As il is sIJown in fig. 6.7 lhe ElPe was stable c1uring the whole 1991 da.ta titking, and
its efficiency was very high, i.e. > 9G% a.nd e"f'11 in SOllie periods reaching the full 100%



region intervals of azimuthal angles
<Pi <Pj .-

r 0°, 45° 180°, 225°
II 45°, 90° 225°, 270°
III 90°, 135° 270°, 315°
IV 135°, 180° 3J50, 360°
V 0°, 22.5° 157.5°,1800,

337.5°, 360° 180°, 202.5°
VI 22.5°, 67.5° 202.5°,247.5°
VlI 67.5°,112.5° 217.5°,292.5°
VIII 112.5"157.5" 292.5°, ~J37.5°

dliciency. Tbe probability of the ,-conversion in the dead ma.tcria.! in front of the IlI'C-
Ill':MC system was approxil1latcly 45%, a.nd the alllount of the (btd lI1ateria.l was about
O.!J.\o, see Fig. 6.8 and 6.9. A slighl.\y higher amoullt of the dead material (evell the
esl.imatioll surfers from lil1lil.cd a.lllotlni. of acculTlulated statistics) was seell for the "shifted
vertex" data (•.lata sample 5), due to the greater sca.l.tering angle compared to the "noll\illal
vprtex" data (data. samples 1 to 'I).

IlJ order 1.0 study I.he efficiency of tlw 11I'C, the probability of ,-collversioll alld the
a11l011llt of dead Iml.i.erial in fronl. of the BI'C-I3EMC system the whole J;y-cross sectioll
of I.llc IJI>C was divided I.wo l.illiCS into the four regiolls in </;, see Fig. 6.l0.a and 6.10.b.
Such a. straLr'gy was us,>d as a cOlllpromise Iwtwecn an a.ttempt of locali;t,ing of possible
rcgiotls of incfficiencics and the inhollJOgcncities of deadl1laterial aud the amount of stored
QED COtllpton evcnts. i\ single ev(>nl. belongs to a defillcd ['legion if oue dtlsLcr has cor-
rcspollditlg azinluthal atlgle in UIC rtrst interval (I.lI<lthe second cluster has correspouditlg
a.zillluthal augle in the secoud interval in 4> (tllarkcd with the same number) iu order to
follow thc coplanar shape of the cvcnts. The definitions of the intervals arc sUIlUllarized
ill Tab. 6.2.

Tab. 6.2: The definitions of the intervals of the azimuthal allgles ill the xy-plane of the
I3P(;.
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As it was mentioned before during the winter shutdown ]994/95 the HI collaboration
upgraded the backward scattering region. The interest and importance of the meLilOdo-
logical studies of the newly installed sub-detectors was great. The various experimental
methods based on the samplc of the QED Compton events provided useful information

Using thc described above rnf'thod the elIicicllcy of the BPG, tlle probability of ,-
conversion and the alllOlnlt of dead ma.terial in front of tbe BPG-I3EMG systeul was
calculated scparately for each BPG region for both data and Monte Carlo data samples,
see fig. 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13.

The JJPC elliciellcy, showu in Fig. 6.1], is undcrestimated but homogeneous in </; ill
Monte C".rlo, in cOlltr"ry to (1<tta, where there is an indic<ttioll for a regions with lower and
full DPC efficiclIcies. The proba.bility of the ,-conversion and cOllsequelltly the estimation
of the amount of I.be dead waterial in frollt of the BPC-BEl\1C system is significantly
ulldct'estimated ill Moute Carlo compared to data, see Fig. 6.12, 6.13. For both the data
and Monte Carlo the disl.ril>Lltions are raLllf'r homogencous iu </>.
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Fig. 6.12: The probability of the ,-conversion in the dead materia.l in front of the different
BPC <P regions.
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and thlls Ilclpcd first. eXlwril'nrilig thC' nC'w apparat.us. These studiC's are thc subject. of
this s(;ction. Since thf' mct.hods uscd are in prillciplc the same as used for lJl~MC only
difrereucC's are discussed ,Hid prescllt.cd.

llcre it should be stressed tha.t thc ht're preselltccl illlalysis were Jinlited by the amoullt
of ilccilinulated Q~D Comptoll events dlle to tlw ['('asons discussed ill See. 5.3.

In order to sll\)prcss the r~.diative QED Compton events and t.o limit the cOlltribution
of the inela.stic chaunel of t.be QED COlllptOlt events aJditionitl cuts as ill the Br~MC
itllillysis were iJII!losPc!, Eq. (6.1) aud (6.2).

III all~.logy to the 138MC Q~D Compton event analysis, the study of t.he absolute energy
scale of the SI'ACAL detector, was based on the relatioll Eq. (6.3). The ca.libration
factor K. was illtrodllccd R.~:

In this way four different X2S were constructed and compared, see Fig. 6.2. All four
obtai lied calibration factors, see Tab. 6.1, showed that the SPACAL absolute energy scale
was ullJercalibrated by 2-3%.

where Eel" E~I,', i == 1, 2, are the calibn\ted anrlllleil.sured energies of the fIrst and second
clusters, respecf,iVf'ly. SinCl' there were not any overall dead material corrections available
ill till' reronstructure PJOcedlile tile Illpasured energies, E'~r,l, i == 1, 2, are Ule ones withoul:
the dead material corrections (i.e. SCLR bank in reconstructioll procedure), but corrected
using t.he dead lllaterial correction for the inner part of the detector [6:3, 70J on the
analysis level. The value of calibration factor" is foulld by minimizing the distribut.ion
of ,\7, i == t, 2, Eq. (6.5) and (G.11), while:

x2 error estimation calibration factor
1 Eq. (6.8) K.7~m == 1.021 ± 0.001Xla

xib Eq. (6.37) K.7b'n = 1.024 ± 0.001
X~a Eq. (6.12) ,,~~in == 1.027 ± 0.001

2 Eq. (6.38) K.~b'n == 1.027 ± 0.001X2b
• The experiment".! dispersions Ro, ill of the 6.£/VE and 6Et+6§;L- distribution

.jE(O)I+E(6j,

were determined by a· GaussiaJl fit., see Fig. 6.14.a and G.14.b, respectively .

• lnstead of Eq. (CUO) and (6.D) the modified estimations of the dispersion (J using
the SPACi\ L resolution function [39J:

!!... == 0.07[: 0.002 EEl O.OJ ± 0.001 (£ in GeV) ,
B /.;

The energy resolution of the SPACAL was measured using the test beams of different
energies (from 5 (;0 60 GeV) at CElW and DESY (from 2 to 6 GeV) [39J. Both the
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fig. 6.16: The energy resolution o[ the SPACAL clu~ter energy determined with QED
Compton events as a fundion o[ the cllister energy, [or data a.nd COHPTON Monte Carlo.
TI,e dotted line stallds for the resolution function, Eq. (6.40).
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Fig. 6.1.5: The \~ ami :d distributions as fUllctiolls of the calibratiol1 factors for (a) the
errors est.imated according t.o I~q. (6.8), Eq.(G.12) and (b) nsing the Eq. (6.37), Eq. (6.38).
The llIiuill1a are ",','~;" = 1.021 ± 0.001, K~:,;"= l.027 ± 0.001, ";'bi" = 1.024 ± 0.001 and
"~b'"= 1.027 ± 0.00 l respecl.i vcly. The fnilline stands for t.he ;1.1, Gq. (G.5) and the dashed
line for.\~, Eq. (6.11). Note t.he dirrercnce bet.ween the shapes which is narrow and the
value of X2 in the ulinilllum, which is lower fur t.be X~-JllethoJ compared to X~-lllet.hod.

CERN a.nd DESY Ineasuremen1.~ were colflhilled and t.he normalized resolution alE was
plotted versus 1/.,fE and analyzed using the resolution fuudion:

a a bIE = .,fEED j:j(])C (E ill GeV).

Note, the difference between the resolution function used in the fit of the I3EMC energy
resolution function, Eq. (6.16) and the one fur the SPACAL energy resolution ftlUction,
Eq. (6.41). In the former the noise term was fixed to the value 0.:39 GeV compared to the
later one, wbere thank to the plloto-l11ult.iplier read-out the noise term is negligible.

Despite the fact that, the bigher statistics compare to the BEMC analysis provide the
possibility to use smaJler bin size (1 GeV) there are large statistical errors fluctuation.
Although that it was the first direct mea.suremeJlt of the energy resolution in situ SPACA L
detector. As in the BEMC case it provided a comparable result and the statement tllat
only a smaJi part of tbe energy interval compared to the test beam measurement was used
is st.ill valid. To complete it possible solution would be to use other calibration method
e.g. double angle method, rrO-rnethod. The later one could now profit from the negligible
pllOto-multiplier noise.Tbe res nit. of the fit showed that the noise term is negligible and that the final resolution

can be paralnctcri~ed by

0.071~.002 ill DOL ± 0001 (E in GeV).
Ji

By means of the QSD Compton event sample an attempt to measure directly the energy
resolution the SPACAL detecl:or in Hl environment; wa.s done. A Gaussian fit of the
dirrerellce bct.ween calculated and measured cluster el1ergies in the selected energy bins
revcals LIre Illean position and the experimental dispersion a. The distribution of a/Eel
for sele:>c1:edcluster energy bins was obtained for both the data and Monte Carlo samples,
see [cig. 6.3. The vertical error bars indicate the errors of the wean position of these fits
whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths.

In <lnalogy with the test beam a.nalysis which used tbe resolution function, Sq. (6.39),
the presented distribution for data. was [it, see Fig. 6.16, w.ith the following two p,trameter

The QED Compton events were used to verify the response linea.rity of the SPACAL in
tile I-Jl detecLor. A Gaussian fit of the difference between calculated and measured cluster
energies in twelve selecl:ed energy bins reveals the mean position shown in Fig. 6.17. The
vertical error bars indicate tIle errors of tJ,e mean position fits and the systematic error
of the polar angle reconstrucLion whereas horizontal ones are the energy bin widths. This
data confirrns:

1. For both data and Monte Carlo there was tbe sbirt of the absolute energy scale by
approximately 2% to the lower values of the cluster energies,



2. lIle response Iiuearity 01" the SPACAI, t'lectrolliagnetic scale to within 1% iu the
range I"rOlllappruxima.tc1y 10 to 20 GeV (restricted by energy requirement.s applied
t.o a. non-leading cluster),
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:3. and shows t.he non-linearit.y Oil the level of 3% of t.he SPACAL detect.or in the range

01"lower c1u~tcr ellcrgies « 10 GeV).
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fig. 6.18: The X2 distributions a_~a function of the Xo, Yo for determination of tlte relat.ive
position of the SPACAL versus the beam.
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the relative shil"t of the two detectors ill t.he 2:y-plane the X~-dist.ributioll, Eq. (6.:21), was
IIsed where Nd8PC was sllbstituted with NdoDC which is the llumber of clusters which have
the associated reconstructed BOC t.rack. Similnrly, the .r and y coordinates of the recon-
structed 13PC point closest to the shower center-ol~gravity 01"t.he corresponding BENtC
cluster :rBPC and YBPC were exchanged by the x and y coordinat.es of the recoustructed
IJDC track closest to the shower ceuter-ol" gravity of the corresponding SPACAL cluster.

Iu litis way modified \~ ..distribut.joll fur the 1995 QED Comptoll event sample is
shown in Fig. 6.19. The coordiuat.es aud consequently t.he correction values of the relative
positioll of the SPACA L versus the 13DC are given by the position 01"it.s miuimum, which
was found to be [xo, Yo] == [6.78 ± 0.01, 5.22 ± O.OlJ IIIIll. TJlLls, the corrections on the x
ami y cooreli nates are:

Pig. 6.17: The liuc'arity of the SPACAL deteI1l1ined wit.h QED CUlllpt.OU events as a
fUlictiou of t.he clust.er cllergy, for da.t.a and COMPTON 1'dollte Carlo.

Using the same method as in the IJEMC an~lysis, see Sec. 6.1.·1, with only a smalllllod-
ificatioll (i.e. t.he eXl'ressiol1 for (J~I" Sq. (6.1U) in the ),~-dist.ribution, Eq. (6.18), was
substit.uted with the rclev<ll1t one for SP1\C1\L, Eq. (6.T/)) the relative position of the
SP1\CAL to t.h~ beam was det.enninf'd.

The distribution 01" th!' X? is shown in Fig. 6.18. The coordinates and consequently
the correct.ion valu('s of tllC' rc.lative positi\)n of the SPA(:1\L wit.h respect t.o the beam are
given by t.he lllinimUln, wllich is [";0, VuJ == [U.87±O.01, 3.20±0.01] nl111. Thus, correet.ions
on 1.1](-':1: aud V coordiuates are:

where ~·co•.., yroc. and Xci, Yd are the corrected and the measured coordinat.es of the shower
center-of-gravity of the SPACAL cluster. Note, that the calculated corrections are 01"the
very reasonable size.

6.2.6 BDC Efficiency Measurement, Evaluation of Probability
of l'-Conversiou and Estimation of Dead Material in front
of BDC-SPACAL System

where Xbea,,,.co,'., Ybc"",.", •.. and XcI, Yd are the corrected and the measured coordinatf's of
the shower cent.er-of-gra.vity of t.he SPACAL c1ust.er. Note, that the cillcnlat.ed corrections

are of t.he very reasonable size.
In this section usiug the met.hods described iu Sec. 6.1.6 tJw global BOC efficieucy was
calculated, the probabiJity of I-conversion and t.he amount of the dead material ill. front
of the IlDC-SPACA L syst.em was estimated. The result.s are shown in Fig. 6.20, 6.21
and 6.22 as a funct.iolls of the ntLl number.

In analogy wit.h the dct.erlllination of I.he Ule rf'lative position of the B8MC with respect
to nrc, see See. 6.1.5, the relative position of t.he SPACAL versus BDC WilS studied. It
might ha.ve been changed during the seUing up the whole HI eleteet.or. In order to evaluate

As it is shown in Fig. 6.20 t.he BOC was stable during the whole 1905 data ta.king,
and its efficif'ncy was very Iligll, i.e. > 97% (in some periods reaching the 100%). The
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probability of the 1'-conversion in thc de<Ld material in front of the nDC SPACAL sys-
tem Wi"\..' approximately 50%, I'or "noLn.inal vertcx" data (data samples 1) compared to
slighUy higller value 58% for the "shifted ver!,('x" data. (dat<\ samples 2), see ["ig. 6.8. The
amount of the dead Illaterial, shown ill Fig. 6.9, was about O.95Xo, alld L10Xo for "nolll-
illal vCl·tex" da.ta (da.ta samples I) a.nd "shifted vcrtex" data samples (data salllpies 2),
respectively. Thesc incrcascs could be explained by a slightly highcr amount of the dead
1 nateriaJ (even the estimation suffers from Ii Illi ted ,\Illount of accumulated statistics) which
was observed for thc "shifLed vertex" data. (data. samples 2), clile to the greater scattering
angle comp<Ued to the "nolllinal vertex" c1i1,ta(data samplcs 1).

Since the alJlount of stored selected da.ta. sample was Ilot Ia.rger enough compa.rcd 1.0

the ones used in lJPC-BEMC analysis the same strategy of localizing the possible regions
of illcfllciellcies and the inhomogellcities of dea.d matf'rial in front of the BDC-SPACi\L
system was Ilsed. Tile cffLcicllcy of th.e BOC, the pl"Obabilil.y of 1'-conversioll and the
alllOllllt of clear! material ill frollt of the BDC-SPi\C/\ L system was calcula.ted scparatcly
for cach HOC region, defined in Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.10, for both da.ta. and MOllte Carlo
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Fig. 6.22: The estimation of the amount of the dead material in front of the BOC-SPACAL
system as a function of the nlll munber during the 1995 data taking. The different run
periods are indicated with the dotted lines.



of the DOC-SPACAL system is significantly Ilnderestimated in Monte Ca.rlo compared to
data, see Fig. 6.24 and 6.25. For Moute Carlo the distributions a.re rather homogeueous in
,p, which is in strong contradict.ion with distribution for data where there is a siguificantly
higher probability of the ,-conversion ami consequent.ially higher amouut of dead material
in frout of the BDC-SPI\CAL system in tll<" regions LJI and VIII. The later result agrees
with the result of the ana.lysis of the .-ry-distribution o[ coJl<"cl.cd charge by BDC [37). It
shows the lIigher amount of the dea.dmaterial in front of the BOC iu tile ,p..region III ami
vm
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i"ig. 6.24: The probability of the ,-conversion in the ,lead lnaterial in front of the cLiHcrent
lJ DC '/' regions.
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Pig. 6.25: The estiluate of the dead llla.terial ill front of the different <p regions of the
LlDe.

The IIDC efficicllcy, shown in Fig. 6.2:3, is rather weJJ described by Monte Carlo in
all regions except rf'gious I and VII. The DDC elliciency is homogeneous in <P in Monte
Carlo, in cOlltrary to da.ta, where there is an indicatioll for a regions with lower (in the
problema..tic regions 1 and VIl) and higher BOC efficiencies. The probability of the ,-
conversioll and consequently the estimation of the amount of the dead materia.l in front



Luminosity Measurelnent Using QED Compton
Method

pipe. This number is measured using the non-colliding pilot bunches according to the
following formula:

The first part of this secl.ion is concerned with description of thc different nlethods uscd
f(lI' IUlliinosity llIeB,Snrelllcllt in thc HI experinlf'nl. The dominant. contributiolls to the
'ysternat.ic error 01' the carll method arc SUllllll>1rized. In the secolld part the samples
of t.he q ED COlllpl.on event.s are il.nalyzcd in order to provide t.he meQSnremellts of the
int.egra.ted hllllillosity for diflcrcld, run periods in 1094 and 1995 data taking.

N ( ) loll
b.q,· 6t = -j-Npilot(6t) ,

pilot

where NI"lo' is the uumber of accept.ed bremsst.rahlung cvent.s originating from the pilot
bunches, 11,,10' is the cuncut of these bULlches and ["II is the total elcctron cunent. The
acceptance conected valuc of the cross section for bremsstr,thlung events a'Bii is calculated
using the Bethe-Beitler formufa [l5J. The Eq. (6.45) is based on the assumption that the
pilot and colliding electroLl bunches al'c eqllivalent in terms of the background rate per
unit of current. This <tssumptioJl was checked and verified with an accuracy of better
than J% [35J.

In order to pcrfoflll both the direct on-linc luminosity monitoring and the orf-line IUlllino-
sit.y nlC<lsurelnent. ".process with a wel.l calculable cross section ,utd tbe clear experiment.al
sigll<1.l.nre has to bc ,!Josen. SuitalJle processes at llEllA experiments Me elastic brems-
stra.Jdung process alld QED Comptoll process.

The major contributions to the systematic error of the absolut.e luminosity measure-
lllent in t.he (e -I') coincidence method are: (i) acceptallce deterrnill<ltion wlJich mainly
aJrects the on-line monit.oring where only t.he electron beam tilt is measmed, in contrary t.o
t.hc olf-line measurement when the actual acceptance of the electron tagger is determined
from the data; (ii) background subtraction; (iii) trigger efficiency and purity, which could
be minimized for both the all-line and off-line errors by requiring t.hat the miuimal energies
are well ,tbove the tllresholds for both the electron tagger and the phot.on eletector.

The value of the systerna.tic error of the luminosity measurelllentusing t.he hard I' rate
depends on: (i) t.he absolute energy calibration ami resolution of the photon detector;
(ii) its trigger efficiency; (iii) background subtraction amI eJl"ect of multiple photons.
The latest effect is taken into acconnt. although the proba.bilit.y of having more t.han one
photon (E~ > 0.3 GeV) in the sallie bUJJch crossing, which can influence the shape of the
reconstructed photon energy spectruJll is small.

Thc elast.ic brellisst.rablung process, see Sec. 2.1.J, cOlls.ists ill the collinear radiatioll
of it photon by the f'lectron ill thc eleet.romagnet.ic field of a proton. The sca.tt.ered clec-
tron ~s well as tllC proton remain in t.he bea.m pipe ,tnd escapf' detection in the central
dcl.cct.or. now(~vcr, depending on its ellergy, the electron may be detecteel in the elec-
tron t.aggcr. The- mdiated photon is eleteet('d ill the photon detector. As it was showll
in [72], events cont.itining all elastic bremsstrahlung process accidenta.lly overlappeelwith
an illdeJ'elldenl.ly trigg('red event can be used to measure the integrated luminosity.

The QED Compton process, see See. 2.1.3, ca.u be seen as a QZ ~ 0 GeV 2 il1teraetion
involving a large four-uJOn""ntulJl transfered Compton process (e'l' --+ e,l. Therefore the
lIual state only consists of a coplanar (e -I') system, both observable in the centralllJ
de-tector.

In order to measure the integrated luminosity using events containing an elast.ic brems-
st.rahlung process accident.ally overlapped with all independently t.riggereel event the sam-
ple of the ranelom events is to be selected according the following criteria [72J:

Tbe (e - ,) coincielpncc method, which is insensitive to the observed rate dependent
vari<ttions of the gain factors in the luminosity detecl.ors, provides t.he on-line luminosity
nlOnitoriug in the J 11 experiment. The I' rate metilod, based on t.he hard I' sample selected
according to the specific criteria gives tile most accurate ofi"-line value for the int.egrated
luminosity after precise fina.1 calibra.t.ion of the photon detector of the luminosity system.
In tile both case the average luminosit.y is calculated from t.he following relation:

2. an reconstructed electromagnctic cluster in the backward electroma<Tuetic calorime-
ter with E~ 2: 25 GeV. b

Such energy requirements reject all radiative DIS events with a photon emitted in the
acceptance region of the photon detect.or. We determine first the average conditional
probability P01S-B th<lt a bremsstrahlung event satisfying requiremcnt 1happen to occur
in the same bunch crossing as a DIS event satisfying requirement f.. This probability is
given by PD/S-B = Nl,d Nz, where Nt,2 is the nUlllbcr of random coincidences satisfying
both criteria 1and f., and N2 is t.he number of events fulfjjjing the condition f.. If the
luminosity were constant over a given running period then P01S-B would be equal to the
probability PBC-B, of registering a bremsstrahlung event in any randomly chosen bunch

wherc Nd",,(6.I) is the nl.lnlber of events satisfying the selection criteria for t.he given
method collected in the time interval 6t and t.he Nbgr(6t) is the number of background
evcnts origillatiug from t.he intera.ctions of electrons with the residual gas in the beam



crossing. In reality the instantaneous luminosity varies with t'ach cledron ami proton
fill or the IlEIU\ stot'age rings and is unevenly distribnted over t.1,e colliding bunches.
TI,er",rore, PBC-U = (1- ii:) PDlS-I), wlwre '" is an average correction 1'01'the time v'l.l'iatioll
or L1,e insta.ntancolis luminosity. This correction was determinednsing the time variation
or tI", (c - ,) coincidence t'<tte and w,w rouud t.o be (5 ± 1)% [8~1· This correction is
ills<-'nsitive to hoth the absolute calibratioll or thc lnminosity systcm and the splcction
cri teria 1'01'breJl1Sst.r;1.1dung evcnts.

III order to study tbe stability or the luminosity measuremellt using Ll,e samp Ie of QED
Compton events each run period was divided into intcrvals with comparable values of
integrated luminosity, L~IJ-LS, determined by luminosity system. The distribution of the
ratio of number of QED Compton events, NQEDc, to LHI -LS calculated for each subinterval
as a fundioll of run llumbers is depided in Fig. 6.26.

jl;wing dctcrrnincd PBC-fl we caJculatp the total nunlhcr of bremsstrahlnng events
rlll/illing rcquirement 1a.~: NflC_B(6.t) = PIJC-B x Nbund,(6.I), wllerc Nbnnch(6.i) is the
intcgrated numlwr or bunch crossillgs over the tinl<" interv,tl 6.l. The correspollding lumi-
nosity is tl,en C<l.klda.ted using the 1'01'111ula:

The reslliting integrated lunlillosity is illdej1endent of tbe efficiency or the phOtOIl df'teclor
trigger. Thus, the systelna.t.ic cnors ror this mcthod c(>me from the samc sources a.~ ror the
liard, Indl\Od except that t.here is no error due to uncertainties in the trigger efficiency
but an addit.ional 1% error due to h:. This rpsult.s ill the total systematic error or 2.8%
a.nd the measurClllPnt enol' tllat is dOl11in,tted by t.Ile statist.ical precision.
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Fig. G.26: The stability of the ratio of number of QED Compton events, NQwc, to integra-
ted IU111mosity deterlTll11ed by tbe luminosity system of 1/1 detector, LIII-LS, for difrerent
run period. The errol' hal'S stand only lor statistical errors. The dotted lines define the
intervals of run periods. The ratio NQEUC/ LIIJ-LS is higher in run periods with "opcn"
BEMC triangular stacks (period 4) due to elJiargiug the BEMC geometrical acceptance
closer to tbe beam pipe and hence to tbe higher value of' polar angles or scattered palti-
des. Similarly, running with open DEMC triangular stacks alld witl. shifted z-posi tion of
the nominal vertex to the forward direction (period 5) increases the rat.io NQEDC/ L!IJ -LS
eveu more.

In order 1.0detel'lniue Ll,e integrated Illlninosity L:QEllC fwm tbe measured sillllple of the
QED Compton event, we used the rollowillg fowlllla:

whNe NQETJC is the Ilumber or selected QED Compton events, Nbg is (he number of back-
gronnd events renl<liniug in t.he selected sample (see below), NMc is the uumber of MOlJte
Carlo simulated QI<;I) COlnpton events vvllich were subjected to the same reconstruction
and analysis e1lain as the real diita, tsel is tbe elliciency of the QED Compton event se-
Icctiun and L:Mc is the integrated luminosity corresponding to the geuer,tted J\,ronte Carlo
QI.':D Compton event sample.

lL sholVs that t.he presented method is stable witllin the interval of statistical errors for
periods with closed (periods I, 2,.:l) aud opened HEMe triangles (period 4). Including the
four Illnennost tnangular sta.cb Illto the trigger increases acceptance of the BEMC closer
to the beam pipe and thus to the higher values of the polar angle 01'the scattered padicles
O'b)' As it was shown in Chapter 2, the cross section of quasi-real QED Compton process
strongly iucreases with the Oeb)' Therefore the value of the ratio NQEDC/ LH1-LS is higher
iu run periods with open BEMC triangubr stacks (period 4) ami with shifted z-position
of the nominal vertex (period 5).In the following the total iutegrated luminosity usiug the sample of thc QED Compton

cvents recorded during 1D94 data ta.king is measured. The stability of the QED Compton
nlf'tbod during the whole data taking is checked. To determinc the amount. of the ba.ck-
ground events which remain in the selected samples a Monte Carlo study was pf'rformed.
Thc dirrerellt sonrces of uncert,tillties or herc presented measmellient has becll studied in
order to estimate the total systematic error. Finally, the results are presented aJICI their
compari,on with the both HI luminosity systenl measurement and random coincidence
method is shown.

[n this section the possible background processes to the QED Compton event samples
from the ep interactions were studied. The following thre", processes with the given below
event topology were cousidered:



6.:1 Luminosity Measurement. Using QED COlllpt01J Method

• photo-production events in which energy dusters frolJl the h,L(lronic rinal state mimic
the topology of a QED Compton event;

• The uncertainty of the control 011 tbe inelastic QED Compton contribution which
was estimated from the observed tail of the acoplanarity distribution to be 0'1'2.4%.

• According to [351 the theoretical uncertainties in the Monte Carlo related to the
uJlcertainty in the elastic protoll form factor. '• dir[l"a.ctiv(~ produetiou of veclor mesons (VlVI) processes (mostly dominated by the

elastic pU pL'Odudiou at low-Q2 ,wd high-Will where the scattered eledron is de-
tected in the BI';lVIC, and oue of the produced pions escapes the central detector
,dong the beam pipe, bnt in which the second pion fakes a scattered photon. Al
though this configuratiolL shonld result in llte f'xperilllental signal composed of two
clusters and two corresl'ollding tracks, i.e. oue ,\dditiona.1 track 1.0 the experilllelltal
signature of ti,e QED Conlpton eveJlt, the clean idelltirication is not unambiguous
due to botll tl,., limited geometrical acceptance of the tra.cking detectors and the
ra.ther large probability of the ,-conversion in the dead InateriaJ in the backward
scattering region, see Sec. G.I.G;

• deep inela.stic scattering (DIS) characterized by very low-x and low-Q2, where the
scitl.l.ered e1edron is correctly identiJied as an euergy cluster in BEMC, but in wllich
an encrgy from tile ha(b-onir: fim\1 state fakes a scattered photon.

The obtained estimates of diO'erent sources of systematic errors together wit.h the total
value of systematic error of the QED Cornpton method are presented in the Tab. G.5 for
both the "open" and "closed triangle" data samples. Comparing the "closed triangle"
ar~cl "open triangle". data samples one can see that the t.otal systematic error for open
tnangular data IS alJttle bIt llJgher mainly because of the worse cluster radius determina-
tion in tbe inner triangular stacks. The smaller contribution of the BPC hit position cut
to the total systematic error is due to the reduced geometrical acceptance in the beam
pipe region, i.e. that it docs not cover all the active surface of the BEMC.

E Variation syst. e!Tor syst. enol'
closed tc[%] open tr. [%]

BEMe energy scale ±1% 0.8 1.0

I3EIVlC cluster radius ± 5 JIlnl 2.0 :J.G

BEMC noise cut ± 350 MeV 2.3 23
acoplanarity restriction ±2S 2:0 2.0
distance to closest BPC hit -I: 7 n1l1l 0.9 0.5
tToF ± 1 ns 2.G not used
LAr energy dejJosition ± 300 iVleV 0.4 0.4

inelastic QED Compton 2.4 24
l'dC uncertainties 1.0 10
photo-production 0.7 0.7
VM production 06 OG
DJS negligible negligible
"I Iotal systematIC error

In order to evalnate, the possible contribut.ions of list.ed a.bove background processes to
the sclect.f'd samples of QED COlupton events the iVlout.e Carlo samples generated by
PHOJET [IO'J], RAYVDl1 [81J and OJANGO [95], rf'spectively, were used. I?or t.i1e events gen-
erat.ed with t.i1c avpropriat.e models the detector response wa.s simulated in detail [12]
using a prognuu based on GEANT [1101. Consequently, the sinlulatedlVloute Carlo events
wpre subjected t.o the samc reconstruction and ,\nalysis chain as the real data and tested
whf't.hel" t.i1ey satisfy all selectiou uitcria. All these fake events which survived alJ steps of
just described procedure were considered as rprnaining cont.ribu\,jon of givell ba.ckgrouud
processes. According to t.i1e corresponding values of integrated luminosit.y the fract.ions
of such events, in the selected saulple of thc QED Compton evellts were evaluated, see
Tab. G.'1.

= -
plloto-production 2.G ± O.G %
Vl'vl producl.ion 1.6 ± 0.5 %

DIS1 negligible

Tab. 6.4: The obtaiued Mont.e Carlo estinlates of background processes to the QED
CompLon event sample fronl the ep intera.ctiolls.

In t.his section the results of the il1tegrat.edluminosity measurement using the QED Comp-
ton rnethod ar~ presented aud compa.red with results obt.ained by both the HI luminosity
system (lll-LS) measurement, wJuch refers to the hard, rate method, and random coin-
cidence method.For tile IUluinosil.y determination via the QED Compton method t.here are four ma,in

groups of t.he somces of the systematic errors:

• Systematic ef!"ects 01" tlle apparatus, mainly the backward electromagnetic calorime-
ter. Its euergy and space resolut.ion, the cluster radius determination, and its elec-
tronic noise a,.re the crucial issues in minimizing the systematics.

1Nole, lhal only DIS evenls- wilh ill the text. specilied evellt. topology were considered.

The final result.s of here presented analysis of integrated lum inosity measmement using
the QED Compton samples IU 1994 are shown in Fig. G.27.a and G.27.b for the "closed
triangle" and "open trianglf''' data samples, respectively.

In addit.ion, the results of the HI-LS met.hod and the random coincidence method are
presented. Since the 11l-LS method pruvides values with the smallest errors compared to



lhc two other 1l1el.hods, the rill ios of resilits of those two 1.0 the olles determined by Ill· LS
were e<tlrlllillcd, see Fig. G.2T.c alld 6.27.d. Before comparing the obtained resulls, note
lhe two following remarks:

Comparing the results oblained using the QED COlllptOll method we can. conclude,
lilat:
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1. the values ofint('gril,ted luminosity meaBured by the QED Compton melliod are ill
agreemellt within one sigma statistic,tl error with other values lIle,tSured by means
of the other two methods, aud thus confirm the HI IUlllinosity lJIeasurem eut;
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2. the total error of the values of integra.ted Itllllinosity dptenuiued by the QED Comp-
tOll metllod are larger compared to the for III LS measurement, but comparable
(even slightly smaller) with the ones obtained by the random coincidence method;

J. in order to lower both tbe slatistical and the syslemalic error of lhe inlegrated
Itllnillosily measurerllcnlusing lhe QED Compton method:

o Compton

o Coincicll-nce 25 -= it §
20
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• the amount of acculTlulated QED Compton events has to be enlarged, which
could be acbieved by increaBiug the total amount of delivered luminosity by
HERA machine in the HI scattering region and/or by increaBing the geometri-
cal acceptauce of the electromagnetic calorimeter covering LIte backward scat-
tering region,

• the improvement of the meaBUrel1lent of the scattered electron and photon
in the III backward scattcring rcgion in terms of improved measurement of
the cluster parameters and the more precise determination of the azil1lutllal
angles of the scattered electron and photon for coplauari ty determination will
be req u ired.I"·dl.~
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The latest was plallned aud achieved durillg the 1994/95 winter shutdown when thc
HI collaboration haB upgraded the backward scattering rcgion of the III experiment. The
integrated luminosity measurement lIsing QED Compton ('vent:; det.ected by means of the
newly installed detectorR in Ule 1995 data taking is the subject of the next section.

l. Both the random coincidence and the H l-LS methods do not include the dat,a ac-
quisition dcad timc compared to the QED Compton mcthod. In order to compare
U,e values of integrated luminosities delivered in the interacl.ion region of the central
detect.or of thc HI experirllent the dead time value haB been introduced, fOI' each
rull, in the two dcad time independent methods,

As it was melltioned before during the 1994/95 winter shutdown the H l collaboration has
upgraded the III deteclor with a new bilckward calorimeter of the spaghelli (SPACAL)
lead-fiber design and the new backwa.rd tracking detector (BDC), see Sec. 1.4. The in-
creaBed geometrical accepta.nce of the DDC-SPACAL system ill the upgraded HI detector
provides the possibility t.o to detect scattered electrons and photons at large values of the
polar angles (Oeh) :s 1780 in the 1995 "shifted vertex" data samples).

The total integrated lUlllillosity using the samples of the QED Compton events recor-
ded during the laBt few weeks of the 1995 data taking is meaBured, Similarly to the 1!)94
a.nalysis first the stability of the QED Compton method is shown, then the background
processes to the QED Com pton process from the ep interaction are studied and the
systematic errors are estimated. Finally, the results are presented and their comparison
with the HI luminosity system measmement is shown.

fig. 6.27: The comparison of ohtained results of integrated ILlrninosities using different
llwthods for a given run periods during the 1!)94 data ta.king. Whilst the dotted lines
ddine the intervals of run periods, the integer nunlbers indicate the difTerent data samples,
see Tab. 5.1 in Chapter 5.

2. A II here presented methods of Inminosity meaBurement include the contrihution of
satellite bunches2 No Ruch corrections have been introduced neither on the ana-
IYhcd samples of QI~D Compton events, nor on values determined using the ramlom
coincidence ami the lll-LS method used for comparison.

'The parasitic satellite bunclies are fonned during tlie bunch length compression when a small fract.ion
or proton currellt escapes from lIlain bunches [18J.



• photo-production events in which energy clusters from the hadronic final state mimic
the topology of a QED Compton event;
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• diJfraclive production of vector mesons (VM) processes (mostly dominated by the
elastic l prodnction at 10w-Q2 and high-I,V,,) where the scattered elcctron is de-
tected in the SPACAL, and one of the produced pions escapes the central detector
along the beam pipe, but ill which the second pion fakes a scai.tered photon. Al-
though this configuration should result in the experimental signal composed of two
clusters and two corresponding tracks, i.e. 01le additional track to the experimental
signature of the QED Compton event, the clean identification is not unambiguous
due to both the limited geometrical acceptance of the tracking detectors and the
ratllf'r large probability of the l'-conversion in the dead material in the backward
scattering region, see Sec. 6.1.6;

ln urder to stndy the stability of the IU1llinosity 111easlll'emCllt. usi1lg thf' sample of QED
COInp\'oll events each rnn period was divi<kd into intervals with comparable values of
integral,N! Inllliuosity, £1I1-LS, determined hy lumilJosity system. The distribntion of the
ra,tio of numbcr of QIi;D Compt01l evcnts, NQ1;;nc, to £,I,-LS cakula,ted Jllr each subi nterv3.1
as ,1.function of run numbers is depided in Fig. 6.28.

• deep inelastic scattering (DIS) characterized by very low-x and low- Q2, where the
scattered electron is correctly identirled as an energy cluster in GElVIC, but ill which
an energy from the hadronic final state fakes a scattered photo!!.

;I--'--L-J. ~I~I ~_I......L.-.-L~.
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III order to evaluate the possible contributions of listed above background processes to
the selected samples of QED Compton events the Monte Carlo samples generated by
PHOJET [109], RAYVOM [81J and DJANGO [95], respectively, were used. Compared to the 1994
analysis here the contribution of elastic dissociative pO and <p production was investigated
separately. For the events generated with the appropriate models the same algorithm as
in 19~Jtlanalysis, see Sec. 6.3.2.2, was employed. The detennincd fr'1.ctions of background
events are presented in Tab. 6.6.

1300 1310
x 10

2

Run nUlllber

F.ig. G.2S: The stability of the ratio of 11lIlllbel' of QED Compton events NQEDC to int.egra-
ted Il.lIninosity detcl'luined by tl,e Imninosity system of III detector £HI-LS for different
run pcriod. The error bars stand ouly [or statistical crrors. The dol.l.ed lines define the
illtNvals o[ rnn periods. The ratio NCJf':,Dc/£ln-Ls is higher in run periods with shifted z-
position of the nOlninal vertex to the forward direction (periods 2a, 2b). Due to the
wrong sub-trigger sO treat.ment at the L4 trigger level for runs 12980 l-UO:385 (periods
2b) aplHoximately 50 % of events were lost.

photo-productioll l.l ± 0.5 %
elastic p 0.3 ± 0.3 %

VM production dissociative p 0.2 ± 0.2 %
1> e1., disoc. negligible

DISJ negligible

It. shows t.hat the pre~ented method is stable within the interval of statistical errors for
both "lIominaJ vertex" (periods 1a) and "shifted vertex" data samples (period 2a). As it
was sllown in Chapter 2, the cross section of quasi-re,d QED Compton process strongly
increases with t.he O'h)' Tllere!(lre the value of the ratio NQf',Dc/ LH1-1JS is higher in run
periods with shifted z-position of the nominal vertex (period 2a). Note that, duc to the
wrong sub-trigger 0 treatment in the L4 trigger level [47] for runs 129801-130385 (periods
2b) aPIH'oximately 50 % of events were lost. The data sample correspolJding to this run
range were thus excluded frolll the further analysis.

Tab. 6.6: The obtained Monte Carlo estimates of background processes to the QED
Compton event sample from the ep interactions.

Compal'.ing the obtained estimates for t.he 1994 and 1995 data analysis one ca.n con-
clude that, the background contribution is significantly smaller in 1995. This was achieved
mainly by means of higher value of the lower limit imposed 011 the visible energy and a
tighten acoplanarity restriction, which was provided by tlte improved measurements of
the duster parameters of newly installed detectors in the HI ba.ckward scattering region.

[n the J995 datil. analysis the possible background processes to the QED Compton event
samples from the ep illteractiolls werc studied. The jQllowing three processes with the
given below event topology were considered:

For the luminosity determination via the QED Compton method there are four main
groups of the sources of the systematic errors:



• Syst.,nH1.tie clfeds of the appaxatus, nhcinl)' tl,c backward electromagnetic calorilllp.-
tel'. Its encrgy and spacc rcsolution, the elust.,r radius detcrmination, and its elec-
trouic lloiHe arc tI,C crucial iSSlleS in rnininli7.ing the systcmcctics.

• Tlw uncertainty of the control Oil tilt' inclastic QI;;D Compton contribution, which
was estimated 1'1'0111thc obscrvcd tail of the a.coplanarity distribution to be of 2.0%.

• According to [Tj]l.ll<' theordical uncertainties in the Monte Ca.rlo, related 1.0 the
uncerta.inty in the clastic protulJ form fadol'.
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60'l'he obt;1.in"d estimates o[ different sources of systelllil.tic errors together witll the tolitl

value of systt'llIa.tic crror of the QI~I) COlllptollI1letltod are presented in the Tab. 6.7 for
both the "nomini1.1 vertex" and "shifted vertex" data sa.mples.
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"Ilomillal vertex" I "shifted vertex"

-sr'i\C'\L ellel:gy sca.le- ± -2.5% 1.3 0.5
SPi\CAL cluster radius
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±21ll111 3.4

SI'ACI\L velo/uaise cn't :1: 50 MeV 3.2 0.5
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Run numberIn \.his s('ctioJl thc results of the illtegril.ted luminosity lIIeilsurernent \lsi ng the QED Com p-
I.on Illethod are preselll.ccl aJI(1 compared with res\llts obt"illed by the J 11 IUlninosity sys-
tcm (IJI-LS) IllCaSUrelllent, which rerers to the Itard I rate method.

The final results of Il<'rc prescnLed analysis of integrated luminosity measurement. using
i.llf' QED Compton samples in 1995 are shown in Fig. 6.29.a and 6.29.b [or "nominal
vertcx" ilnd "shifted vertex" data salllples, respectively. In addition, the results of Lhe
HI-!':) ll1c1.hod are prf'scnted. TI,e ratio of resuHs obtailled using ti,e QED Compton
mcLhod to th" ones detenllincd by H1-LS werc calculat.ed, see Fig. 6.29.c and 6.29.d.
13cforc comparing the obtained rcsults we repea.t the analogical two remarks concerning
the introduction of Lhe dead time value in the JLl-LS method and t.he absenrp of the
satellite b\lllches correction in hoth hel'e discusHed method of luminosity measurement.

Comparing the res\llts obtained \Ising the QED Compton method we can conclude,
that:

Fig. 6,29: The comparison of obtained results of integrated luminosities using different
methods for a given run periods during the 1995 data. taking. Whilst the dol:ted lines
define the intervals of rLllJ periods, thc integer numbers indicate the different data samples,
see Tab. 5.2 ill Cha.pter 5.



l. the values of integrated luminosity uleasured usiug the QED ComptoJl method are
ill ,1grccllIent withiu one sigma statist.ical error with values measured by means of
Ill-LS Jlldhod, and thus confirm the lllILlLlliJlosity measurement;

2. Ule tot.al enor of the values of integrated luminosity determined by the QED Comp-
ton IIlelhod are larger compared t.o that of the Hl-LS measurement;

:J. ill order to lowcr both l.I,e st,ttistical and tl,e systematic error of t.he int.egrated
luminosity measurement usillg the QED COlilpton method:

• the alllount of accullluJated QED Compton eveuts has to be enlarged, which
could be achieved by incrcasillg the total amount of delivered luminosity by
llEllA machine in the III scattering region alld/or by improved triggering
e.g. slIch as using the higber level of III trigger system. A solution of special
dedicated trigger ba.sed on topological requirements of the SPACAL trigger
clclllent was tested at the end of 1!l95 dn,ta taking and result in the running
a. so-c,tlled QED Compton 1,2 topological trigger machille [73, 74). III order
to further increase the efficiency of the whole QED Compton event trigger
chain aud additiona.lly to dccrease the amount of .recorded background events
a special level L4 trigger Qe~D Compton ~nder wa., installed [75J.

• the fnrther improvement 01' the measllJement of the scattered electron a.nd
photoLl in the HI backward sca.ttering region ill terms of improved measure-
IlieLlt of the cluster parameters ami the precise determination of the azimulha.l
angles of the scattercd cl.ectron and photon for coplanarity determination is
required. Tllis could ue achieved by using the newly inslalled backward silicon
tracker [iG J.

Chapter 7

Measurement of Proton Structure
Function F2(x, Q2) at HERA

The luminosity measurement as well as the understanding of the backward electromag-
netic calorimeter in terms of absolute energy scale, response linearity or its misalignment
are crucial in number of measuremeuts of II 1 experimcnt. Thats-wby this chapter is de-
voted to a review of the measurement of the p.roton structure function FiCr., Q2) as all
example of analysis where the results of here presented studies of QED Compton event
samples enter one of the prime task of the HI experiment at the HERA ep-collider - the
investigation of the quark and gluoll substructure of U.,e proton. The two separate analy-
ses, performed by the 111 colhtboration [88,9], 89j, based on the inclusive deep-inelastic
data collected in tlle 1994 and the 1995 are presellted.

The former one with an integrated luminosity of 2.7 pb-1 covers the range in squared
four-lllomentum transfer Q2, iljorken-x and ineJasticity y corresponding to 1.5 :s Q2 :s
5000 GeV2

, 3 . 10-5 :s 1: :s 0.32 and roughly y > 0.01. To reach lower Q2 values
and correspondingly lower x values, special samples were analyzed of events with shifted
interaction vertex, and of events with tagged initi,tl state photon radiatiou. ]n the 1994
the incident electron energy E. was 27.5 GeV and the proton energy Ep was 820 GeV
leading to a total center of mass energy of the colLision of .;s ~ 300 GeV.

The later one with an integrated luminosity of 114 nb-1 were taken with the upgraded
detector components, described in Sec. 3.2, which compared with the detector used up to
the end of 1994, has resulted in an increased acceptance of electrons scattered through
small angles (large Be), in improved granularity and in improved resolution. When taken
together with the hadronic energy measurement these features have greatly facilitated
the recognition aJld removal of background when selecting D!S events, and have extended
the available kinematic range of the measurement. The data used for this analysis result
from a. short data taking period where the ep collision vertex was shifted by 70 cm ill
the proton-beam direction with respect to the nominal vertex position to increase the
acceptance for the electrons scattered tbrough small angles. As a result the data have an
acceptance ill Q2 down to Q2 ~ 0.:3 GcV2 The 1995 data taken with the same incident
electron and proton energy as used in 1994 date taking covers the the kinematic range
corresponding to 0.35 :s Q2 :s :3.5 GeV2, x ~ G· 10-6 and 0.03 :s y :s 0.75.



This chi\pi,('l' is organiz;ed as follows. Afl.er a short introduction to thf' kinema.tics of
indllsiv(' C/' scatl.ering in See. 7 t, the f\lonl.f' Carlo sillllllatiull arc described in Sec. 7.2.
Nf'xi. the diJl'ct'enl. 1.9!!4 and 199!i data sililipies and the even I. selecLi')1I inchlding the
backgronnd rejf'cLioll are discussed in Sec. 7.3 for I.he dill'erent data salil/)\cs used. See. 7.'1
describes the fi'2 a.naJyses alld the results arc discussed with the respect to the results
obl.ailled in the Il('I'e presented anilJyses of the QIZJ) COlllpl.on events in Sec. 7.5.

E = L(E" - p",,).
It

HeIe E" and P"I. are the energy and 10ngitudini\1 momentum component of a particle ii,
the summation is over a.ll hadronic nnal state pitrtic1es and the masses are neglecled. 'fhe
denominator of YE is equal to 2Ee but measured with all secondary pa.rticles. Thus

Y"y,' =
~ 1 + y" - Ye

The stIuctllre funcl.ioll Fl(x, (2) is derived from the inclusive elf'ctron-proton scattering
cross section. It depends on the sqnarcd four-Illonwntllm transfer q2 amI the sca.lillg
vitriable x. These variables are related 1.0 the i nel<1,sticity parameter y and to the total
sqllMrd center of l1Iass energy of the collision 8 since q2 = :rY8 with s = 4EeEp, where
E, and /!,'p are the rllergy of ilicoliling electron and proton, respectively. A salient feature
of thc l.lERA collideI' experill1euts is the possibility of IlieilSurilig not only tire scattered
electron but also t.he cOlliplete hadronic final st.atc, apart from losses uea!' the beam
pipe. 'I'h.is means I,hat t.lre kineLnatic v<triablcs :1', y and Q2 C~,II be detel'lliined with
cOl1lplcmenl.<1,ry mel,hods which are sensitive to different systel1laticeffects. These methods
w('['e exploit.ed "ud detailed already in [771 whidl describes the ana,lysis of the 1\J\J:3data.
I\n appropriate combination of tire results ensures maximum coverage of the available
killcmatic rauge wil.ll rea.son<tble systematic errors. In addition the application of different
Inethods is an ilnportil.lIl cross clreck of tile results.

Iu the 1994 data analysis more than one million Monte Carlo D IS events were generated
using the DJANGO [94] program. Whilst the 1\J9'1 Monte Carlo event statistics correspond
to an integrated luminosit,y of <1ppl'Oxirnat.ely 18 pb-', the 1995 Monte Carlo DIS events
corresponding to twice t.he IUllliuosity of the data.

e £'2' 20
Q2 = 4£' I:: cos2 -.!. = e sin e

e e e 2 ' 1 - Ye

The DJANGO program is based on HERACLES [95) for the electroweak interaction and
on the LEPTO program [9Gj to simulate the hadronic fin<1] state, HERACLES includes ftrst
order mdiative corrections, the simulation of real brelllsstrahlullg photons and the lon-
gitudinal structure fUlIction. The acccptance corrections were performed using the GRV
parametrization [lOG] which describes rather well the HERA F2 results based 011 the 199:3
data. LEPTO uses the colour dipole model (CDM) as implemented in ARIADNE [97J which
is in good agreement with data on the energy flow itnd other characteristics of the fi-
nal state iIS measured by H I [~181and ZEUS [99]. Alternatively, first order QCD matrix
elements with additiona,l parton showers can be used for the final state QCD radiatioll.
Hadronization,is performed using string fragmentation [100]. This model does not contain
events with large rapidity g<1pS [101], interpreted as diffractive cvents. Such evellts can
be generated with the Monte Carlo programs RAPGAP [102J and DIFFVM [10:3J. The latter
generates the diffractivc exclusive channels ep -+ eppo and ep -+ ep¢. In the present
analysis these channels to a large extent esca.pe selection. Dedicated measurements of
vector meson production cross sections have been made at 11ERA [104, J 05], and a.re used
to nOl'lllalize the Monte Carl,) prediction. The program RAPGAP generates events with a
continuolls lUass spectrum of dirfractive nnal st,ttes and the yield has been normalized to
the rate of cvents with a large rapidity gap observed in the data. For the determination
o[ systematic errors conllected with the topology of the hadronic final state, the HERWIG
model [79] was used. In t.he 1995 the acceptance corrections were performed using in turn
the GRV [106J and lVlRSDO' llo8J parton distributions for the initial structure functions
in the Monte Carlo calculatiolls. All iterative procedure was used to Ie-weight the input

Tbe methods used in tile analysis of thf' 1.994 data are the ~o-CiLlIed "E" (electron)
Illethod using <lnly tile in[,mlliltion of the scattet'cd eleet.ron "nd the so-called "L:" method
(~) calcillating tile kinematics ba,sed on botll the sc<tttcred electron autl the hadronic filial
state: llle,1.SUrelllellts l7SJ. The ~; method, whicll is independent of tile hadronic final stat.e,
apart from the requircment that tile interaction vertex is reconstructed usillg the final
state hadrons, has at Ia.rge Y the best resolution in ~: and Q2 but nf'eds sizeable radiative
corrrctiolls. At low y the E nlE't.hod is not applied due to the degradation of (,he Ye
(index eYe indicates that the iUc!<1sticity parameter y was calcula.ted using the E method)
rrsolution as Ily. The I: method, which has slllall radiative corrections, relies mostly on
the hadronic me<1Surcmellt which has still an acceptable resolution at low y values and
can be IIsed from very low to large y values. The E <1.ndL: results were compared in order
to control the calcul<1tion of the systematic errors. The basic formulae [or Q2 and y for

the E Inethod are:

where E~ and Oe arc the energy and polar angl(' of tire scattered electron. The polar angle
Oe is detined with respect 1.0 the proton beam or z direction, termed "forward" region.
Tile Jonnu!<1e fur tllC L: nlethod are

I;
yr; = ~ 1_ E~(l-cosOe)'



sLruct ure runet;ious or the Monte Carlo programs wiLh Lhe measured 1'2 values III Lhis
a.nalysis, a.s described ill Sec. 7.'1

Photo-production b".rkgrouud was simulated using the PHOJET [109], PYTHIA [80)
alld llAYVDM [Sl] geJlf'ral.ors for 17' illter;1.ctious. WiLli Lhese models large samples or
photo·produdioll eveuts were gcncrated which contained a.JI classes of events (ela.sLic,
soil hadrollic collisiolls, hard scatterillg processes aJJCIheavy navor production).

For the eV(·~utsgf'lIerated wiLh Lhe Illodcls described ilbove Lhe detector response was
simulatetl in detail [12) usiug a program based on GEANT [110]. The simulaLed Montc Carlo
evenLs wcre snbjected 1,0 the sarne reconstrudion and analysis chain as Lhe re'l.l data.

Sevem! data samples have beell analyzed in order to cover maximally the kinematic plane.
The tlist.ribuLion or Lhe eveuLs is shoWJJ in Fig. 7.1-

The majority of the events are produced wiLh the interadiou vertex centered around
zero iu z c,dled the "uominal verte." sample (shown as regions C aud D in Fig. 7.1).
Through~ut Lhis paper, Lhe low (higl,) Ql sample refers Lo events in which the scattered
elcctron has been deteded in L1,e HEMe (LAr calorillleter). To reduce the systemat.ic
errors of t.he [<2 meaSlll'ement, a strict dat.a selection was perrornred based on the behavior
or the main delector cOlllpollents. Th.is behavior was required to be optimal for the low
Ql alla.lysis of the 1I0minai vertex sample which allows Lhe highest precision to be reached.
Tile remaining integraLed luminosity for the low Ql sample is 2.2 pb-1, the one for the
higb Ql sample is 2.7 pb-I The number of a.cccpted events per unit luminosity was
checked to be coustaut wiLhiu staListical errors during the daLa taking period.

In order to study the behavior or Fl at sm<1.11Q2 several means were used to extend
the acceptauce to this kinemat.ic region usiug special event samples. For DIS events at
very low Q2 the electron is scattered through a large angle 00, For Bo values greater tban
173° and t.he inLeraction vertex <tt its 110minal position at z = +3 cm the electron hits
t.he iuner edge of the BI.':MC calorimeter or remains undetected near the beam pipe. The
accepLance extension iu the backward region was realized as rollows:

Fig. 7.1: Distribution of the event saillple in the (x, Q2) plane. The 4 visible regions (A,
B, C, D) correspond to A) eveuts recorded dlll'ing a period in which the iuteraction region
was shined with respect to the nominal position allowing access to larger eo; H) evenLs
fr01l1 the nominal vertex position taken iu a period in which the innermost HEMC stacks
of triangular sha.pe were included in tbe trigger ("opened triangles", see text) or C) not
included; D) high Ql events with the scaUered electron detected in the LAr calorimeter.

• The low Q2 region was also accessed by analyzing events from the so-called early pro-
ton satellite bunch colliding with all electron bunch at z ~ +68 cm. The kinematic
region covered by this sample is similar to that or the shifted vertex data sample.
The "satellite" data sample amounts to ~ 3% or the total data corresponding to a
total "luminosity" of 68 nb-' selected over the whole run period.

• During good accelerator background conditions, the innermost parts or the backward
e1eetronlagnel.ic calorilnet.er (DEMC) around the beam pipe were included in the
trigger for part or the tilJle. Since these detector element.s are of triangular shape,
these data will be referred to as the "open triangle" data sample. An integraLed
luminosity or 0.27 pb-' wa.s accumulated. The kinematic region covered by this
sample is sllown as region (8) in Fig. /.1.

• As in 1993 [17], the interaction point was sllilled in the forward direction to a.n
average position or z = +67 cm which permits measurements up to eo ~ 176.5°.
This sample of 58 nb-1 or data is rererred to as tbe "shirted vertex" data sample
to distinguish it rrom t.he data with a nomina.l event vertex. It covers region (A) in
Fig. 7.1.

• Finally, a sample of deep-inelastic radiative evenLs was extracted with a hard photon
emitted collinear with the incident electron. These events have a reduced incident
electron beam energy which allows access to very low Q2 values with the present
detector set-up. Since only about 2% of the DIS events are tagged as radiative
events, the nominal vertex sample had to be used for this study. Subsequently the
tagged radiat.ive events are referred to as "the radiative event sample" and the bulk
of the data are sometimes called "non-radiative" in contrast.

The low Q2 DIS events in the backward region were triggered by an energy cluster in
the BEMC (E; > 4 GeV) which was not vetoed by the '1'01". The high Q2 events were
triggered by requiring an electromagnetic energy cluster in the LAr calorimeter (E; > 8
GeV). A trigger of lowpr energy threshold (E; > 6 GeV) also accepted the event if there
was simultaneously a tracking trigger. In the region of the final F2 data presented below



the trigger efficiency, which llils brcn determined froln the dat", is about 80% for E; ~ 8
CeV, and becollies la.rger LhaH 99% for F; > LOCeY.

The only significanL background Lo DIS from ep interactions is dne to photo-productioll
events where the scattered elecl.ron escapes the detector along the beam pipe but in which
all energy cluster from the Imdronic fi.llal staLe fakes a scattered electron. About 10% of
these events are identifLed as pllOto-production background if the scattered electron is
round in the electron tagger. Photo-production events were simulated to estimate this
background. The pboto-production background was subtracted statistically bin by bin.
Only J.2 bins, out of a total of 193 (:1', Q2) bins, have a contamination larger than 3%.
Tbis contamination never exceeds 15% iLLany bin.

J)(,f'l'-inelastic scattering events in III ,He idcllliliecl by the Jet.ecl;ion of the scatt.erf'd
('lcctron in the BEIVle or LAr citlmimeter and ULe presence of a reconstructed inter<l.c-
tiOl1 VI'rtrx. The f'ledron identification cuts, fiducial volnrne and vertex requirement are
detailed ill Tab. 7.1.

'I'ht"e selection niteri,\ follow closely those of the J 99J data ana.Iysis [77]. For the
low (j2 nominal vertex salnple ((j2 ~ 120 C:eV2) an additioni\1 cut "BPC < 64 Clll is
a.pplird, where "BFC is the radial distance of t.he electron hit in tlJ(' IlPC to the beam axis.
This cut prevents the el,·'droll fro III entering the transition region between the 138MC and
tile LAr calorimder wllerc the energy corrections arc la.rge ,tnd depend strongly on the
impact point. For t.he same H'itSOIL,tlte higll Q2 events (Q2 > 120 GeV2) are accepted only
if the electron cluster is fnlly cOIlta..ined in the LAr calorinpter. Despite these conditions,
the nleasurelLlent conld <tbo be perfonJlf'd for intermediate Q2 (Q2 ~ 120 GeV2) clue to
the ±:30 cm spread of tlle evelil, vertex position aroulld its uominal position.

TIIf' scattered elect.ron is identifiecl with t.he electromagnetic cluster of maximum en-
ergy which satisfies the est.inmtor cnts of Tab 7.1. The electIOn identification efficiency,
deterillincd froln Monte Carlo silllnlat.ion studies, is betf.er titan 97% except at Q2 ~ 6.5
C:eV2 wlwrc it falls to 9,1% at the lowest x values.

A sample of deep-ilLelastic events with an energetic photon (K, > 4 GeV) emitted collinear
witll the illcident electron was selected. These radiat.ive events can be interpreted as c1eep-
inelastic scatteriug events with a reduced ("true") incident energy F1 = Fe - E-, which can
be reconstructed due to the additional detection of the ra.diated IJhoton in the small angle
photon detector of tlte luminosity systf'I1I.When using the E met.hod, the Qi obtainf'd
by replacing in 8q. (7.1) the nominal beam energy by the rednced energy E,. Note that
Qt and VE arc uncllanged by the Fe -t E, transformation while Xl; is alreeted.

E -12ow Q" (shifted vtx) I low C;Z (nolllinal vtx) high CJ2
E, L; method I I::, I:: method E met.hod 2: nlcthod

[ O.r Sr7GL<17"
< 150 ~ l5:3

E~/GeV >11 >ll >lJ >11
.:!t'e., fc'l /e111 67± :30 5± :10 5± :JO 5± :JO

eketJOn iden. (I < ~ cm (I < 5 cm (3) 50% (3) 65%
electlolL Iclen. (2 < ;) CUl (2 < 5 Clll t,1 > 3% t5 < :30 lnrad

A first experimental study 01' this process at H8RA has been publislled [:J5, 82] by
the Il.I. collaboration using 199:J data, which where however too limited in st<ltistics for a
quantitative stucly of tile proton structure. The larger integrated luminosity of the 1994
data prrmits a significant 1'2 measnrement for Q2 values down to 1.5 Gey2.

A summary of the seleci.ion criteria of the final sample of abont 8200 events is given
in Tab. 7.2 [83J. Tbe event selection for radia.tive events is similar to the one for low Q2
non-ntdiative events, apart from the additional requirement of a detectecl photon with at
least 4 CeY in the sma.1I angle photon detector of the luminosity system. The minimulll
scattered electron energy is lowered to 8 Ge\'.

The selected saluple contains both radiative DIS events and pile-up events due to
overlaps of DIS and,p events witll Bethe-lleitler (Bll) evellts in a. time window of ±5 ns.
The pile-up event.s are pa.rt.ly reluoved from the sample by requiring the energy in the
electron ta.gger, Fe1ag, to be less than 2 GeV, but the majority of them remains. The
background can he controlled through the redundancy of the true electron beam energy
measurement Et. For radiative DIS event.s we expect measurements of the quantity

Tab. 7.1: SuuluJary of event selection criteria for t.he shifted and the nominal vert.ex
(vtx) data at low ami high Q2 The approximate event numbers ar(' 10000, 220000 ami
9000 eveuLs respectively. For 1.11(' open triangle tbta sample the Oe cut is 17,(°. For
the e1eci.ron identification several estimators were used: tj: electron cluster radius; t2:

smalleRt dist<lnce from the closest hit iu the EPC to the centroid of the electron cluster;
c~; !"radion of the electron eLlergy deposited in the 4 most energetic cells of the cluster; (4;

fractiou of the electron energy deposited in the first 3 radiation lengths of the ca.lorinlf'l.erj
(5: angle between the line conneding the vertex to the centroid of the electron cluster
and the associated track.

At low Q2 the main sources of IlOl1-ep background are due to proton beam interactions
with residual gas ami IJeam line elements upstream of the HI detector. At high Q2 the
maill background is due to cosmic ray events and muons traveling off axis parallel to the
proton beam. An cflicient reductioll of these background contributions is provided by the
miuilllum euergy and the vertex requirements discussed <\bove. The number of residual
bealll-i.tLduced background events was est.imated from non-colliding bunch studies, and
the nnmber of cosmic events fIOnl scanning. Both together represent less than 1% of the
number of selected evcnts in any (1', Q2) biu.

to be conceutrated around zero while for pile-up D1S events a. concentration around one is
expected. Here Ye aud Yh are calculated according to Eq. (7.1) and (7.5). The dist.ribution
of t;. is shown in Fig. 7.2 for a sample of events with a) Fetag > 2 GeV (dominantly ep

collisions with BlI overla.p eveuts) and b) t:e1og < 2 GeV. The data. are compared with
Monte Carlo simulation. The pile-up sample in Fig. 7.2a shows a clear peak for t;. = 1,
and is well described by the sum of silJltdated VIS and 171 distributions w.ith overlap of
BIl events. Fig. 7.2b shows a peak for {',. = I from residual pile-up events for wbich the
electron from the DH event was not detect.ed, and a peak around t;. = 0 from genuine
radiative events. Radiative events are selected in this analysis by requiring (':, < 0.5.
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The data sample used for this allalysis corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 114 nb-l

The trigger used requires that there be a local energy deposit (cluster) in the SPACAL
calorimeter with energy greater than about 5 GeV occurring in tillle with an ep bunch
crossing_ The trigger efliciency is about 99% for electrons with an energy above 7 GeV.
Losses of about 1% occur due to the event timing requirements.

Deep-inelastic scattf'ring events in the HI are identified by the detection of the scat-
tered electron in the SPACAL or LAr calorimeter and the presence of a reconstructed
interaction vertex_ The electron identifIcation cuts, selection requirements are detailed in
Tab_ 7.3.

2U 25

Er(GcV)

low Q'i (shifted vtx)
E, E method

electron iden. ~3 < 8_7 cm
Be/" < 178

E~/GeV >7
ZlJet'lex / ern +70± 30

electron iden. ~l < 3_5 cm
electron iden_ (2 < 10 ns
electron iderL (4 < 2 cm
electron iden. ~5 < 2_5 em
electron iden. (6 < 0.5 GeV

Evelo/GeV < ]
E(E" - P",,) I < 35 CeV

Fig. 7.2: H.adiative events: experimental and MOllte Ca.rlo distributions of 6. (eq. 6) with
a) the energy dcl.eetcd in the electron tagger (Eetog) bigger than 2 GeV; b) with Eetog <
2 CeV alld c) distribution of the photoll cliergy detected ill the photon tagger. The
analysis cut iJi b) indicates the region of 6. > 0.5 excluded rrOlll the analysis. The rull
solid liue in b) and c) represents the sum or a..11three contributions in the Monte Carlo:
DIS initial state radiation f'vellts (lSlt Me), J)IS events with a B.Il overlap (DIS + BH)
and photo-produdion eveJits with a. DH overlap h7' + (311).

The backgrouJld or pile-up events as estilll,tted by the Monte Carlo simulatioll studies
is ~ubtracted statistically. The remaining background rrom overlap iP and DlS eveIJts
estimated rronl Monte Carlo studies amounts to 8%, with at most 15% in <HI:0, Q'l bill.
In Fig_ 7.2c tile photon energy spectrulll as measured in the photon detector is shown ror
the selected s<uuple and rornpared with sinudated signil.! and background distributions.
There is a good agreement between data <tud Monte Carlo simulation.

low Q2 (ril.diative events)
E, E method

Oe/" ::; 174
E;/GeV >8

Zuertex/C111 5± :3.5

electron idel1- ~I < 5 c/ll
electron iden_ (2 < 4 cm

E-y/GeV >4
Ectoq/GeV <2

6. < 0.5

Tab. 7.3; Summary or event selectiolJ criteria for the radiative event sample. For the
elecl:wn identification several est.imators were used: ~l: electron cluster radius aIJd (2:

the most energetic cluster in the electromagnetic section of the SPACAL is an electron
candidate (see below) with a signal within a time window of 10 ns total width around
the expected value ror a genuine ep collision; f.1: the required track segment in the BDC
matched to the cluster iIJ the SPACAL alo/lg the radial distance, ~5: the required track
segment in the DOC matched to the cluster in the SPACAL a!oug the radial distance, (3:

the radial distance from the beam line to the point at which the track associated with the
cluster intersecl:s the surface of the SPACAL (6: the energy measured behind the electron
cluster in the hadronic part of the SPACAL with the a radius of 17_5 cm of the projected
elecl:romagnetic shower center-

Tab_ 7_2: Snmmary of event selection criteria for the radiative event sample. For the elec-
tron idelltifkation two estinJiLtors were used: (J: electron cluster radius and (2: smalJest
distauce rrom the closest track to the centroid of the electron cluster. The variable 6. is
dellned in Eq_ (7-6)-

The selection cuts were designed to have a high elliciency ror detecting DIS evellts.
For a large part of the kinematic region studied the total efficiency is better than 90%.

An efficient reduction of the main non-ep backgrounds, see See- 7.3.1, is provided by the
minimum electron energy and the vertex requirements discussed above. The residual non-
ep background was estimated by visual iuspection to be less than 2% or the total number

IOl1ly for the electron method E(Eh - P"h) is required to be larger than 35 GeV, where Eh and P"h
are the energy and longitudinal momentum of a hadron. The sum is over a.1Ienergy deposits JIleasured
with the caloriJlleters.
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Here 11 = j'ij(F2 - fl.), where FL is the longitudinal structure runction, a is the fine
structure constant, and u/., and UT are the cross sections for tra.nsverse and longitudinally
polarized virLual photons, respectively. The nux factOl', C, and the ratio of Lhe Jongitudiual
to the transvcrse nux, £, are Laken to be
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Fig. 7.3: lo;xperimC'J1tal (poinL~) il.nd Mout.e Carlo (solid histograms) d.istributions of
~(1':;- P,,;) Jlleasnr~d in Lhe raloriulcLer for <\) all DIS event candidates and b) DIS
ev~nt candidates with Ye > 0.55. The Mont.e Carlo curves 3.re the sum of DIS and photo-
production events and the photo-productiou events alone.

The quanLity u~{[ is the elIective measured virtual photon-proton cross section for ep col-
l.isions in our kinematic range, and can be detennined from the data without assumptions
for R. The total virtual photon-proton cross section is defined2 here as

or cvents at the highest y, ,wd negligible elsewhere. Similarly to the 1994 Lreatlncut of
the background photo-production events, see Sec. 7.3.1, their amount was estimatcd from
studies using silllulcl.ted evcnts rrotn the MOHte Carlo program PHOJET. The predictiou
ror thc relll"iniug photo-production background w«s subtracted statistica.I'y bin by bin.
For each Q2 value, only tire lowest x bin has a coutamination largcr than 5%. Tllis
conLarniuaLion nevcr cxcceds 20%.

With this definition u~'~'.depends only on Q2 and x (or W) allCl the results of cJiJIereut
experimcnts ma.y easily be compared.

The virtual photon-proton cross section is determined by converting the measured
numbcr of events in a given bin into a bin "vel' aged cross section using Monte Carlo
acceptance calculations.

Compared to Lhe previous HI a.nalysis [77J jn tbe 1994 the l:'.z measurement has been
extended to lower and higher Q2 (from 4.5 - 1600 Gey2 to 1.5 - 50UO Gey2), and to
lower and higher x (from 1.8· 10-4

:::: x ::::0.13 to 3 . 10-5 :::: x ::::0.32). Tile binning in x
was governed by thc detector resolution and could be chosen to be rather fine since the
elcctron and E methods were used in the optimum range at low and high x, respectively.
The :7; resolution is better than 20%. Tile Q2 resolution is about 5% alld the uumber of
bins in Q2 was adapted to statistics. All detector efficiencies were determined from the
data utilizing the redundancy of thc apparatus. Apart from very sillall extra corrections,
all efficiencies were correctly reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation. The bill averaged
cross section was corrected for higher order QED radiative contributious using the program
HECTOR [115J. Effects due to Z boson exchange at present values of Q2 and yare smaller
than 3% and were treated as part of the radiative corrections.

TJle energy scale for clecLrons has been del.erlllined with evenLs at low y, for which the
energy of thc scaLtercd clcctrou is very close to thc incident electron energy. Tire linearity
of the cncrgy response was verified with Qe;o Compton evcnLs for the encrgy range used
ill this analysis. Tlrc precision of the angular measurement from the BDC was estimatcd
using Lracks in the central trackcr extrapolated .into the BDC region. Good agreement is
observed between data <\nd Monte Carlo calculation which is re-weighted as described in
See. 7.'1, and nornl"li7.ed to the luminosity.

Fig. 7.3 shows the distribution of ,[;(EII - F"h) [or tiLe full data sample and for the
sa.lnple with y > O.~!j. The MonLe C«rlo calculation de cribes the data well. The en-
hallceLnent observed around 25 GeV ill Fig. 7.% results from events with one or more
plrotons colinearly elnitted by the illcidellL electron.

lu all, tile deLector rcsponse is well understood, allowing a precise extraction of the
cross scction and 1'2. In the 1995 the data are binned in a grid or Q2 and x for the region Q2 > 0.75 Gey2

as ror previous HI analyses, and a grid or Q2 and y for the region below 0.75 Gey2,
which optimizes the access to the smallest possible (Q2, x) values. Bin widths are chosen
SLicb that the number of events reconstructed ill any given bin which originate frOJTI that
bin is larger than 40% for the electron method and larger than 30% for the I; method.
AlJ detector efficiencies are determined frolll the data utilizing the redundancy of the
apparatus. Apart [rorn smalJ extra corrections, alJ efficiencies are correctly reproduced by

"The exact formula is u;~'p= (4;r2a/Q4)(4M2 x2 + Q2)/{1- x) . F2(.t, Q2) [Ill, 112],which is approx,
imately equa.l to (T.9) ill the IIERA kinematic range; M is the proton mass.

The measured cp cross section in the IlE:H.A kinematic range can be expressed ill terms
of proton structure functions or cross sections for virtual photon-proton interactions as



ti,e MonLe evlo simnlation, and theri'rore the Monte Carlo can sarely be used t.o correct
ror a.cccpta.nc'~ and ef)icicllCY erreets. The bin averagetl cross section is corrected ror
first order QE:D mdiative contributions with the program HERACLES. The effective virtual
"Ilotoll-proton cross section, a~!;" is ~nally obtained by correcting the bin averaged cross
sect.iolls for each bin t.o the values at the given bill centers.

In the 1994 analyses the st.ructure r'lnction ratio R = F2/2.r Fl - 1 was calculated
nsing t.he QCD relat.ioll [85] with t.he N 1,0 strong coupliug const.ant [86J and the CRY
structure functiol/ paralllcl.rization. Note t.llat a 20% error 011 n correspouds to about 2%
ul/certaintyon 1'2 at Y = 0.6 for 11 of about O.G; 110 extra effect or the n. uncertainty on
"2 W<lSconsidered.

11'11995 analysis the model of [I I:3] is applied 1'01't.he calculation of n. These values of
II are then nsed to determine the F2 values, as well as to re-weight Monte Carlo events.
Ti,e model is based 011 t.he l'hoton-gluoll fusion process and has the proper limit for
Q2 ---t 0 Gey2, whcre I'L should vil.llish ex Q4. The predictions of this model 1'01' the values
or Il in our killemil.tic regioll vary from 0.1 at Q2 = 0.35 CeV2 to 0.3 at Q2 = 3.5 Gey2

The predicl.ions for Rat. Iligher Q2 arc in agreement with measurernellts from fixed target
eXjJerimellts. H should be Iloted tha.t this is a model and future measuremeuts could
reveal 'luite dirrcrent 11 vah,es. 1I0wever, only tl.le lowest :l: point at each Q2 is affected
si/<nifica.ntly by the assulllpt.iou ll1ade for R. TI' n is taken to be zero rather than the
values obt.aincd using t1w above model, the variat.iou in F2 is 5 to 10% at the highest Y
(smallest ;1') at a given (22, and snmller elsewhere.

In the 1994 t.here were dirJ·ereut. data sets available which, for a given (Q2, ;1') interval,
did use diflcrent parts of t.he detectors. Thus Illany cross checks could have been made in
kinematic regiolls of overlap for the two kinematic reconstruction methods and these gave
very sa.tisfactory result.s. In this a.nalysis the results were obtained fro.m the radiative
'S. analysis (1.5 ::; Ql ::; :3.5 Geyl), frol11 the shin.ed vertex analysis (1.5 ::; Q2 ::; 2.5
C:cVI

), from a combin,tt.ion of the shifted vertex and the sateJ1ite bunch analysis (3.5 ::;
ql ::; 6.5 CeV2), rrom the open triangle analysis (Q2= 8.5 GeV2) and from the nominal
high. stat.istics sample when thc scattered electron is detecl.ed in the BEMC (1.2 :S Q2 ::;
120 GeV1) or in the LAr calorimet.er (120 < Q2 ::; 50UO CeV2).

In the 1995 data analysis valu('s of F2 Me derived using an iterative procedure. An
initial dcl.ermination of the IS. values uses a structure function pammeterization ilJ the
Monte Carlo simulation, sce Sec. 7.2 and it il.SSUnleSa value for 17.as given above. A new
structure funcl,ioll for the full range in Q2 is then calculated following the prescription of
8adelek and J<wiecinski (B1<) [114], where the strncture function is assumed to be t.he
SUlll of two contributions: a Yedor Meson DOlliinallce (YMD) model term Fi'MD and a
partolJic t.erm Fr"d The latter becomes dominant above Q2 ~ 1 Gey2 In this analysis
t.he result of a QeD lit similar to that reported in [88J is used for the part.onic t.erm.
This fit was Inade to structurc function data front n I [88], and in order to constra.in the
high-;r region, to NMC [5] and 13CDMS [2] data. Parton density paranleterizations were
dcline<l at a starting scale Q~ = 0.35 GeV2, ami data with Q2 > 1 GeV2 were fitted,
yielding values for 1;2 denot.ed as ,,;/IQCD in the following. Tile newly measured low Q2
data points and the measurements at Q2 = 0 GeV2 in the HI range at lJERA [92, 9:3J
were fitted to the form

D ( (2) C F'VMD( /')2) Q2 p,HlQCD(- Q2 (')2 )I'2 ;1', = VM 2 X,'!! + Q2 Q2 '2 X, + 6VM ,+ VM

with x = (Q2 + QtMJ/(W2 + Q2 + QLIf)' The fit parameters are the meson mass cut-
off parallieter QtM aud t.he normalization of the vector 1l1eSOll term CVM. The latter
parameter is not part of the BJ< model and was illtroduced to reproduce the real photo-
production data measured at HERA ill a phellomenological way. Values of QtM = 0.45
Cey2 and CVM = 0.77 are obtaiued3. 11.was checJ,ed that. no further iteration step was
needed. The lVlonte Carlo curves are re-weighted with these F2 values (and the R values
discussed above).

• Tire uncertainty in the electron energy scale wIJich is 1% in the BEMC, and 3% in
the LAr calorimeter. Since the Y. resolution varies as l/y with the energy resolution
even a 1% error on JE/E ca.n lead to 10% errors on F2 at low y in the E method.

• The nncertainty in the hadronic energy scale: the detailed study of Yh/Y. and of
I'T,h/PT,. (PI' is the momentum transverse to the beam axis) allowed the assignment
of a 4% error on the hadronic energy deposited in the LAr calorimeter, a 15% error
on the same quantity ill the 13EMC, and a 3% error on the Yh fraction carried by the
t.racks. These errors take into account t.he intrinsic energy scale uncertainty of each
detector and the uucertainty of the sharing of the total hadronic final state energy
between these three sub-detectors. These numbers also include uncertaiuties due to
the treatment or the electronic noise .in the LAr calorimeter and the BEMC.

• An uncertainty of up to 1 mrad for the electron polar angle which leads to an error
on F1 of 8% at. low Q2.

• Apart from the electron identification, all efficiencies were determined from tire
data and compared with Monte Carlo simulation. The agreemeut between the
experimental and the simulated values for the individual eflJciencies was found to
be better than 2%. An overall error of 2% was assigned due to the imperfect
description of the various efficiencies. A larger error was added to account for the
variat.ion of the vertex reconstruction efficiency at la,rge X (up to 8% J where jets
get closer to the beam pipe in the forward direction, and at small x or large () (up
to 4%) where HI had no further tracking device besides the BPC to monitor the
vertex efficiency.

• Uncertainties ill the hadronic correctio.ns, the cross section extrapolation towards
Q2 = 0 GeV2 and higher order corrections, which give an error of up to 2% in
the radiative correction. The accuracy was cross checked by comparing the HECTOR

calculation with the HERACLES Monte Carlo simulation results. The a.greement to t.he
few perceut level between the struet.ure functioll resuJts obtained with the eJeet.ron
a.nd the ~ methods is an additional cross check for the control of the radiative
corrections.

"Note that this proced"re does not guarantee a consistent separation of F2 into the F!;' AI D and Fpa"
contributions, as prescribed by the model. • 2



• The strllctllre fliliction dcpendencc of thc acceptallce which was kept below 1% by
pcrforilling ,\ two step it"ra.tivt, an;\lysis. The uncertaillty in the sinlulation of the
hadrollic JinaJ sta.te reJlects IUOSt prolllincnl.ly ill the enicicncy for the requirement
of an interadion vertex frolll tracks. A conlparisoH of the different models (sect 4.~1)
for the hadrollic linal state w~s used to assign an a.dditional J% systematic error
cntel'ing in all analyses at low .c tltl"Ough the vertex elliciency.

• Based on the control dab s,ulIple of dectron tagged 'YfJ events the uncertainty due
to photo productioll background could be estirnat,'d to be slualler than 30% of the
colTcoction applied. This is equivalent to at most a 5% syst.ematic error in the highest
!J bins at lower Q2 only.

• An additioual error of 3% was assigned 1,0 the measurements using the l: method
to allow for the uncertainties iu the hadro.llic final state simulation of tlte Monte
Carlo programs. This error was determined by cOJuparing the results of dilTerent
reconstruction methods for the hadrouic final state, using the combined information
of calorimeter cells and tra,cks, or by usi ng calorimeter cells only.

• The errect of reduced efficiency for deteet:iug diITractive evenl:s, such as the exclu-
sive chanllel ep -t €J!po, has been estimatedusiug the Moute Carlo programs for
diJlj'active processes discussed in Sec. 7,2. Cross section corrections of up to 6% are
applied for the points at the highest y v,dues, nnd ha,J[ of the correction was added
to the systematic error. The effeel is largest at the highest y values where the decay
products of the mesou ofteu escape detection in the CJC alld FT, aud hence no
event vertex is found.• Sl,\listic"l errors iu tile Monte Carlo acceptance aud efficiency calculations were

COlu(lutcd aud added quadratic<dly to tile systematic error.

• For the analysis of radia.tive events a.n additiona.1 1.5% uucerlainty on the phololl
energy luea.quremcnt in tlte photoll delectoJ was cousidercd and a 2% systematic
enol' was <Hided due to the uncertainty of the photon detector geometrical acccp-
tance. An uncertainty on the trigger dficiency of G% to 9% was included for the
lowcst .1' poi nts.

• The overaJi normalizatiou uncertainty is 3% due to the uncertainty ill the luminosity
delermiualion.

These systematic uJlcertainties il,ffect diffcJently the F2 measurements made with dif-
ferent methods. In both 1994 and 1995 analyses the compa,risoll of the measurements
made with the electJou a,nd with the E method has showu trIal. the agreement between
the two data sets is very good. For the lina,l result the two lueasuremellts are combined 4

using the electron method for higher a,nd the E method lower values of y.

The complete results of both 1994 and 1995 structure fUIlctiou measurements are pub-
lislled iu [88, 89] iu grapJlical and ta,bulated form. The efred of a is directly demoustr<\ted
as well a,s the the statistical, systematic and total errors and the value of n used for the
F1 caJcula,tion is presented. The measurements have a typical systematic error of 5-10%.
Comparing the 1995 with the 1994 H1 analysis the 1'2 measurement has been extended
lo lower Q2 (from 1.5 Gey2 to 0.35 Gey2), and to lower x (from J . 10-5 to 6.10-6).

In Fig. 7.4 the 1995 F2 dala [89J are compared with previous 11.1 measurements [SS],
with the fixed targel measurements of E665 [6J and NMC [5], and with the predictiOlls of
models for F2 at low :c. In the region of overJa,p lhe results are in good agreement with
our previous measurements and the total error has been reduced by a factor of 2 to 3,
The data also show a snlooth contiuuatiou from the fixed larget measurements towards
the low-x regioJl at HERA. The rise of F1 with decreasing x is still clearly prominent for
values of Q2 2: 2 GeV2 but becomes less steep for smaJler Q2 values.

• Uuccrtainty of the electron cnprgy scale in tlte SPi\CAL, varying frolll 1% at large
electron energies to 3% at 7 (ie Y.

• A 4% sea,le eITor for the: ha,drouic ellergy in the LAr calorimeter, the eITect of which
is reduCf"d dne to the joint consideration of tracks aud calorimeter cells for the B
analysis. A 7% scale error was a.5signeJ 1.0 the energy of the hadrollic final sta,te
measured in the SPI\CAL.

• [i'or the electron identiJical.ion crficiency the error was taken to be 30% of the fraction
of events lost by the culs, as given by the DIS Monte Carlo.

• The followillg contributions 1.0 I.lte systematic errors from the event splection were
illcluded: trigger and tinlillg veto 0.5%; ODC efficiency 2%; vertex finding efIiciellcy
2%. L"or the region y < 0.05 tlte systematic error on the vertex finding eHiciency
was increa.5ed to 5%.

• For the radiative corrections <l,n error of 2% is taken everywhere, except for the
higllest y point of each CJl bill alld for all points with Q2 :'S 0.65 Gey2, where it is
increasecl to 5% for the electron mclhod. This error is due to uncertainties in the
hadronic correclions, in tile cross section extl'apolation towards Q2 = 0 GeV2, in
lIle higher order correclions and the absence of soft photoll exponentiatioll in the
HERACLES MOHte Carlo. These erreds were studied using the program HECTOR [ll5].

• The uncertainty due to photo-prodndion background was assumed to be :30% of
lite corl'ecljoll applied, i.e. smaller than G%. This afrecls ollly the highest !J billS at
low Q2.

A measurement has been presented of the proton structure funelion F1(x, Q2) in deep-
inelastic electron-proton scatteriug at HERA with data taken in the rUllning period of 1994

4In 1995 tho electron method is used except for t.he higheBt. x point. at. Q2 = 1.5 Gey2 For t.his point
the total error calculat.ed with the ~ method is almost a [actor o[ t.wo better t.han that of the electron
method, and t.herefore the ~ I1lethod is used.
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and 1995. The fonner profit on the integrated luminosity of 2.7 pb-1 which represents a
tenfold increase in statistics compared to the F2 analysis based 011 the 1993 data of the Hl
experiment. The structure function measurement includes data from Jifferent detector
components and running configurations. Low Q2 values are reached using data with the ep
interaction vertex shifted from the nominal position a.ml with radiative events. The da.ta
cover a kinematic range for Q2 between 1.5 and 5000 Cey2 and x between 3.0.10-5 allCl
0.32. Tile later are the first meilSurements made witll tile upgraded backward calorimeter
alld drift chamber of tile III detector. The data cover the region of Q2 between 0.35 Gey2
and :3.5 GeV2 and with 13jorken-x values dowu to 6.10-6. The measurements presellted are
obtained using two different methods to recollstruct the inclusive scattering kinematics,
,,!lowing both a powerful internal cross check of the data and the IIwasurement in a large
kinematic region. A smooth transition is observed from the fixed tMget high-x data to
the HERA low-x data. The distinct rise of the structure function with decreasing x in the
low-x region, which is very prominent for Q2 ~ 2 Gey2, dilflinislles at lower Q2 values.
Whell taken together with the data from fixed target experiments, the rise observed for
the smallest Q2 values approaches that expected in Regge and VMD interpretations.

Q2 = 0.5

DOLA
CKMT

Q' = 0.65

GRV
BI<
ABY

• H 1-95
o H1-94
/; E665
o NMC

The data have been compared with different models which aim to describe the whole
Q2 region. Several of these models predict the correct qualitative behavior observed in
the data but presently do 1I0t agree with the data throughout the full kinematic rallge.
The data access the trallsitioll regiou from DIS to photo-production aud provide powerful
constraints on tile development of further low-Q2 phenomenology. Other feuomena such
as phenomenological analysis of the F2, comparison with the models at low Q2, double
asymptotic scaling, extraction of the gluon density as well as the more detail and complete
presentation of the results, are presellted in the [88J.

Presently the systematic effects affecting the F2 measurement are in the focus of the
analyses, since statistical uncertainties become insignificant. all the other side it was
shown throughout of here presented analysis that the QED Compton events provide an
useful experimental tool for enhancing the knowledge of the backward scattering region.
Therefore in this section the role of the QED Compton events studies is discussed in more
details.

o w,,1 "",,,,1 , "",,,! , '''C
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Fig. 7.4: MeasureJllp.nt of the proton structure fuuction F2(x, Q2) in the low Q2 region
by III (full points), togcLh('r with previously published results froUl III (open circles),
[<;06.5 (open triangles), NMC (open squares). The Q2 values are given in Gey2 Various
predictions for F2 are compared with t.he data: the model of Donllachie and Landshofl'
(da.shed line), the model of Capella et al. (dotted line/small ), the model of Badelek
alldl<wiecinski (dasll('d-dotted lille), the model of Gliick, neya alld Vogt (full line) alld
the 1ll0<lel of Adel et al. (dotted line/large). Global normalization uncertainties are 1I0t
included.

As it was shown in the above reviewed the F2 analyses the following two methods are
used in order to reconstruct the kinematics of the deep inelastic elect-ron proton scattering:
The elect-ron method usillg only the information of the scattered electron and so-called
"I;" method calculating the kinematics based on both the scattered electron and the
hadronic final state. Thus, t1H~ knowledge of scattered electron is crucial for the precise
reconstruction of kinematical variables and consequently reducing the systematic errors
of the F2 measurement. In order to describe the kinematics of a scattered electron the
two parameters are to IJe determ illed, its energy and the corresponding polar angle. In
the kinematical regime charact-erized by the small values of _Q2 (where Q2 is the sCJuared



l110rnentnnl transfercd) the clcdron i~ sca.tterf>d illto the backward ~cattcring region of jj I
del.ecl.or. As it was shown ill the previous cha.ptf>r the cxpcrinll'lItal techniqucs based on
the q~:D Conlptoll <"vellts jlrovidf' very use[ul tools to study this region.

III ordn to ilnprovf' lIw I.neaSttrCnwllt of tile energy of the scattered elcctron the
ql~l) COlilptOll Illelhod provided:

the dcscription of the experimental environll1ent in the Monte Carlo progra.ms. It was
shown that the amount of the dead materia.! in front of lIle BPC-BE1VIC (BDC-SPACAL)
system was underestimated in the Monte Carlo simulations in both the 1994 and 1995.
III addition the inhomogeneous distributioll of the dead InateriiLl as a function of the
a7,illluthal angle, <P, WilSobserved ill the 1995 experill1ental data in contrary to the Monte
Carlo simulations.

• The vailies of the overa.lI ca.Jibnttion factors, which showed that e.g. the absolute
en(~rgy scale of IJE~IC in 199/1 WilSwe!lunders(.ood, i.e. beyond 0.5% whilst in 1995
the absolute energy scale or SI'ACA L was nnckrcalibrated by 2-3%.

Finally we would like to relnind that all these methodological studies enllanced the
knowledge of the backward scattering region of in a period wheu the HI detector was
largely upgradcd.

• Tire only possible way of investigating the respollse lineMity of the HEM.C ami
SI'AC/\L ddecLors ill the III ellvirorllllent. Thesc st.udics conGrmed in 1994 lIle
liuearity of tilt' 111':MC cuergy scale t.o within 1% ill the cllngy interval from 5 to
22 GcV, a.nd in 1995 thc linearity of the SI'ACAL euel'gy scitle to within 1% iu the
energy iut.erval from 101.020 CcV. In addition ill 1995 they indic,tted a non-lincarity
on thc level or 3% aud proved t.he undercalibration of the SPACAL Cl1ergy scale by
2-3%.

• Tire first ilHcllIpt to cross-clreck t.he ellf>l'gy resolutiou of I.hc both HEMC and
SI'i\Ci\L dcl.ectors in the HI enVil'OnUlelit. Despite tile hUg<' stitt.istical errors it
\Vas showll I.Ilal. for thc future mcasurCllleuts there is a way of extracting the reso-
lution J'ullctioll of t.he ill ~il.u detector.

An important global systematic effect on the structure function is the precision of the
luminosity measurement which e.g. resulted in the 1995 PI measurement in overall nor-
maJizatioli uncertainty of 3%.

At prcseut four difTereut methods of luminosity measurcment are employed in the III
expcriment, see Sec. 6.3. The 1110st precise method of delerminillg the luminosity froll1
the reaction ep --+ ev'l i~ based on the measurement of the energy spectrum of bard pho-
tons. The main uncertainties of the measurelnent of the integrated luminosity e.g. for
the 1994 "nominal vertcx" data were: the photon detector absoillte energy scale (0.9%),
the trigger efTicielicy of the luminosity system (0.3%), the precisiou of the electron ga~
background subtraction (0.4%), the photon-tagger acceptance (0.5%), multiple photou
overlaps (0.4%), the precision of integration resulting from the 10 sec interval between con-
secutive lunlinosity llleasmements (0.5%) and the correction for satelJite bunches (0.5%),
resulting in the total precision of the IUllliuosity measurement of 1.5%. For Lhe 1994
"shifted vertex" data sample the luminosity uncertainty was 3.9%.

As it was shown in See. 6.3.2.3, the main uncertainties of the measurement of the
integrated luminosity using QED Compton method for the 1994 "nominal vertex" data
were: the B~MC energy scale (0.8%), cluster radius determination (2.0%), its rather
large read-out noise (2.3%), determination of the polar angle of the scattered electron
and photon (2.0%), ToF timing (2.6%). Although the knowledge of newly installed de-
tectors was not comparable with the former ones they already lower the systematic error
of the luminosity measurement. The main uncertainties of the measurement of the inte-
grated luminosity using QED Compton method for the 1995 "uominal vertex" data were,
see Sec. 6.3.3: the SPACAL energy scale (1.3%), cluster radius determination (0.9%),
SPACAL veto (3.2%), determination of the polar angle of the scattered electron and pho-
ton (1.1%). In addition tire more precise determination or il.coplanarity angle enabled
tightening of the coplanarity restriction and thus to lower the Monte Carlo uncertainties.

Here it has to be stressed that. here obtained results of the determination of the
integrated luninosity using the QED Compton method, which werc in agreement within
one sigma of statistical errors with the values provided by other methods, confirmed
the HI luminosity measurempnt. in the 1994 and 1995. Despite the fact that both ti,e
stat.istical and systeulatic I'[TOrS of the vaJues of integr<tted luminosity determined using
QED Compton method the il1lprotance of this kind of mea~Llrelllent. is resided in its
independence on the III luminosity systcm.

In the J 994 (1995) dil.ta taking the polar angle of the scattered electron was
d"termincd by meil.IlS of tile central and backward trackiug detectors using thc spatial
coordinatcs of tire interarl,ion vertcx and the reconstructed IlI'C point (BDC track) cor-
responding to tile el<"rlromagnetic cln~tf'r in BEMC (SPACAL). In this procedure lIle
reJi1.tive lJosition or- t.he DI'C-IlEMC (DDC-SPACAL) versns the interaction vertex was
crucial. TillIS tlw studies of tile relative position of the BEMC (SPACA L) versus t.he beam
line and Iwe (HDC) versus HElV1C (SPACAL) using the samplcs of Ule QED Compton
events wpre of tlrc greil.t importance. Although they took iuto the account only the rela-
tivc shin: of the corre~ponding detectors versus the beam line iu tire xy-plane, which were
nUlsed by a possible nlisplacell1ent or the componcnts during the sctting up the whole III
dctector and the accelerator cfTect~ such as the various beam tilts in the differcnt lumino-
sity fills, thcy provided tile corrections of thc relative position of the backward calorimeter
vcrsus the beallllille, see Eq. (G.20) and (6.42) il.nd the corrections of the relative position
of trackiug dctcctor aml lite corresponding calorimetcr, sce Eq. (6.22) aud (6.43).

Although thc llPC efficicncy measurcment was bil.scd on the strong assumption that
tire eflicicncy of tire b<tckward trackers IlI'C (]JUC) was homogeneous over tile whole
nl>-pia.nc it was showed that the e[Ticicncy of the BPC (]JDe) was high, i.e. > 96%
(> 97%) in 1l}94 (1995) datil taking. The evaluation of the probability or ,-conversion
ilnd consequcntly, the estimation of dcad material in front of BPC-S8MC (BDC-SP/\-
C/\ L) system is b,tsed on the samplcs of the QED Compton events indicat.cd an increase
of these paril.meters in lI,e 1995 with respcct to the 1994 data taking. It was ca.used by
installillg thc ncw componcnts during the 1994/95 winter shutdown. The comparison of
the results of these studies performcd using the cxpcrimental data and the Monte Carlo
silnulations are more importaut then the absolute rewlts sincc they provide a test of



stacks; and their off-line flagging at the L4 trigger level of the III trigger system. The
40 % decrease of the trigger rate applying the SDE veto to the BSET stand-alone CL2
trigger element has been shown.

Conclusion

The experimental techniques used to select the QED Compton event samples in both
1994 and 1995 data taking have been described. Compared to [34] a new selection proce-
dure has been designed in order to increase the efficiency of detecting of the QED Compton
events. In both the 1994 and 1995 severa.! samples of QED Compton events have been
analyzed following the various configurations of HERA machine and HI experiment.

The identification of a QED Compton candidate, which was based upon searching
for two most energetic electromagnetic clusters with the back-to-back topology in the
BEMC in 199·'1and SPACAL in 1995 has been described. The QED Compton events
were triggered by a signal of an electromagnetic cluster with energy well above the trigger
threshold which was not vetoed by the timing requirements. The trigger efficiencies
for BENIC (SPACAL) trigger elements and various combination of ToF trigger elements
determined from the data have been presented.

Chapter 8

/\ measurement has been prescLlted of thc total integrated luminosity using the samples
or the QED Compton evcnts recorded with t.he II 1 detcctor ill 1994 and 1995. The same
dat.a. sam pIC'swere cillployed in ordcr to study the backwi1.rdscattering region of the II I
experimcnt in terms or the absolut.e energy scale and the response liuearity or t.he electro-
magnetic calorimeters, their relat.ive positious to the beam l.iJlea.nd the llllsalJgllInent or
tbe calorimeters alld the corresponding tracking detectors. The BI'C efficiency measure-
ment, the evaluation of t.he probability or ,-conversion and consequently the estimation or
tile «wount. or the dcad material ill rront or tile ilPC-BEMC and UDC-SPACAL system
Imvc becll performed as well.

A snrVf>Vor thc ddinitions or the thrcf> classes or the hard photon radiation from
thc Icpton 'Iinc in t.he neutral current (NC) processcs at HEH.i\ has bee.n given. The
exact analytic expressiolls of the QED Compton event cross section have been presented.
The three sepa.rate contributiolls depending on the value or the invariant mass of the
hadrollic system have bcell reviewed. The dcJinitions of the kinematical relations, which
characterize the QGD Comptoll eveuts have been presented. The basic ideas and solutions
wlJich have been chosen ill COMPTON, a Mont.e Carlo generator ror QED Comptoll events,
have becl.l sutrlnl<U'izcdtoget.her with the input. values or the kinematical variables used in
the production of the Monte Carlo simulation data used ill Ilere present.ed analysis: The
various predictions of t.he dist.ributions and correlations of the cruCla.1kinematIcal val'lables
ror a salnple of the QED COlnpton evcut.s generated using the COMPTON generator have
heen shown and discussed.

A brief description or the H EllA accelerator <tnda review of the componel.lts of the HI
deteet.or has been preseuted elllpimsizing the HI backward scat.tering region, which was
Iliainly relevant ror the presenteJ '1.ualysis.

The sensitivity of the BElVle phot.o-diode readout to the the passage of charged par-
ticles or photons t.hrough the depletion laycr c,\Uses another type of background, known
as nuclear counter eIl'ect, 01' "single diode events". The three main sources were identified
being beam-gas and beam-wall interactions; direct and scattered synchrotron radiation;
le'1.king show(~rsparticles originatillg from the interaction point. Since the proton induced
background was efl<xtivcly vetoed by the ToF syst.em the further suppression of the rake
triggers was base,l upon the lead shielding of the beam pipe in the DEMC region; identi-
fication of the SDB by the Ll trigger veto logic installed in the sixteen innermost BEIVlC

The L5 classification routine EQEDC in 1994 and the 1995 event cla.ssification based
on two different algorithms i.e. EQEDC and SQCFLA routines have been discussed. In
order to reject as far as remaining background and consequently to obtain the clean
samples of BElVIC and SPACAL QED Compton events in 1994 and 1995 respectively,
additional selection criteria had to be imposed. The positions of the analysis cuts in the
corresponding distributions have been presented.

The various distributions of basic kinematical variables for data. have been compared
to the predictions of the COMPTON Monte Cado, From here presented plots it has been
concluded that the Monte Carlo dist.ributions are in a good agreement with data within
statistica.l errors. The reasons and consequences of the occasional discrepancies have been
discussed.

Taking into account the simple final state of the QED Compton event kinematics the
energy of the scattered electron and photon can be calculated from the two corresponding
scattered polar angles. This redundancy provide the possibility to use the samples of the
selected QED Compton events for calibration studies. For both BEMC and the SPACAL
detectors the absolute energy scale and the response lilleari ty have been studied. An
attempt to determine the resolution of these two calorimeters in t.he HI environment has
been presented. It should be stressed that these calibration methods are Monte Carlo
independent.

The description of the difIerent methods used for luminosity measurement in the HI
experiment has been reviewed. The dominant contributions to the systematic error of the
each method have been summarized. The samples of the QED Compton events have been
analyzed in order t.o provide the measurements of the illtegratedluminosity for different
run periods in 1994 and 199.5 data taking. Comparing the results obtained using the
QED Compton method it has been concluded, t.hat (i) the values of integrated luminosity
measured by means of the QED Compton method are in agreement within one sigma
stat.istical error wit.h values measured by means of the HI luminosity system method and
random coincidence method and thus cOl1finnthe luminosity measurement; (ii) the total
error of the values of integrated luminosity determined by the QED Compton method



are J~,rgercompared 1,0 tlie for HI luminosity system measurement, hut comparable (even
slightly smaller) with the ones obtained by th~ rand0I!1 coincidence method; (iii) the
further decrease of both the statistic~,[ and the systematic errors of the integrated lumi-
nosity measur~lllent using the QED Compton method is possible either by enlarging the
amount of accumul~ted QED Compton events, which could be achieved by increasing
the total amount of delivered luminosity by HERA machine in the HI scatteriug region
and/or by increasing the geoluetrical acceptance of the electromagnetic calorimeter cov-
ering tile ba.ckward scattering region, 'fhe later was achieved by newly installed detectors
in 1'1(1'1/9.5 winter shutdown. In addition more sophisticated triggering e.g. such as using
the components of the higher levels of 111 trigger system, can significantly change the
sigwtl to backgrouud ratio. Additionally, the improvement of the measurement of the
scattered electron il,ud photon in the IJ1 bacl<warclscattering region in terms of improved
measurement of the cluster parameters and the more precise determimttion of the az-
inJUthal ~ngles of the scattered electron and photon for coplanarily delerrnination can
significanlly decrease the systematic error.

Appendix A

Derivation of Generalized Helicity
Formula for One-Photon-Exchange
Processes

A nlea.surement of 1I1eproton structure function F2 in 1994 and 199.5 is reviewed in
more detail and the role of QED Compl.on event analysis in such complex measurement
ha.s been discussed. The systema,tic effects "fIeding the Fi HI asurement are in the focus
of lhe alJ~Jyses at III experiment, since st~tistica.luncertainties become insignificant. The
dclailed calibration and lecllllical studies using the QED Compton events presented here
were aillled lo improve our knowledge of tlie apparatus and thus to back the Fi analysis
and its resuHs.

Considering a diagram of lhe lype shown in Fig. A.l one can write its differenlial cross
seclion ill the form:

Finally, we would like to conclude lhat although Uris ana.lysis has been primarily
1.imited by the relatively small statistics available in lhe 1994 (clue to small instantaneous
luminosity) and 199.5 (due to t.he trigger down-scaling and short period of data taking), it
was demonstrated, that the study of QED Compton events provides useful experimental
tools for enhancing the knowledge of the backward scatterillg regioll of the HI delector
and in addition enables an indcpendent cross-check of the luminosity measuremcnt. We
believe, thal fulnre analyscs of QED Compton events will benefit frolIl increased statistics
and thus will not only decrease the tol.<11errors of here presented results but will enable
uS to study lhe detector components in more details and to measure the luminosity in the
significantly smaller run raJrges.

where s is the tot"l energy squared in the center of mass frame, 1 is is lhe absolute value of
lhe virtual pholon's four-momenlum squared, m, m' are the masses of the iniliaJ particles
a and c, respectively and the kinematical function ,\ is defined by
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The two tetrads f", <tnd f~." (m, m' = 11,0, +, -) cOldd be superposed to each other
by means of a four-space rotation about the plane defined by ([1/, (2). The correspondiug
rotatiou matrix is defined by

em = L Rm,fIt'f"m'

1H'

wlwre )/. (j;J is clecl.romagnet.ic current at the lefl.-hand (or right-hand) vertex, 11 (n') .is
ti,e Hlllnber of initial polari7.at,ioll st<l.tes a.t left-hand (rigIJt-hand) vertex, 2:= (2:=') means
su Illilli ng oV('r <lll pola.rizatiun states of iIIitial and final particles <It left-hand (right-II<\nd)
vcrtex, tile Lorentz in\'ar.iant spa.ce fa.ctors <II', df' are as follows:

and its exprcssion is easily calculated or derivated fronl the Wigner rotation matrices,
extrapolating them froUl real 1.0complex rotatioll angles:

(21T t o("'(Pa - Pb - q) dl"b

(271')'1 ,\("I(pc -- Pd - q) dl'd
(A.6)
(A.7)

(

1 0 0 0)o !.¥ -72 l;X
o 7i x -Ji '
o I-x L !±E

2 vi 2

where dl\ ami dr. is the Lorentz invariant space fador lor the initial (system b) and the
final state (system d), resj>('et;ivcly.

Usillg

where x = cas 0, y = Sill 0, 0 being the imagillary rotation angle.

Using the closure relation

/2 1 i~) dt dW2 d\tV'2 de/>,
4Al (s,m,m

where \tV, W' are the invariallt Illass of the systems band d, respectively, and .p is the
virtua.l plLoton's azimuthal <tngle. Integration over tile aziUlutha.1 angle e/> leads to

<la
dtdW2 <lW'2

. ~l,.l.f >I<

J/.g Jp

L jmrm,m1j:,7
7n,IIl'

Using the helicity treatlllenl: [57] LtJe helic.ity structme of 1j\IW is est<tblished as
follows. Icirsl:, the fOlll'-vC'ctors of the vc[l;ex (Pa, Pb, q) ((Pd, P<> q)) form the so caHed
"left-hand (rigilt-Il<llld) vertex plane" .ill four-space. Now a set of unit polari7.al:iou four-
vedor ([II, 1'0, 1'1, (2), associ<tted with the left-haud vertex and defined as follows in four-
space: <"IIis pa.rallel to ({, 1'0 be.longs to tlie "Idt.-hand vertex plaue" and is orthogonal to
I'll, 1'2 is orthogona.l 1.0 both planes (7'." Pb, <il, alld (I'd, Pc> q), <tncl finally, I'\ is orthogonal
1.0 I'll, fo and 1'2· [n addition, the following circula.r combilla.tions of them

IJ\;fj2 L Im,nflm, m·Rn, nfI:,7"nl

"t,nt',n,n'

1 '~jd ...;:;~ I' ]mJn

yield <tnother set of polarization fou r-vectors, (fll, (0, I'+, c), which satisfied [~. [n = ±J"",.
The physical interpretation of these polariz<ttion vectors is that (I'o, LI-> c), are associated
respectively with helicity sta.tes1 0, +1,-1 of tile virtua.! photon with respect to the lert-
hand vertex plalle; I'll is eliminated by the reqnest for gauge iJlvariance. Analogical,}', for
tire rig.llt-hand vertex, we illtroduce a set of linear polarization vedors (I'll' e~, [;, I'~).

Notice, that directly from definition (II = ql, and [~ = f2. Repeating the previous
algorithm we gel allother set (I'll' e~, 1"1-' ['-).

1 j ...• ,./ .'",;:;L ell ]m'],,-

Notice, that in Eq. (A,14) and (A.16), only the values of m, m', n, n' = +,0, - are to
be considered, siuce jl/ = jll = 0 by the gauge invariance.

lMI2
=: L Im,m(~n,m,)2I~:"ml

T1l,m'



Usilll-\ parity COllserva.l.iou ('++ = L.., l~ I = ,~_)oue get for the cross section Eq. (1\.9)
1.1,(' followillg expression [59J:

dO" I I I
dld\V2~II'V'1 = G4;r' 2,\1)2(.;, m2, m'2) (2

x [I 1-1.1'1' ~(I -I cosh2 1)) + (1++ ,~o+ 'uu/'~~) sinh2 <p + 'uul~u cosh
2

<f.>] Appendix B

t (2.< - t - E) - (W2 - m2) (IV'2 - m'2)
);If2(W2, m2, _t2»,1/2 (W'2, m'2, _(2) ,

L4 Routine to flag BEMC Nuclear
Counter Effect

/\1. the prese~nl. stage the helicil.y mcLhod could be applied for our particular case of the

COlllptOIl scattering ell -} q + X:
Tn order to suppreess the fake triggers due to the nuclear counter effect, so-called BEMC
single diode events (SDE), analyzed in Chapter 4, at the L4 trigger level of the III
trigger system a [Jagging routine was lIsed. In this appendix its FOHTRAN source code
is presented.

subroutine bccosm (iflag)
* stacks with only 3 wls - small triangles

dimension ismtri(8)
data ismtri / 2, 7, 20, 29, 70, 79, 92, 97 /
save ismtri

* limit for the maximum relative contribution from 1 diode
parameter (ratlim = 0.95)

*keep,bcs,
integer nhrow,nhcol,nhlen
parameter (nhrow = 2, nhcol 1, nhlen=2)
integer nbosiw
parameter (nbosiw=1000)
integer iw(nbosiw)
real rw(nbosiw)
common /bcs/ iw
equivalence (rw(l),iw(l)
save /bcs/

*keep,bosmdl.
c ------bosmdl

logical begjob,endrun,begrun,revent,endjob,othdat
common/bosmdl/begjob,endrun,begrun,revent,endjob,othdat,

+ lccrun,nccrun,nevent,
+ iha,ibs,idb,idatel,lup,isn,jsn
save /bosmdl/



c
*kend.

common /enbemc/ ebemc,nclus,eclus,ratmax
*keep, stfunct.
* index of element before row number irow

indr(ind,irow)=ind+2+iw(ind+l)*(irow-l)
* index of l'th element of row number irow

indcr(ind,l,irow)=indr(ind,irow) + 1
* l'th integer element of the irow'th row of bank with index ind

ibtab(ind,l,irow)=iw(indcr(ind,l,irow»
* l'th real element of the irow'th row of bank with index ind

rbtab(ind,l,irow)=rw(indcr(ind,l,irow»

at first entry
if (begrun) then

call bhs(iha+34,1,100,0.0,99.)
call stext(iha+34,4, 'bemc:')
call stext(iha+34,5, 'stack number for cosmic-diode flag>.95')
call bhs(iha+35,1,100,0.0,50.)
call stext(iha+35,4,'bemc:')
call stext (iha+35,5,'stack energy for cosmic-diode flag>.95')

endif
event entry
if (revent) then

iflag = 0
ratmax = 0.0
link to the bemc diode and stack banks
inbeOr nlink('BEOR' ,0)
inbenr = nlink('BENR' ,0)
inbngr = nlink('BNGR' ,0)
if (inbeOr.ne.O .and. inbenr.ne.O .and. inbngr.ne.O) then

nrbeOr iw(inbeOr+2)
nrbenr = iw(inbenr+2)
nrbngr = iw(inbngr+2)
find the hottest bemc stack
estmax 0.0
nstmax 0
irowmx 0
do 10 irow = 1, nrbeOr
esta rbtab(inbeOr,l,irow)
if (esta .gt. estmax) then

estmax esta
ibtab(inbngr,l,irow)
irow

nstmax
lrowmx

endif
continue
hottest stack found

if (irowmx .gt. 0) then
check if the stack is small triangle
fact = 0.25
do 20 i = 1, 8
if (nstmax .eq. ismtri(i» fact = 0.33333
continue
determine the diode / stack energy ratio
ratmax = 0.0
do 30 i = 1, 4
e = rbtab(inbenr,i,irowmx)
if (e .eq. 0.) then

ratio o.
else

ratio = (e * fact) / estmax
endif
if (ratio.gt.ratmax) ratmax = ratio
continue
fill the histos for the positive decision
if (ratmax .gt. ratlim) then

iflag = 1
call shs(iha+34,1,float(nstmax»
call shs(iha+35,1,estmax)

endif
endif

endif
endif
return
end
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